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Abstract

In digital games, the map (sometimes referred to as the level) is the virtual environment in

which a player navigates through and interacts with during gameplay. The map outlines the

boundaries of play, aids in establishing rule systems, and supports the narrative. The map

also directly influences the challenges that a player will experience and the pace of gameplay,

a property that has previously been linked to a player’s enjoyment of a game. Therefore,

the entertainment value of the game is maximized by altering the challenge of a map to fit

a player’s expected ability.

In most industry leading games, creating maps is a lengthy manual process conducted by

highly trained teams of designers. However, for many decades procedural content generation

(PCG) techniques have been used to automate the map creation process to provide players

with a larger range of experiences than would normally be possible. However, in recent years,

PCG has been proposed as a means of tailoring game content to the preferences and skills

of a specific player. These approaches fall into the recently established research field known

as Experience-driven PCG (EDPCG), in which knowledge about the player is included in a

generate-and-test PCG framework.

This thesis contributes to the growing EDPCG field with a focus on personalizing maps.

Here, maps are represented via two distinct concepts; geometry and content layout. The

geometry of a map defines the boundaries of play and the location of static virtual objects.

Meanwhile, the content layout describes the location and quantity of interactive game assets,

such as enemies and pick-ups. Both of these components affect a player’s experience to vary-

ing degrees in different game genres. A third concept, player preference modeling, is added

when adapting a map to a player’s preferences and is conducted by collecting, interpreting,

and utilizing knowledge about the player.

In this thesis, these three subcomponents are studied as interlocking mechanisms of the

personalized procedural map generation process and solutions are proposed for each. Firstly,



geometry generation is conducted for both exterior and interior environments by connect-

ing pre-made map segments to form larger, more complete maps. Player preferences are

incorporated into this process via interactive evolutionary computing. The layout of content

throughout the map is then determined by using features of the geometry as input to a

Compositional Pattern-Producing Network, a population of which are evolved through Neu-

roevolution of Augmenting Topologies. Finally, a player’s preferences for content layout are

captured and utilized through the use of a player model based upon a recommender system

(RS) framework.

The geometry generation process is firstly implemented into an evolutionary terrain tool

that was created to aid novice game developers build the terrain of a map. All the solutions

are then combined into the action-shooter game PCG: Angry Bots and evaluated through

a large-scale public user experiment. The solutions are shown to perform well and can be

generalized to other game genres. However, the experiment also gives rise to new questions

and so this thesis concludes with a look at potential future work.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

One of the most commonly stated motivating factors for video games research is that the

size of the global games market warrants the investment of time towards improving it. For

example, in the year 2011, video game retail sales were estimated to be generating US$21

billion in revenue [ESA, 2012]. For a comparison, worldwide box offices recorded US$32.6

billion in sales in the same year [McClintock, 2013] and the music industry’s revenue was

reported as US$16.6 billion [Smirke, 2012]. However, the manner in which these statistics

are gathered are often contended [Kuchera, 2012] and some sources even report the entire

video game industry, including both physical and digital sales, to be worth an astounding

US$65 billion [Baker, 2011].

However, the exact sales figures for the industry are not so important. Regardless of which

reports are chosen to be accurate, it is clear that the video games industry is big business. Far

more important are the questions of why sales are growing and what impact this has on game

developers. Video games are becoming more socially acceptable as an entertainment medium,

are more accessible to novice players, and are incorporating more social interaction between

players. What this means is that video game players now come from many backgrounds and

statistics from the Entertainment Software Association [ESA, 2012] show that players can

no longer be stereotyped into a single demographic. The study by Drachen et al. [2009] of

player types in the game Tomb Raider: Underworld (Eidos Interactive, 2008) shows that,

even within a single game, players’ preferences can be varied and there are many ways of

achieving the same goal.

The ESA also states that the average age of a game player is 30 years old, indicating

an increase in the buying power of the average consumer. With this buying power comes
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the desire for a larger variety in experiences and an expectation of longevity in a game,

representing a better investment for the buyer. What this all means for game developers is

that, given both the diversity and buying power of the market, it is becoming more difficult to

design a game that will accommodate every player’s past experiences and future expectations.

Incorporating different player preferences and offering increased replay value is not a

trivial task though. The costs of developing a high profile game are skyrocketing. For

example, Daly [2013] states that the game Star Wars: The Old Republic (BioWare, 2011)

had an estimated development cost of US$200 million and only sold 2.56 million copies while

the well selling game Grand Theft Auto IV (Rockstar Games, 2008) cost US$100 million.

Game development has become a complex multidisciplinary task and with higher costs have

come higher risks. Adding the additional complexity of accommodating many players’ skill

ranges only further increases costs.

A popular approach to appealing to a diverse audience is to simplify the game mechanics.

This has given rise to term ‘casual games’ [Boyes, 2008] over the last few years. A casual

game must be immediately enjoyable when picked-up by a player but must also be compelling

enough to warrant continued play. Simplified game mechanics often lead to lower development

costs, which is reflected by the quantity of small developers providing games on mobile touch

devices, on which casual games have become most accessible. However, the downfall of this

approach is that the simplified mechanics can result in a tedious and repetitive experience

for seasoned game players, a lessening of the immersion of the game, or even require the

removal of artistic elements within the game such as narrative, believable environments, and

spoken audio. Also, if the game fails to be adopted in the currently saturated mobile app

environment, it can cause a significant financial loss for small development companies.

An alternative approach, and one that has been adopted by developers for many decades

in a variety of game genres, is to include a difficulty adjustment mechanism to allow players

to manually set the level of challenge they will face [Pagulayan et al., 2003]. Challenge is

commonly stated as a key element that influences a player’s enjoyment of a game [Malone,

1981], with too much challenge for a specific player’s skill leading to frustration and not

enough challenge leading to boredom. However, these manual difficulty adjustment systems

are usually reported to the player as a short list of nominal settings and do not perform well

for those players whose abilities do not match any of the provided settings. An alternative so-

lution is to automatically set the difficulty of the game for the player. For multiplayer games,

this is done through matchmaking systems such as Microsoft’s Trueskill system [Herbrich

et al., 2007], which pairs players of similar experience with each other based upon win-loss
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ratios and player performance during each game. In single-player games, this translates into

dynamic difficulty adjustment systems [Hunicke, 2005] that typically automatically set one of

the previously mentioned nominal difficulty options or make finer adjustments to the artificial

intelligence (AI) of opponent behavior.

While these solutions can tailor the challenge of a game to suit a player, albeit not very

accurately at times, they do not allow for changes in experience for a player. For example,

once the player has experienced a map once, it is likely that consecutive attempts at the same

map will give a similar experience. Similarly, mechanisms such as avatar customization will

typically allow a player to decide how they will achieve goals within the game [Bostan and

Ogut, 2009] but they do not allow for variances in the type of challenges that are presented to

the player. In summary, there is a lack of customization of games to suit both the preferences

and skill of an individual player.

Thus, we turn to procedural content generation (PCG) [Greuter et al., 2004; Togelius et al.,

2011a] as a solution. The term content here refers to any game asset that is usually designed

by a game developer and can include 3D models, 2D textures, audio assets, map design,

rule systems, virtual object properties and functions, and narrative elements. Procedurally

generating these assets involves using a programmatic approach to create them instead of

requiring each asset to be handcrafted by a designer. These approaches typically utilize

some form of randomness to help produce a large variety of content. Note that the artificial

intelligence (AI) of virtual companions and enemies in a game is usually not considered to

be content and the process of procedurally adjusting these non-player characters’ (NPC)

behaviors is usually labeled as adaptive AI [Ponsen et al., 2005].

As an example of the potential of PCG, the AAA game Left 4 Dead (Valve Corporation,

2008) changes the layout of enemies and pick-ups in a game map to balance the skills of two

teams in a multiplayer game and to make each round of the game unpredictable [Booth, 2009].

While the approach is highly constrained with pre-designed possible locations of enemies and

pick-ups and static environments, it represents a big step towards the game industry using

PCG to balance gameplay. However, how to apply PCG to a game is not always clear, it

can involve a long and costly process of researching appropriate technologies and it requires

changes to the game design to accommodate random content. Despite all this effort, in the

end the result is most often inferior in quality to handcrafted game content. Therefore, in

order for PCG to be a viable approach to game development, investigation is needed to refine

PCG techniques, increase their ease of integration, and reduce the risks involved with their

use.
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1.1 Motivation

PCG has been used for many years to provide players with a larger variety of game content

than is usually feasible to manually design by game developers. For example, the roguelike

game Dwarf Fortress (Bay 12 Games, 2006) randomly generates large facets of the game to

provide the player with a unique experience every time the game is restarted. Alternatively,

PCG can be used to reduce the memory cost of a game, such as in Elite (Acornsoft, 1984),

which condensed 2048 worlds into less than 14 kilobytes of memory. It has also been used

to aid in the production of games by taking care of mundane tasks. An example of this

is the SpeedTree (Interactive Data Visualization Inc., 2013) application that inserts virtual

vegetation into games and other 3D animations.

However, these past applications of PCG have typically utilized a one-off generation

approach. That is, there is no validation process other than perhaps that which is done by a

human game designer. Applications such as Dwarf Fortress and SpeedTree use a constrained

random generation process that restricts how content is created but otherwise relies on chance

to create a high quality piece of content. Meanwhile, the PCG in Elite utilizes a seed to

reproduce a deterministic galaxy, which was roughly validated by the game developers before

release. On top of this, the content created by these PCG approaches is rarely generated

with a specific player’s desires taken into consideration and it is even possible for a piece

of content to not be appropriate for any player. For example, in the game Dwarf Fortress,

it’s typical for the random generation mechanism to produce an unforgiving game that is

practically impossible for all but the most experienced players to win.

An alternative to the one-off generation process is to use a generate-and-test method.

Here, content is tested after it is generated to make sure it meets a minimum criteria and if

it fails, then it is rejected and the generation process is conducted again. A subcategory of

the generate-and-test approaches, and the one that is focused on in this thesis, is known as

search-based procedural content generation (SBPCG). SBPCG is defined by Togelius et al.

[2010c] as being a special case of generate-and-test in which ‘the test function does not simply

accept or reject the candidate content, but grades it using one or a vector of real numbers.

Additionally, there is a condition that future content is based upon previously generated

content that has scored well, leading to a process of iterative improvement. The goal is

no longer to generate content that is ‘good enough’ but instead to create content of a high

quality.
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Most PCG methods will have some constraints, even if they are very loose, and therefore

all possible pieces of content that can result from this process can be thought of as a (typically

high dimensional) solution landscape. Thus, the term ‘search-based’ relates to the process

of searching this solution landscape for an optimal piece of content. While there are many

types of search and optimization methods that can be used in SBPCG, the description above

closely resembles that of evolutionary algorithms (EA) and so it is typical for EA to be used to

achieve the desired effects. In this case, each generated piece of content is a candidate within

a population, each content candidate is evaluated with a fitness function and given a fitness

score, and the process of generating new content from previous candidates can be done via

genetic mutation and recombination. In order for mutation and recombination to be used, a

genetic representation is formulated as an abstraction of each content candidate. Thus, the

two main challenges in this field are formulating an appropriate genetic representation and

a fitness evaluation strategy or metric that produces the desired qualities in the content.

When the fitness function of an SBPCG takes into account some aspect of a player’s

behavior or preferences it is commonly referred to as experience-driven procedural content

generation (EDPCG) [Yannakakis and Togelius, 2011]. Thus, the resulting content is ex-

pected to be of a high quality with regards to a specific player. This field has only begun to

develop over the last few years but is gaining wide spread interest as a means of adapting

games to suit the preferences of players.

However, a taxonomy constructed by Smith et al. [2011a] highlights that many EDPCG

techniques utilize either a universal or class player model. That is, either a single, generalized

model of behavior or preferences is deduced for all players of a single game or genre (a

universal model) or a player is classified as one of a handful of nominal player types that

each has its own generalized player model (a class model). These approaches fail to recognize

that each player is a unique individual and that preferences and skill of a player are personal

traits that may separate them from the norm or prevent them from fitting into a preordained

player type. While providing varied experiences through PCG, these approaches have the

same shortcomings that are present in manual difficulty selection mechanisms.

In this thesis, a focus on procedurally generating game maps is enforced. A map (some-

times also referred to as a level) is defined here as the virtual environment through which a

player navigates during gameplay. The maps of a game have an important role in not only

establishing an immersive background to the narrative of the game but can also greatly influ-

ence the challenge that a player experiences and, in combination with the game mechanics,

aid in the formation of a player’s strategies for achieving objectives. There are currently only
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a handful of SBPCG solutions of generating maps for specific game genres and even fewer

that utilize player preferences in an EDPCG approach. Of those that do utilize EDPCG,

many are aimed at creating maps for 2D platform games such as Super Mario Bros. (Nin-

tendo, 1985). However, 2D platform games, while experiencing a resurgence in popularity in

the last few years due to casual gaming, only represent a small portion of the market [Reeves,

2012], with most other game genres utilizing 3D graphics and therefore 3D maps.

Finally, while the use of EA has become standard practice for SBPCG solutions there is

not much other commonality. Many existing solutions for SBPCG and EDPCG are crafted

to work with a specific game or a narrow genre and do not mention if (or how) the PCG

method, content representation, content candidates, or player modeling approach could be

generalized to other games. This makes it difficult for those new to the SBPCG field to

begin formulating appropriate solutions. Similarly, no SBPCG or EDPCG technique has yet

been demonstrated to be generalizable enough or produce content of a high enough quality

to be adopted by industry developers. This is because the currently unrefined techniques are

perceived to be at risk of producing content of poor quality, content that is not appropriate to

specific player, or content that is outright game-breaking and paying customers are unlikely

to tolerate these types of errors. While the work in this thesis does not fully achieve this

standard either, it contributes towards this goal.

1.2 Aim, Research Questions, and Scope

With the above shortcomings in the existing literature in mind, the aim of this thesis is

to investigate potential solutions for procedurally generating complete 3D game maps that

are tailored to an individual player’s preferences and skill through the use of evolutionary

algorithms.

To do this, the problem is divided into three subcomponents: geometry, content layout,

and player preference modeling (PPM). These components not only establish a line of inves-

tigation and make up the structure of this thesis but also constitute fundamental elements of

any game map. Every game will place a different emphasis on the geometry of the map and

the content within it. In some games, one aspect will influence a player’s experience more

than the other, while in other games they will both play an important role. While PCG of

geometry and content layout allows for instances of maps to be created, the PPM component

enables the maps to be tailored to an individual player’s preferences and skill. Below is a
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further description of each of the three subcomponents and the research questions associated

with them. Following that is a discussion of what is not included in the scope of this project.

1.2.1 Geometry

The geometry of a map is defined here as the static environment that the player navigates

through during gameplay. This may include the base terrain that a map is built upon, low

level architectural elements such as the structure of floors and walls of a room, high level

architectural elements such as the layout of rooms and corridors, and the arrangement of

static clutter such as furniture. Some game genres may even have unique geometry elements

such as the race track of a racing game or the platform arrangement in a 2D platform game.

The geometry offers no interaction to the player other than allowing the player to stand

on it, bump into it, navigate around it, or hide behind it. In some game genres the geometry

may simply act as a stage for the narrative, providing an immersive environment, but in other

games it can have a drastic effect on the challenge the player experiences and the strategies

they form. In simulation based racing games, the track acts as a primary challenge inducer,

along with the competency of the other racers. If the terrain of a real-time strategy (RTS)

game is not properly balanced, one player may have an easily defendable position while the

other is left out in the open. Clutter such as furniture, vegetation, or rock outcroppings can

be used for cover in a first-person shooter (FPS) game while increasing the distance between

ledges in a platform game can substantially increase the difficulty of a map. Almost all

modern games will have at least a basic geometry that dictates the boundaries of the virtual

space. However in some games, such as some action games, the geometry may not affect the

player experience other than providing aesthetically pleasing structure to the gameplay and

narrative.

The research questions for this component are as follows:

1. How can the base terrain of a game map be represented in an SBPCG solution to

provide a high level of control over the features in the generated maps?

2. How does this genetic representation compare to existing SBPCG techniques for gen-

erating terrain?

3. Can the ideas behind the genetic representation be abstracted and used to generate

interior spaces in a SBPCG manner as well?
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1.2.2 Content Layout

The term content here describes all game objects that the player can interact with in ways

other than navigating around. This may include enemy NPCs that can be attacked, friendly

NPCs that can be conversed with, item pick-ups, narrative and audio queues, or mission

objectives. The similarity to the use of the word ‘content’ in the phrase PCG is purposeful;

here it simply refers to a subset of game content that does not include the geometry of a

map. Also note that we are investigating the layout of this content throughout the map, not

the procedural generation of the aesthetics or function of individual pieces of content other

than the geometry of the map.

Like geometry, content layout can also play an important role in the experience that a

player has. In an action game, the balance of enemies and utility pick-up items from one

area of the map to the next can control the pace and challenge of the game. The spread

of objectives and powerful weapons and armor motivates exploration within an open world

role-playing game (RPG) while the location of weapons and ammo pick-ups in a multiplayer

FPS can dictate which areas of the map are likely to have higher player activity. However,

in other game genres, such as driving or flight simulators, there may be very little content

and instead the player’s experience is affected only by the geometry.

The research questions for this component are as follows:

1. Given an example game, how does content affect a player’s experience as compared to

the geometry?

2. Is there a genetic representation for an evolutionary procedural map generation algo-

rithm that can encompass the needs of content layout in the example game?

3. How can content layout be evaluated to determine whether it matches the player’s

preferences?

1.2.3 Player Preference Modeling

Player modeling in games is the process of collecting and utilizing data about a player (or a

group of players), usually in an effort to improve the game or understand some physiological

or psychological characteristics of a player. In this thesis, the focus is on player preference

modeling, which can be seen as subcategory of player modeling with the goal of discovering

what a player enjoys and using the knowledge to improve the game. For the sake of being

concise, the term ‘player preference modeling’ is reduced to the more compressed parent term
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‘player modeling’ throughout this thesis as many characteristic of preference modeling are

inherited from the broader field of player modeling.

Player modeling is not restricted to being used in conjunction with PCG. On the con-

trary, the most common form of player modeling is conducted by leading game developers to

monitor gameplay during testing sessions. This may be done in order to understand how the

player is interacting with the game, what is contributing to the experience, what is inhibit-

ing normal gameplay, and to make appropriate changes. In this case, the player modeling

approach is being used as a reporting tool and is designed to give a descriptive analysis of

player behavior.

In this thesis, however, we focus on using player models in a generative manner. That is,

the understanding of some psychological or physiological trait of the player is combined with

PCG techniques (forming an EDPCG application) to create or improve game content without

the need of interpretation by a human designer. This approach has gathered popularity in

recent years and various forms of player data have been investigated. These data sources

have included physiological inputs, self-reporting, and in-game activity.

The research questions for this component are as follows:

1. Is there a player preference modeling technique that can be generalized to multiple

game genres for the purpose of procedural map generation?

2. For this project, which source of player data is the most suitable and why?

3. When combined with an EDPCG application, does the player modeling technique pro-

vide an improved experience for players over random PCG?

1.2.4 Out of Scope

As mentioned earlier, the procedural generation of the structure or purpose of individual

pieces of content other than the geometry of a map is not investigated. This is because these

content pieces, while valuable components of the gameplay and present within the map, are

not considered to be modifiable components of the map itself. If the scope of this project

were expanded to include the creation of these content types, then it would quickly become

a much larger problem.

Similarly, it may be argued that another important component of many game maps is

how it fits into the narrative or what the objectives of the map are. The roles of these aspects

are highlighted by the dichotomy presented by Dormans and Bakkes [2011], who separate a
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game map into ‘spaces’ (similar to our definition of geometry) and ‘missions’. We find that

many game genres do not have the segregated mission structures analyzed by Dormans and

Bakkes. The layout of objectives can even be considered as part of content layout process,

though it will need more constraints to ensure a logical flow of objectives. In the games used

in the experiments in this thesis, however, there is no narrative other than a background

setting and the objective of every map is the same. Therefore, the need to address these

issues is left for future work.

The closely related field of adaptive AI for NPCs is also not considered here. Currently,

most existing literature uses either PCG or adaptive AI to enhance a player’s experience but

rarely use both. This is because both of the respective fields need further refinement before

they can be combined into a single solution.

Finally, we acknowledge that there are many forms of search and optimization algorithms

that can be used in SBPCG. However, the current norm within the field is to use EA as the

base framework. Thus, to keep our work coherent with the existing literature, EA is the only

optimization technique considered within this thesis.

1.3 Contributions

The central contribution of this thesis fits within the body of knowledge on procedural map

generation; especially in relation to adapting game maps to meet player preferences. From

this, more focused contributions arise:

1. The introduction and discussion of the concept of a game map in terms of its two

constituent elements; geometry and content. An approach to applying PCG to both of

these elements is provided. For personalized procedural map generation, an additional

element of player preference modeling is added. How to capture and utilize a player’s

preferences in relation to both geometry and content within certain game genres is

examined.

2. Two geometry generation techniques are provided; one for exterior geometries and

the other for interior geometries. Both of these approaches use the idea of combining

smaller pre-designed building blocks to form a larger map. In exterior maps, this is

realized through patch-based terrain generation, while interior spaces are discussed in

terms of room templates.
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3. A content layout solution is provided that calculates content quantities within a sepa-

rately generated geometry by using Compositional Pattern-Producing Networks (CPPN)

[Stanley, 2007], which are evolved through NeuroEvolution of Augmenting Topologies

(NEAT) [Stanley and Miikkulainen, 2002]. This solution creates patterns of content

with regularities throughout a map and therefore is argued to generate patterns of

challenge for the player.

4. A PPM solution is created through the use of a recommender system (RS) framework.

We describe how the RS and EDPCG fields overlap and how a player model can be

efficiently structured as an RS. A functional example is given of a traditional content-

based RS approach being used to generate the maps of an action-shooter game to suit

the preferences of individual players. This example shows that the use of an RS player

model provides better experiences for players when compared to random PCG.

5. A performance metric is proposed to more clearly analyze the learning capabilities

of an RS in the noisy player modeling environment. The metric has been named the

learning trend, with mean and majority variants providing a complimentary view of the

performance. This metric acts as an alternative to traditional confusion matrix based

classifier accuracy measurements that can give distorted views of the performance of

this type of RS.

The research presented within this thesis is primarily explorative and we make no claim to

having solved the entire problem of personalized procedural map generation. The respective

field is still in its infancy and best practices have yet to be established. Thus, much of the

existing work in this field, as well as our own, examines potential solutions and frameworks

that may promote future work and encourage personalized maps (and other content) to be

adopted within the games industry. Towards this goal, the contributions of separating a

map into geometry and content layout, constructing map geometries from smaller sample

geometries, the use of a CPPN to create patterns of content throughout a map, and the

use of an RS as a player model are all generalizable to many game genres. These ideas

also aid in consolidating knowledge within the growing EDPCG field to enable developers

and researchers new to the field to quickly create their own implementations of personalized

procedural map generation.
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1.4 Thesis Structure

There are nine further chapters within this thesis, with most of the core chapters addressing

one of the three components of personalized procedural map generation as described in the

research aim earlier. Chapter 2 first provides background knowledge in the PCG and player

modeling fields as well as fundamental knowledge of evolutionary algorithms and recom-

mender systems. Chapters 3 and 4 each present one solution to the problem of procedurally

generating geometry. Chapter 3 deals with exterior terrain generation and the resulting so-

lution can be seen as a development aid for novice game developers. Meanwhile, Chapter 4

shifts to a look at interior spaces and, while sharing similar mechanics to that of the terrain

generation, is designed to be used by a player during gameplay. Additionally, the game PCG:

Angry Bots is detailed, which acts as the test bed for the remainder of the thesis. With an

interior geometry established, Chapter 5 demonstrates how to represent and optimize the

layout of content within a map through neuroevolution. Chapter 6 discusses how an RS can

be utilized as a player model and gives details of the implementation of the content-based RS

used in PCG: Angry Bots. There are then two experiment chapters: Chapter 7 fist evaluates

the tool described in Chapter 3 to evolve terrains, showing how parameter changes can affect

the output of the tool. Then, Chapter 8 describes the PCG: Angry Bots experiment that

was conducted to evaluate the systems described in Chapters 4, 5, and 6. The metrics that

were used to evaluate the resulting player data are also described in this chapter. The results

of the PCG: Angry Bots are then presented in Chapter 9. Finally, Chapter 10 concludes

this thesis with a review of the work that has been done, recapping answers to the research

questions, providing a discussion of limitations of the current work, and a look at future

work.
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Background

Forms of artificial intelligence (AI) have been present in video games since their advent. They

have ranged in complexity, with rudimentary examples including the basic scripted move-

ments of non-player characters (NPCs) in many early console games, such as Super Mario

Bros. (Nintendo, 1985), and the more advanced scripted enemies in modern games, such

as the Call of Duty franchise (Activision, 2003-2013), that give the illusion of intelligent re-

sponses to a player’s activity by using the A? algorithm and finite state machines. Meanwhile,

some games have adopted more advanced AI paradigms such as the use of agent-based plan-

ning to allow enemies in F.E.A.R (Monolith Productions, 2005) to make informed decisions

and utilize complex strategies [Orkin, 2006] or the use of neural network machine learning

techniques to teach virtual pets through reward and discipline in Creatures (Cyberlife, 1996).

Games have also risen as a primary means of evaluating AI research. AI techniques that

are believed to be able to strategize as a human would or better are often tested on both

chess-like board games and video games that require complex, multi-leveled planning such as

StarCraft (Blizzard Entertainment, 1998) [Weber et al., 2010] and other real-time strategy

(RTS) games [Buro and Furtak, 2004]. Alternatively, games are also being used in Turing

tests in which judges must determine whether other virtual characters are being controlled

by a human or an AI [Hingston, 2010].

However, despite this long history of opponent and NPC control algorithms, in this thesis

we do not examine this aspect of AI in games. Instead, we focus on using AI techniques as

means of improving the quality of a game’s setting, either during the development of the game

or during gameplay itself. To do this, we look towards procedural content generation (PCG)

as a means of creating or altering elements of the virtual world around the player. A player’s
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experience can be improved by manipulating the appearance of a game, the structure of the

virtual environment, the sounds in a game, the narrative, or even the rules of the game. Thus,

just as advanced AI techniques have been used to improve the quality of NPC behavior, we

investigate similar techniques in order to improve the quality of the presentation of the game.

More specifically, in this thesis we use a combination of PCG, search-based optimization, and

machine learning to create game maps that will provide a more enjoyable experience to the

player.

In this chapter we first give an introduction and a brief history of PCG in Section 2.1,

especially with regard to game maps. Included in this is a focus on procedural terrain

generation, as it is a primary element of many games’ maps and is examined in two of

the chapters of this thesis. After that, Section 2.2 describes the emerging field of search-

based PCG, which combines optimization techniques, such as evolutionary algorithms (EA),

with a generate-and-test approach to content generation to improve the quality of output

over traditional once-off PCG algorithms. Additionally, we provide a brief introduction to

EAs and how the terminology of the field can be applied to PCG. Then, a motivation for

and definition of player modeling is presented in Section 2.3, along with a discussion of the

experience-driven PCG sub-field that combines PCG and player modeling to create content

that is tailored to a player’s (or a group of players’) preferences. Finally, as recommender

systems (RS) form the basis of the player model in this thesis, an introduction to the basic

concepts and terminology of RS is provided in Section 2.4.

2.1 Procedural Content Generation

The traditional pipeline for producing a video game includes teams of artists hand crafting

game content using specialized tools. This content is then imported into the game and used

by the engine (the code of the game) to create immersive virtual worlds. Content can include

3D models, 2D textures, audio files, narrative structures, animations, and the properties of

virtual objects, from physical properties, such as mass, to behavioral properties, such as the

rate of fire of a weapon [Togelius et al., 2010c].

Procedural content generation (PCG) is a programmatic approach to creating this content

instead. It can be seen as a means of automating content creation by using a small set of

algorithms to create a large range of variations of a chosen content piece. Therefore, there

is typically less effort required by the design teams of the project and more emphasis on the

programming teams to implement algorithms that produce suitable content.
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The motivations for using PCG in a game can be varied. It can be used as a tool to

speed up the development process, it can provide suggestions to artists that they may not

have considered, can reduce the memory and storage size requirements of the game, and it

can be used while the game is being played to create more experiences for the player than

would be possible through manually crafting the content. It’s also worth noting that the

AI controllers of virtual characters are usually not considered a form of content and thus

the manipulation of the AI during gameplay is usually considered as its own research field,

known as adaptive AI [Machado et al., 2011]. In this section we discuss common applications

of PCG and discuss some of the content types that are explored in this paper; primarily the

geometry of a game map.

2.1.1 Applications

Here, we briefly describe some of the common applications of PCG and give real-world

industry examples of how PCG has been used. This is done to show that, while much of

the cited work in this thesis comes from academic research, PCG can be used successfully

in commercial endeavors. The PCG applications described here are broadly categorized as

memory reducing techniques, development aids, and techniques used to create a large range

of player experiences.

Memory Reduction

The first use for PCG is to reduce the size of the game, either in memory or on disk. In games,

3D models and 2D textures can use up a lot of these computational resources, especially as

the fidelity of them increases. Thus, using PCG to generate game assets programmatically

when they are needed causes the game content to utilize more of the processing power of a

computer rather than storage resources.

With the ever expanding size and reducing price of storage media, this application of

PCG is no longer necessary and is therefore studied less than the other two applications.

However, it was a main driving factor of PCG research and development in early commercial

video games. Elite (Acornsoft, 1984) is a role playing game (RPG) where the player can

explore 2, 048 planets while traveling through space. Due to the limited storage capabilities

of the computers of its time, the details of each planet are generated by feeding a single

seed number to a deterministic PCG algorithm that outputs the location of the planet, the

resources available at the planet, and even the planet’s name.
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More recently, the first person shooter (FPS) .kkrieger ( Farbrausch, 2004) was created as

a technical demonstration of the memory reducing capabilities of PCG. The game occupies

only 98KB of disk space as all the 2D textures and 3D meshes are procedurally generated

from basic building blocks when the game is first being loaded. Despite this, the graphical

detail of the game is of a high quality and the developers estimate that the game would

occupy between 200 and 300MB if the content were stored on disk.

Development Aids

PCG can also be used by game studios during the development stage to reduce the time

and resources required to create game content. Tools such as SpeedTree (Interactive Data

Visualization Inc., 2013), which populates a map with vegetation, or Terragen (Planetside

Software, 2013), which creates photorealistic mountainous landscape, are popular in the game

development community, even though most game players do not notice that they have been

used. These tools reduce the complexity of their respective tasks, allowing developers to

focus their attention on improving other aspects of the game and thus improving the quality

of the entire game.

The use of these types of techniques is especially valuable for independent developers

with limited resources. The highly stylized landscapes of Darwinia (Introversion Software,

2005) were procedurally generated using simple fractal methods (described in Section 2.1.2)

on a low resolution heightmap. With the bulk of the map design being conducted through

PCG, the small development team had more time to fine tune the landscapes and add other

content to its surface.

These types of development aids can also be used by players if the game is designed with

this process in mind. The God-game Spore (Maxis, 2008) allows players to create their own

creature by adding limbs and other features to a body. A procedural animation process

then ensures that every creature that a player creates behaves naturally and an evolution

process develops the creature from a basic organism to the player designed creature. These

two procedural processes give creative freedom to the player without requiring them to have

animation knowledge and go through tedious manual validation processes.

Diverse Experiences

Possibly the most popular application of PCG in both commercial games and academic

research is that of creating diverse experiences for the player. Depending on the design of
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the generative algorithm and the content being generated, PCG can allow for a vast number

of unique pieces of content, allow for the player to customize their experience, or, as is

investigated in this thesis, personalize the game content to suit the preferences of the player.

This goal sometimes overlaps with the previous two applications of PCG. For example,

the reason for using a memory saving PCG algorithm to generate planets in Elite (Acornsoft,

1984) is because the developers wanted to give the player more experiences than was typically

assumed to be supported by the computer hardware of the time. Meanwhile, the procedural

generation of animation in Spore (Maxis, 2008) allows every player to create a unique alien

race that meets their preferences for aesthetics, producing a more personalized gameplay

experience.

Other examples from high quality commercial games include the use of PCG technique to

generate over 18 million unique weapons in Borderlands 2 (Gearbox Software, 2012), which

is achieved by randomly combining weapon behaviors, features, and statistics. This means

that throughout the hours long campaign in the game, the player is guaranteed to never see

the same weapon twice and the player is motivated to explore the world and defeat enemies

in the hope of finding better weapons. The turn-based strategy game Worms (Team17,

1995-2013) randomly generates arena style 2D maps to provide competitive experiences in

unpredictable environments, meaning that no player can gain the upper-hand by learning

the nuances of a map. The PCG algorithm is also loosely controlled by parameters, allowing

players to dictate the style of the map without knowing the exact shape of it.

The most well-known genre of games that utilize this type of PCG is roguelikes. This

genre was named after the game Rogue (Michael Toy, 1980), which first procedurally gener-

ated maps in ASCII graphics, a trend that continues in many roguelike games. At the height

of the roguelike genre, Dwarf Fortress (Bay 12 Games, 2006) is a challenging game in which

entire worlds, economies, cultural behaviors, temporal events, and in-game items are proce-

durally generated with little restriction. This leads to an experience that is unpredictable

and unforgiving but from which the player can be a part of their own narrative.

2.1.2 Procedural Terrain Generation

The first investigation we conduct in this thesis is looking into how to procedurally generate

the geometry of a wide range of maps. We deduce that, while every game has its own

setting, terrain is a common element in many games on top of which the remainder of the
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.1: (a) A flat heightmap and (b) a heightmap after fractal terrain generation.

map elements are placed. Therefore, we introduced a novel method for procedural terrain

generation that aims at tackling some of the problems discussed in this subsection.

The procedural generation of virtual terrain has been successfully applied in many fields

and has enjoyed ongoing research by both industry leaders and academics for almost three

decades [Smelik et al., 2009]. Most existing research has been devoted to creating vast

sprawling landscapes that are typically too large and too detailed to be created manually.

These methods have been improved in recent years and powerful commercial tools, such as

Terragen (Planetside Software, 2013), are capable of producing renderings of detailed terrain

that resemble professional photographs of mountainous landscape. However, Terragen and

other applications like it use fractal generation techniques and, as we will discuss in this

section, these approaches lack applicability in games.

Terrain Representations

The most common data structure used for virtual terrain is a heightmap [Smelik et al.,

2009]. A heightmap is usually represented as a three-dimensional array detailing the x,y and

z coordinates of vertices. The vertices are evenly spaced across two of the coordinate planes

(x, y) and the third coordinate’s value (z) specifies the height of each vertex. The vertices

are joined to their neighbors to form triangles and from this a solid surface can be rendered.

Examples of heightmaps in their wire-frame form are shown in Figure 2.1.

Another popular approach to representing the terrain is to use voxels [Kaufman et al.,

1993]. Voxels are three-dimensional pixels that can be thought of as cube shaped building

blocks. At fine resolutions, voxels can theoretically be used to represent individual grains or
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clusters of dirt. Peytavie et al. [2009] even associate materials (such as water, rock, sand,

and air) with each voxel. Thus, these approaches lend themselves well to erosion simulation,

as these algorithms can actually move small clusters of material around in a closed mass

system.

The benefit of voxel structures is that they can create overhangs such as on cliff faces or

inside caves; this is not possible for heightmaps as their cannot be two vertices (one for the

floor of the cave and one for the roof) occupying the same (x, y) coordinates. Unfortunately,

at high resolutions, voxels become much more computationally expensive than heightmaps,

which are efficient to manipulate and render. One of the most well-known uses of voxels

is in the stylized cube words of Minecraft (Mojang, 2011) in which the voxels are large

so processing time is kept to a minimum yet allow players to remove individual voxels to

change the terrain and explore underground caves. Alternatively, while Peytavie et al. [2009]

store the voxel data and manipulate it at a low resolution, it is implicitly converted to a

higher resolution before rendering, giving a smooth and highly detailed terrain. However,

to generate higher resolution terrains with less computational effort and to remain coherent

with much of the existing research in our related fields, we use heightmaps throughout the

remainder of this thesis.

Terrain Generation Methods

Procedural terrain generation is the process of programmatically creating terrain for virtual

worlds. In the case of heightmaps, this involves a system assigning the height value of each

vertex. Fractal subdivision was one of the earliest procedural terrain generation techniques

[Fournier et al., 1982] and it remains one of the most popular [Smelik et al., 2009] due to its

ability to efficiently replicate natural terrain patterns. These algorithms typically recursively

increase the resolution of the heightmap and stochastically adjust the height of each new

vertex that is created. An example of a rendered fractal terrain is shown in Figure 2.2a.

Another popular technique is to use an erosion simulation algorithm [Musgrave et al.,

1989] to refine an existing terrain, such as one generated by fractal subdivision. Erosion

simulations iteratively move height values from high areas of a terrain to lower ones, much

the same way that dirt would move in the physical world when being eroded by wind and

water over time. While erosion simulation is usually computationally expensive, it can also

add an increased sense of realism to the terrain. An example of an eroded terrain is shown

in Figure 2.2b. However, the drawback of both fractal subdivision and erosion simulation is
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.2: (a) A rendering of a heightmap terrain that has been generated through fractal
subdivision. (b) The same terrain with erosion simulation conducted on it.

that they are highly stochastic and thus there is very limited control over the type of terrain

that is generated.

Both of these popular techniques, as well as others such as random noise generators,

provide little control over the types of terrain features (mountains, valleys, cliffs, etc.) and

their location on the terrain. This is primarily due to their non-deterministic characteristics.

In recent years there has been a push towards techniques with increased control. This

has predominantly been achieved by increasing the number of parameters in the generative

algorithm [Chiang et al., 2005; Kamal and Uddin, 2007; Doran and Parberry, 2010], by

allowing the user to provide a basic sketch of feature layout [Zhou et al., 2007; Hnaidi et al.,

2010], or by allowing users to quickly paint on height values [de Carpentier and Bidarra,

2009]. More recent techniques have used evolutionary algorithms (EA) to drive the terrain

generation process, a concept that is explored more in Section 2.2.3 and that we study further

in Chapter 3.

Terrain in Games

While virtual terrain can be used in films, images, and simulations, one of the most prominent

applications for the procedural terrain generation is for use in video games [Doull, 2008]. To

cater to players who enjoy a wide variety of experiences and exploring new environments,

game developers can use procedural terrain generation techniques to provide players with

a large sample of terrains to play on, as can be seen in games such as Worms 2 (Team17,

1997), Civilization V (Firaxis Games, 2010), and Minecraft (Mojang, 2011). Alternatively,
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a procedural terrain generator can also be used as a creative aid for designers or to simply

streamline the map creation process by providing a base terrain for developers to work with,

as was the case in Darwinia (Inversion Software, 2005).

The genre of the game that a piece of virtual terrain is to be used in will dictate the

required terrain features. Olsen [2004] outlines and describes some requirements in order

for a procedural terrain generation technique to be useful in the RTS genre. Primarily,

Olsen states that the terrain must contain enough flat areas for game characters to move on

realistically, as well as having a high connectivity such that players can traverse as much of

the map as possible. However, the terrain also needs hills, cliffs, valleys and other features

to promote strategic gameplay and to make maps visually appealing.

Though those criteria are true for many game genres, each genre will still have their

own requirements for scale and feature arrangement. For example, an FPS game, such as

Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 3 (Infinity Ward, 2011), will typically have small scale maps,

containing high densities of terrain features and virtual objects to impede line of sight.

Meanwhile, an RPG, such as The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim (Bathesda Game Studios, 2011),

typically has large environments with dispersed townships, thus encouraging exploration of

an expansive world. Furthermore, some game genres, such as flight simulators, don’t require

traversable terrain but rather require the terrain to appear realistic from an aerial perspective.

While fractal and erosion techniques are suitable for this latter genre of games, the diverse

and specific requirements for terrain in games makes stochastic procedural terrain generators

impractical for a wide range of genres, thus motivating a need for further control over the

generation process.

2.1.3 Cityscapes, Interior Spaces, and Object Placement

Once a terrain has been formed, it is usually required for other objects to be placed on top of

it to make it a more immersive virtual world. As an example of an industry tool that does this

through procedural generation, SpeedTree (Interactive Data Visualization Inc., 2013) gives

developers powerful 3D modeling tools to manually create detailed vegetation models and

then procedurally populates game maps with samples of those trees depending on developer

specified zones on the terrain. The result is detailed and diverse forests that add a large

amount of realism to a game with reduced effort from the developer when compared to

placing individual trees themselves.
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On the research side, there is a growing interest in procedurally generating cityscapes,

complete with procedurally generated interior and exterior spaces and the placement of static

objects such as clutter [Kelly and McCabe, 2006]. Smelik et al. [2008] propose a layered

representation that adds details such as water, roads, vegetation, and urban structures to a

base heightmap. Greuter et al. [2003] procedurally generate exterior building shapes and then

procedurally generate a city vista in front of the players view. This process is deterministic so

that as the player moves back and forth and turns around, the surrounding city will always

appear to remain the same, even though it has been procedurally generated on request.

Similarly, Müller et al. [2006] use grammar rules to create both the architecture of various

styles of individual buildings and entire cities, saved as highly detailed 3D mesh models.

While not creating large cityscapes, Tutenel et al. [2011] create highly detailed and logical

buildings using a combination of multiple algorithms. What separates their approach from

others is that they not only generate the exterior of the building but also the interior floor

plan, high quality 2D textures, and furniture locations. This produces a complete virtual

environment for users to explore.

The placement of virtual clutter such as furniture is a little more complex than the

placement of vegetation. This is because the furniture must be placed in logical positions,

relative to the architecture and other furniture. For example, chairs should be placed next

to a dining table, not facing a wall. Both Broughton and Howard [2006] and Taylor and

Parberry [2010] propose methods for procedurally generating the layout of static objects to

adhere to interior decoration principles.

There are further procedural generation techniques for creating virtual terrain [Smelik

et al., 2009] and populating it with static objects [Kelly and McCabe, 2006]. While many

of these techniques are capable of generating realistic virtual environments, they are often

difficult to control and thus are either unable to produce a variety of results or cannot be

used to optimize game maps to meet certain constraints on the fly; for example, optimizing

a game map based upon an updating model of player preferences. Thus, in this thesis we

use both search-based PCG (EDPCG) and experience-driven PCG (EDPCG) to gain more

control over the procedural map generation process and personalize the maps for individual

players. These two fields are discussed in the next two sections.
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2.2 Search-based Procedural Content Generation

A trend in recent PCG research has been towards the use of search-based PCG (SBPCG)

techniques, first termed by Togelius et al. [2010c]. The traditional PCG solutions described in

the previous section use once-off generations, requiring every piece of content to be playable

and of a certain quality. There is no attempt to find the best possible piece of content for

the player but rather just utilizing the first valid piece of content to be generated.

Meanwhile, SBPCG solutions use a generate-and-test approach, evaluating candidate

content against certain criteria after they have been generated in order to find the best

solution. SBPCG has gained substantial popularity in recent years and has been applied to

a variety of game content. It has been used to evolve the projectile path of weapons in a

top-down space shooter game [Hastings et al., 2009], controls of in game camera orientation

to keep specific objects in view [Burelli and Yannakakis, 2010], the structure of buildings to

be placed on game maps [Martin et al., 2010], and even the rules of the game themselves

[Togelius and Schmidhuber, 2008]. It has also been applied extensively to the generation of

different types of maps in various game genres, which we explore further in Section 2.2.2 and

to which we contribute through this thesis.

For further information, readers are referred to the extensive taxonomy and survey of

SBPCG research, provided by [Togelius et al., 2011b]. From their work, one noticeable

finding is that evolutionary algorithms (EA) have been a common choice in SBPCG as they

offer a means of iteratively improving on previously found good content. Thus, in this

section we give a brief overview of EA and how it applies to SBPCG, especially for the

creation of game maps. Then, we discuss related work in the field of SBPCG, both in terms

of general game content and of game maps specifically. Finally, a focus on the creation of

virtual terrain is again provided as a follow-on to the traditional PCG techniques of terrain

generation described in the previous section.

2.2.1 Evolutionary Algorithm Fundamentals

EAs in computing are inspired directly from Charles Darwin’s Theory of Evolution [Darwin,

1859]. These algorithms are typically used in optimization and design problems where it can

be said that one solution or output is better than another on either an objective or subjective

scale. If solutions can be compared in this way, then survival of the fittest can take place from

one generation to the next. Through breeding and mutation processes, good solutions are
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encouraged to pass on their features and thus a refinement process can take place whereby

each generation contains better solutions than the one before it.

Below are some simple definitions of the evolutionary computing terms that will be used

in this thesis:

• Candidate: The counterpart of a candidate in nature would be an individual animal.

Each animal encompasses its own genetics and, if it survives, can pass on its genetic

traits to its offspring. In computing, a candidate is a potential solution to a problem.

In generating game maps, this is a single map that may or may not be used in the

game but is considered and evaluated nonetheless.

• Genetic Representation: An EA usually acts on the genetic representation (or the

genotype) of a candidate. The genetic representation of most animals in the natural

world is the double helix DNA structure. In an EA, the genetic representation may

be a set of possible values for parameters, a modifiable mathematical program, the

arrangement of design features, or any other representation that can be computed and

modified efficiently.

• Phenotype: The phenotype is then the result of these genetics. While the genotype of

an animal is its DNA, the phenotype is the animal’s observable physical traits. When

using an EA during procedural map generation, each map may be represented by only a

few parameter values but after a genotype-to-phenotype conversion process a playable

game map is rendered and ready for use.

• Generation: A generation (or population) is a set of candidate solutions. Typically, an

EA will proceed in ordered generations, calculating multiple new candidate solutions

for each generation, based upon the good solutions of the previous generation. The

process of creating a new generation is typically referred to as breeding.

• Parent : A parent in the evolution process is a candidate that has been chosen as a

good solution and can pass on part of its genetic makeup to the next generation, which

will hopefully give its offspring the same attributes that marked it as being a good

solution while also changing other attributes.

• Child or Offspring : A child is a new candidate that has been derived from one or more

parents via mutation or crossover.
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• Crossover and Mutation : When breeding occurs, an offspring can be generated in

one of three ways; either by crossover, mutation, or a combination of both. Crossover

(also known as recombination) involves combining the genetic structure of two parents

to make one child that will exhibit features from both parents. It is hoped that the

features that made both parents good solutions are kept while any negative features

are removed. Mutation involves a stochastic change in a parent’s genetic structure

to create a child and is used to ensure diversity in the population and exploration of

features.

• Fitness Evaluation: The fitness evaluation method is a means of determining how ‘good’

a candidate is and whether it will be allowed to be a parent. An automated approach

to this is to use a fitness function. For example, a good map in a FPS game may be one

with a lot of cover to hide behind, thus a fitness function would calculate the number

of surfaces that can be used as cover in the phenotype. For a fitness function to be

applicable, a definition of what is a ‘good’ or ‘better’ candidate must be created and a

means of objectively calculating or measuring it must be formulated. Alternatively, in

more subjective fields, fitness for each generation can be dictated by an outside source.

This is referred to in this thesis as interactive evolutionary computing (IEC) [Takagi,

2001] and takes the form of a user providing feedback to the evolutionary process about

which solutions they want to be the parents of the next generation.

This is only a simple overview of the concepts and key terms of EA and how they apply to

the PCG of game maps. It is used as a framework for the solutions in the thesis but we do

not make any claims to furthering knowledge in the EA research field. For more information,

Eiben and Smith [2010] provide a comprehensive introduction to evolutionary computing.

2.2.2 Game Maps

The maps in a game play an important role in the experience that a player has [Byrne,

2005]. They can offer players a chance to use creative strategies by utilizing different paths

and using obstacles to their advantage; they can provide opportunities for exploration; they

can determine some aspects of the challenge that the player will face through skill based tasks

such as jumping between platforms or the density of enemies in a specific area; or they can

be used to increase the visual aesthetics of the game, establishing the theme of the virtual

world and acting as a backdrop to the narrative. As with most game content, maps are

traditionally produced by teams of experts to create an engaging and balanced experience
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[Byrne, 2005]. However, for many decades there has also been an interest in procedurally

generating game maps and this continues to be a popular topic of research as it investigates

principles of game design as well as the implementation of human creativity into AI.

More recently, the use of SBPCG on game maps has risen in popularity, to the extent that

much of the existing SBPCG literature focuses on some component of a game map [Togelius

et al., 2010c]. A few examples include that of Cardamone et al. [2011b], who explore multiple

genetic representations for maps of an FPS game, evaluating them based upon how long the

player is expected to survive. Likewise, Ashlock et al. [2011] experiment on various genetic

representations and fitness metrics for virtual mazes. Alternatively, Sorenson and Pasquier

[2010] specify an abstracted genetic representation in combination with a feasible-infeasible

dual population setup that can be adapted to different games given expert knowledge of the

game design and used to generate maps that adhere to developer specified design constraints.

Meanwhile, Togelius et al. [2010b] generate the landscape and the placement of objectives

of RTS maps, in both 3D and 2D [Togelius et al., 2010a], to provide a fair game to all

players. Finally, Frade et al. [2010b] use genetic programs to calculate the height values

of each vertex in a heightmap and subsequently use the resulting terrains in a casual turn-

based game. The use of SBPCG on game maps is diverse, with many solutions (such as

those above) focusing on different game genres, having different genetic representations, and

having different heuristics for evaluating the maps that are generated.

However, a common trait among many of these SBPCG solutions for generating maps,

other than use of EA, is that they use a single generative process or evolutionary cycle. While

not using a generate-and-test approach, Dormans and Bakkes [2011] have recently provided

a motivation for describing the map generation process in terms of missions and spaces. In

their work, they advocate using two independent grammars to generate these, even though

the spaces are overlaid with the missions. However, this dichotomy is not necessarily useful

in games that do not contain the kind of missions described by Dormans and Bakkes. For

example, arena based multiplayer games, RTS games, arcade racing games, and some linear

single-player games. It’s not that these games do not have objectives, it is just that they

are not multifaceted and are usually more constant: defeat all opponents, seize and defend

control points, win a race, or get from one end of the map to the other.

For these kinds of games, in this thesis we instead suggest separating the map generation

process into that of geometry and content. Geometry refers to the boundaries of the map

and the structure of fixed game objects, such as architecture and furniture. The player

cannot interact with these elements other than navigate around them but they still affect the
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player’s experience by providing obstacles to traverse or take cover behind, giving the player

opportunities to explore, and establishing the visual aesthetics of the game. Meanwhile, the

location of content, such as enemy characters and item pick-ups, within the map can provide

varying levels of challenge depending on whether the content aids or harms the player, how

it is strategically placed between multiple players, or how much extra exploration is needed

to reach it. As mentioned earlier, content layout has typically been performed in conjunction

with the geometry generation in past studies, however Horswill and Foged [2012] provide a

discussion of the importance of content layout and give an example of procedurally populating

game maps with enemies and items through the use of a constraint satisfaction algorithm.

In this thesis, we provide solutions for geometry generation in Chapters 3 and 4 and

explore personalized content layout in Chapters 5 and 6. From Chapters 4 through 6, we

describe multiple algorithms that make up a single personalized procedural map generation

solution in an action-shooter game. Here, the geometry and content layout of an action-

shooter game are given separate genetic representations, separate evolutionary cycles, and

different approaches to fitness evaluation. While the geometry is represented by a fixed

n-ary tree that was specifically designed for this solution, the content layout is indirectly

represented by a Compositional Pattern-Producing Network (CPPN) [Stanley, 2007] and

evolved through NeuroEvolution of Augmenting Topologies (NEAT) [Stanley and Miikku-

lainen, 2002]. CPPN-NEAT has previously been used to generate game content, including

the trajectory of particle weapons [Hastings et al., 2009], 3D models of star-ship hulls [Liapis

et al., 2012], and the shape and color of flower petals [Risi et al., 2012], but to the best of our

knowledge has not been used in the procedural generation of maps, specifically the layout of

content throughout the map.

2.2.3 Review of Evolutionary Terrains

In this section, descriptions of six approaches to applying EA to procedural terrain generation

are provided, along with general advantages and disadvantages of each. To the best of our

knowledge, these six approaches are the only solutions in this field, thus highlighting the

infancy and the potential for growth. As in Section 2.1 previously, virtual terrains receive a

separate analysis because they are the focus of our initial study into the personalization of

game maps.

The first known proposal of using EA in terrain generation was put forth by Ong et al.

[2005] and their work culminated in a terrain generation program called Terrainosaurus,
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implemented by Saunders [2006]. Their algorithm proposed a two phase process with both

phases using evolution to manipulate user provided examples. The first stage was to generate

the silhouette of the terrain by mutating a basic user sketch of the terrain’s borders into a

more complex and rough outline. The second phase involves using a geospatial imagery

sample heightmap as the initial seed and mutating the height of control points and their

surrounding area. The authors propose using fitness functions that compare the resulting

candidate to that of the seed heightmap, making sure it has a similar design but with unique

placement of features. The advantage to the algorithm created by Ong et al. is that, in both

stages of generation, the terrain can be seeded, thus introducing the user’s preference at the

start of evolutionary process. However, the disadvantage is that the user may not able to

provide a geospatial imagery sample of the type of terrain they want to generate.

Ashlock et al. [2005] apply EA to L-systems [Lindenmayer, 1968] in order to generate

fractal style terrains. They use an L-system that expands in two dimensions such that if

each symbol is translated into a square, then an even grid of vertices for a heightmap is

produced. A displacement value is assigned to each symbol in the L-system grammar so

that when an expansion occurs, the new vertices are given height values that are modified

by the displacement values of the symbols that they border. The authors use EA to find an

appropriate set of replacement rules and displacement values. This is done by using a target

example terrain and optimizing the replacement rules to produce similar terrains. The results

provided by Ashlock et al. show that an L-System can be effective at generating fractal style

terrains and in later papers [Ashlock et al., 2008] these results are improved further. However,

the disadvantage is that it is not known whether this algorithm can produce terrains that

differ from typical fractal terrains and that do not exhibit the symmetrical qualities that

are shown in results provided by Ashlock et al. This L-System approach also suffers from

the same problem as Ong et al. where if an appropriate target terrain cannot be provided

then the system cannot perform well and even if a target terrain is available, all resulting

candidates will be closely related and the solution space will not be explored.

A significant contribution to the field of using evolutionary algorithms on terrain genera-

tion is made by Frade et al. [2008] with their genTP algorithm. The basis of their algorithm

is to use noise functions in combination with mathematical operator strings to calculate the

height value of each vertex on the heightmap. Genetic programming [Banzhaf et al., 1997]

was used to add, remove, or substitute operators in the function that calculates the height

values. Initially, Frade et al. [2009b] used IEC to demonstrate the algorithm’s explorative

capabilities and the aesthetically appealing terrains that could be produced at variable levels
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of detail [Frade et al., 2009a]. They have since investigated automated fitness functions that

favor smoother terrains that are well connected [Frade et al., 2010a;b], which would allow

the created terrain to be more appropriate for use in video games. They demonstrate the

terrains’ applicability to games by utilizing it in the game Chapas [Rodrigues et al., 2010].

However, these fitness functions cause the resulting terrains to be excessively flat, indicating

the complexities in trying to control SBPCG of terrain programmatically rather than through

IEC.

Walsh and Gade [2010] have used an EA to modify parameter values that describe the

terrain, including feature height, feature roughness, water level, and atmospheric properties

such as sun angle and cloud coverage. Walsh and Grade first used IEC to optimize these

parameters and later investigated a fitness measure that judges the aesthetic qualities of the

terrain [Walsh and Gade, 2011]. It should be noted that this algorithm does not create a new

terrain, rather it alters the appearance of an existing one. A sample terrain must be supplied

to the algorithm and the feature arrangement and orientation of this terrain is not changed,

rather the features just increase or decrease in size and rigidity. Therefore, it only explores

a small portion of the solution space of all possible terrain and also suffers from issues of

requiring a sample terrain like some of the other solutions discussed here. However, this

approach of optimizing terrain parameters could be applied to work by Kamal and Uddin

[2007], who present a parameter controlled fractal generation method, or Doran and Parberry

[2010], who use highly parameterized cellular automaton to generate island terrain.

Togelius et al. [2010b] have used multi-objective fitness functions [Deb, 2001] to generate

terrain that is appropriate for use in real-time strategy (RTS) games. Unlike the approaches

mentioned earlier that only address terrain generation, this algorithm focuses more on creat-

ing playable game levels. This includes the placement of player bases, collectable resources,

and terrain obstacles on the map. Thus, terrain generation becomes a process of object

placement rather than direct heightmap manipulation. Togelius et al. put more emphasis

on automating the generation process through the use of multi-objective fitness functions

that strive to provide fair and fun gameplay for all players. This technique has also been

adapted to work on 2D RTS maps [Togelius et al., 2010a] for the game StarCraft (Blizzard

Entertainment, 1998). The disadvantage to this change of focus, however, is that the terrain

that is generated lacks detail and variety; providing fair gameplay at the cost of aesthetically

pleasing terrain.

In Chapter 3 we present our own evolutionary terrain solution that combines smaller

patches of terrain to form larger terrains and uses a unique two-leveled approach to IEC,
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which gives the user greater control over the terrain features in the resulting candidate

terrains. We also include a comparison of our solution against those described above. We

then demonstrate this system in Chapter 7 by showing the results of manipulating various

parameters of the algorithm. For a more detailed analysis of all the solutions presented here,

please refer to our published paper on this topic [Raffe et al., 2012].

2.3 Player Modeling

There are two core topics in this thesis: one of them is PCG, which has been described in the

previous section, and the other is personalizing player experiences through the use of player

models. In this section we discuss the general concepts of player modeling, the motivation

for it, and how it is applied in this thesis.

For decades, media such as novels, movies, and radio have provided hours of entertainment

to millions of people around the world. The advent of video games in the 1970’s enhanced

these experiences by allowing consumers to be actors within the fantasy world rather than

just observers. Games technology and game design has progressed substantially over the

past few decades to provide players with ever diversifying experiences. However, despite

these advancements, the player is still experiencing a game that is primarily designed to

appeal to as many people as possible, rather than to them as a unique individual.

Thus, a growing trend in games research is towards exploring methods of programmati-

cally adapting gameplay to suit the preferences, abilities, and past experiences of individual

players while they are playing the game [Bakkes et al., 2012]. Lopes and Bidarra [2011]

argue that continuously modifying a game can lead to less predictable game scenarios and

increased replay value, while adapting a game to suite a player’s individuality leads to a

much more personal experience, rather than the player feeling as though they are playing a

game designed for someone else. Adaptation may be through automatically setting difficulty

levels to match the skill of the player [Hunicke, 2005], adapting NPC AI so that it responds

uniquely to a player’s actions [Machado et al., 2011], or allowing for a flexible narrative that

gives the player feeling of agency and as though they affect the state of the virtual world

around them [Thue et al., 2007b].

For all the above techniques to be possible and to effectively personalize a game expe-

rience, the game must first attempt to understand the player’s preferences, skill level, or

psychological state. For this, player modeling techniques are used to build computational

models (typically through machine learning techniques) that are usually used to predict how
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the player will react to future game events and adjust them accordingly. We focus on player

preference modeling (PPM) and so we strive to model and understand the player’s prefer-

ences for certain game scenarios and then make modifications to the game to maximize the

player’s enjoyment.

2.3.1 Challenge and Flow in Games

Challenge is commonly stated as a key element that influences a player’s enjoyment of a

game. Malone [1981] argues that it is primarily the presence of a challenge to overcome, a

sense of fantasy, and curiosity to explore the virtual world that motivates players in a game.

Meanwhile, Byrne [2005] describes how challenge should be considered when designing game

maps to maximize the player’s enjoyment.

Chen [2007] states that a game that matches the right amount of challenge with the

abilities of a specific player will promote a ‘flow’ experience, as defined by Csikszentmihalyi

and Csikszentmihalyi [1975]. Flow is a state of mind during which a person is fully immersed

in a task such that all their attention is focused on the task and time passes quickly. This is

usually seen as an enjoyable experience or at least a potentially rewarding one. This concept

leads to the saying ‘time flies when you’re having fun’.

Chen’s discussion of flow in games argues that, if the challenge is too great when compared

to the player’s skill, then the game will be frustrating. Alternatively, if the challenge is too

low for the player’s skill, then the game will be boring. Thus, designing a high quality

game experience involves balancing the challenge to meet the average player’s skill level and

therefore promote a flow experience.

For these reasons, in this thesis we strive to use a player model to balance the challenge

of a game map. The terms ‘player preferences’ and ‘player skills’ are also sometimes used

interchangeably because we are attempting to model a player’s preferences regarding the

challenge of the game. Their preferences are subjective and usually known to them while

their skill is more of a measurable quality of how well they can complete a certain task.

2.3.2 Dynamic Difficulty Adjustment

In most industry games, before the player begins to play they are asked to choose a diffi-

culty level from a list of nominal settings such as ‘Beginner’, ‘Intermediate’, and ‘Expert’

[Pagulayan et al., 2003]. These settings are typical of single player experiences where these
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settings adjust the amount of aid given to the player and the skills and strategies employed

by AI controlled enemies.

The problem with these types of difficulty settings is that it can be difficult for a player

to judge their own skill before playing the game. Thus, research in the field of dynamic

difficulty adjustment (DDA) [Hunicke, 2005] aims at using player modeling techniques to

automatically adjust these difficulty settings depending on the player’s current performance.

However, even with using these types of DDA solutions, the use of a short list of nominal

settings limits the total number of experiences and do not perform well for those players whose

abilities do not match any of the provided settings [Johnson and Wiles, 2003]. Similarly,

mechanisms such as avatar customization allow a player to decide how they will overcome

challenges in the game [Bostan and Ogut, 2009] but they typically only present marginally

different experiences to the player.

Thus, more advanced DDA solutions adjust individual parameters of the game on a

much finer scale so that the game can be adjusted to suite any player. For example, Hunicke

and Chapman [2004] change the health values of enemies and the strength of the player’s

weapon in small increments depending on the player’s current in-game health and inventory.

Additionally, Berkovsky et al. [2010] change the time limit of a round of gameplay down

to the second based upon how well they performed in previous rounds of gameplay. In a

multiplayer game, this may manifest as a match-making system such as Microsoft’s Trueskill

system [Herbrich et al., 2007] that estimates each player’s skill from team based gameplay,

predicts their skill level on a numeric scale, and finds player’s with a similar skill level to

place the player with in future games.

DDA is not without problems and it can sometimes lead to frustrating gameplay. An

example of this can be found in many arcade racing games such as Mario Kart (Nintendo,

1992-2013) where DDA mechanisms reduce the speed of players in the lead and increase the

speed and steering capabilities of players behind as well as giving them extra power-ups. This

effect, known as rubber-banding [Pagulayan et al., 2003], is usually increased as the distance

between players increases and is used to keep the majority of racers in a group to promote

intense gameplay and make the game more fair for beginners. However, the disadvantage of

this is that it becomes unfair for players who are working hard to be in first place, only to be

overtaken by a rubber-banded opponent. Additionally, the effects of this can sometimes be

painfully obvious and gameplay can become frustrating for all as it appears that their skill

has no relevance in the game.
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2.3.3 Experience-driven Procedural Content Generation

While DDA can affect various game parameters such as the speed of a vehicle, the strength

of a weapon, or the prowess of enemies, the challenge of a game and the player’s enjoyment

of it can also be manipulated through PCG techniques. Experience-driven PCG (EDPCG),

recently termed by Yannakakis and Togelius [2011], is the application of knowledge about

a player’s in-game experience to PCG. These techniques commonly use SBPCG as a base

approach to iteratively improving content to cause a desired response in the user such as

pleasure or frustration.

While the SBPCG solutions described in Section 2.2 established fitness evaluation metrics

based upon hypothesized criterion of high quality content, EDPCG techniques capture a

player’s preferences, mood, or ability in order to evaluate the appropriateness of the content

relative to that particular player, thus personalizing the content to that player. Examples of

these are the use of multi-user IEC to give players control over the types of race tracks they

play [Cardamone et al., 2011a] or more subtly monitoring which weapons the player interacts

with to determine parents when evolving particle weapons [Hastings et al., 2009].

An alternative to allowing the player’s input to directly affect the fitness evaluation is

instead to build and use a player model. A player model can capture information about the

player through subjective feedback, in-game activity, or physiological responses [Yannakakis

and Togelius, 2011]. They can either be used to report statistics about the players of the

game in order to better formulate a fitness evaluation metric or can be used directly to predict

whether potential content candidates will be appropriate for the player [Smith et al., 2011a].

As an example, Shaker et al. [2010] train neural networks offline to model emotional

states of players in a platform game. These models are then used during gameplay to optimize

controllable parameters of future maps given the playing style of the player in previous maps.

In this approach, a single model is created for each emotional state for all players. In contrast,

Togelius et al. [2007] model individual players by constructing an agent to mimic a player’s

driving style and then using this agent to evaluate potential race tracks. The taxonomy

provided by Smith et al. [2011a] highlights that the use of learned per-player models to

generate game content (especially maps) is rare. Under their taxonomy, our approach uses

an Individual Induced Generative Reaction model, for which only Polymorph [Jennings-

Teats et al., 2010] is listed as a comparable solution, which combines a universal model of

map segment difficulty with individual models of player skill.
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We use a combination of methods to capture and use the preferences of individual players.

We borrow from the literature by using IEC to give players direct control over the evolution

of the map geometry in Chapters 3 and 4. Meanwhile, we use a trained per-player preference

modeling technique to evaluate the content layout of a map, as described in Chapters 5

and 6. We believe that per-player models better capture the individuality of each player by

preventing the preferences of other players from skewing the learning process.

2.4 Recommender Systems

In Chapter 6 we define our PPM as a recommender system (RS) and so in this section we

give a brief overview of the RS field. As with the overview of EA previously given in Section

2.2.1, we do not make any claims to furthering the knowledge in the RS field. Rather, we

argue the benefits of using an RS framework during player modeling, especially in relation to

personalized procedural map generation. The only contribution that may be of some benefit

to the RS field is the learning trend metrics that are proposed in Chapter 9, which may be

useful when analyzing the performance of other RS applications where user data is irregular.

2.4.1 Goals of Recommender Systems

The goal of all RS applications is to monitor how a user interacts with items in a system and

then recommend other items that the user may be interested in. RS was originally introduced

in the field of information retrieval as a means of improving web searches by recording what

websites or documents a user was viewing most often and suggesting websites with similar

content [Belkin and Croft, 1992]. In this scenario, a single website or document represents a

single item in the system.

However, RS has found its greatest use in recommending further purchases in internet

commerce applications [Schafer et al., 1999]. In this case, each unique product that a business

has to offer is a single item. By monitoring which items a user purchases or rates well, the

business is able to recommend further products that the user may enjoy, thus stimulating

future purchases. Some of the most well-known and well documented public application

of RS are the recommendation of movies on Netflix.com [Bennett and Lanning, 2007], the

suggestion of related products on Amazon.com [Linden et al., 2003], and the auto-generation

of a user’s music playlist based on their previous listening at Pandora.com [John, 2006].

Once it is decided what the items of the system are, then data about the user’s prefer-

ences can either be recorded objectively or subjectively. In an objective system, the user’s
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interaction with the items of the system is directly monitored. For example, this may be

done by recording which products a user views and purchases [Linden et al., 2003] or how

long they spend on a given website [Pazzani and Billsus, 1997]. In subjective systems, the

user is typically asked to rate items they have previously interacted with, directly specify-

ing their preferences. This may be in the form of specifying a rating out of five-stars or

simply indicating thumbs up or thumbs down to indicate whether they like or dislike the

item [John, 2006]. While objective systems are popular in research related to information

retrieval, Adomavicius and Tuzhilin [2005] state that the primary focus of the RS field has

been on subjective user data and they even define RS as a problem of estimating user ratings

for items. Thus, a subjective system is assumed for the remainder of the discussion in this

section and is the primary focus of the RS applications in this thesis.

The final step of designing an RS is to formulate how to find items that are similar to

those that the user has previously enjoyed. There are two primary ways to achieve this: ei-

ther through content-based recommendations [Pazzani and Billsus, 2007] or via collaborative

filtering [Su and Khoshgoftaar, 2009]. Additionally, solutions have been proposed that use a

hybrid between these two approaches to gain the benefits of both [Basu et al., 1998]. How-

ever, these approaches are typically more complex and as our work is an initial study into

the use of RS as player models, we focus on the two independent approaches. Both of these

techniques can be further distinguished as either memory-based or model-based approaches

[Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 2005]. The next three subsections describe these concepts in

more detail.

2.4.2 Content-based Recommendations

In this thesis we use a content-based RS [Pazzani and Billsus, 2007] to form a PPM for each

player. A content-based approach examines each user in isolation from all other users. The

goal is to compare items that have previously been rated by the user with other items in the

system. Therefore, there must be an item-to-item similarity calculation to find items similar

to those that were previously enjoyed.

Figure 2.3 shows examples of the item-content matrix that forms the core of a content-

based RS. In this system, there are only two users, each with their own matrix. Note that

these two matrices never interact because each user is considered in isolation. Each matrix

also only includes items that those users have previously rated, even if there are many other

items in the system.
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User 1:

x1 x2 ... xK c
i1 0.77 0.21 ... 0.64 0
i2 0.18 0.35 ... 0.82 0
i3 0.72 0.46 ... 0.27 1

User 2:

x1 x2 ... xK c
i1 0.54 0.17 ... 0.89 1
i2 0.33 0.28 ... 0.06 0
... ... ... ... ... ...
im 0.57 0.92 ... 0.41 1

Figure 2.3: Examples of the item-content matrix. Each user has a separate matrix, indicating
the items they have previously rated. User 1 has rated 3 items while User 2 has rated m items.
Each item has (x1 , .., xK ) features that describe the content of that item. Each item also has a
class c, which represents the rating given to the item. Here, 0 may represent the user disliked
the item while 1 represents a positive rating.

This approach is known as ‘content-based’ because it is the content of each item that

is compared to one another. This is represented as the features (x1 , .., xK ) of the items in

Figure 2.3. Every item will have the same features but not the same feature values. For

example, if a user has previously enjoyed movies with a genre feature of comedy, then it may

be good to recommend other movies in the comedy genre. One of the major limitations of

this approach though is overspecialization: always recommending comedy movies will limit

the user’s exposure to other genres, which they may also enjoy. They also suffer from a

cold-start user problem: when a new user joins the system there is very little existing rating

data to compare with the items of the system so recommendations are inaccurate.

2.4.3 Collaborative Filtering

An alternative to content-based RS is to instead use a collaborative filter (CF) [Su and

Khoshgoftaar, 2009]. While a content-based RS considers each user in isolation, a CF bases

its recommendations for a single user on what similar users have enjoyed. To do this, user-

to-user similarity calculations are conducted instead of item-to-item ones, thus finding users

that are similar to the current user.

User-to-user similarities can be determined through profile data or demographic data

that is supplied by the user before they use the system [Rich, 1979]. In this way, stereotypes

are assumed whereby it is expected that people with similar cultural backgrounds will enjoy

the same items. In some commercial applications, recommendations are made purely from

purchase history, such as how the iTunes (Apple Inc., 2013) music store states “Users who

bought this album also bought these following albums”.

However, the most common approach to RS is to use a user-item matrix [Adomavicius

and Tuzhilin, 2005], such as the one shown in Figure 2.4. Here, there is only a single matrix
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i1 i2 ... iM
u1 2 3 ...
u2 4 ... 1
... ... ... ... ...
uN 1 5 ... 4

Figure 2.4: An example of the user-item matrix. There are a total of N users in the system
and a total of M items, recorded in this single matrix. If user un has rated item im then
there is a rating value present (a 1 − 5 rating scale is used in this example). If a user has
not rated an item, then the corresponding matrix entry is empty.

that contains every item and every user in the system. If a user has rated an item, then there

is a rating value (between 1 and 5 in this example) and if they have not rated an item then

it has been left blank. Notice that there are no longer any item features. Instead, CF relies

on items to be co-rated by multiple users. That is, multiple users have provided a rating on

an item. In this way, a user is said to be similar to another user if they have provided similar

ratings on co-rated items. CF can be more powerful than content-based approaches because

it does not rely on interpreted features that could fail to capture the true reason of why a

user likes an item. However, the reliance on co-rated items means that they perform poorly

when there are only a few co-rated items between the users of the system. CF also suffers

the cold-start user problem that degrades the performance of the content-based RS (a new

user has no items co-rated with any other user) but they additionally suffer the cold-start

item problem whereby a new item is never recommended to any user because no user has

provided a rating for it yet [Park et al., 2006].

2.4.4 Memory-based vs. Model-based

The final distinction that can be made of an RS is whether it is memory-based or model-

based. In a memory-based content-based RS, all the ratings for a single user are stored

in memory. Then, when trying to find similar items, all existing items in the item-content

matrix are compared to all the other items in the system. A popular approach to this is to

use the cosine similarity measure [Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 2005] that calculates similarity

as the dot product of two items’ feature vectors, divided by the product of the magnitude of

those two vectors. A similar measure can also be used in a CF for calculating the similarity

of two users’ ratings on co-rated item. The downside to this approach is that it can become

computationally expensive in systems with many items or when a user has rated many items.
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The alternative is to use a model-based approach. Here, machine learning classifiers are

trained using the features and classes (ratings) of the items in the user’s item-content matrix.

Then, given the features of un-rated items as input, the classifiers are used to predict the

class (rating) of each item. These models are usually simple probabilistic models, artificial

neural networks, or decision trees. As the user rates more items, more training data becomes

available and the accuracy of the classifiers improves.

The benefit of a model-based approach in a content-based RS is that many classifiers

are efficient to train with the relatively small amount of data expected by each user in a

typical RS. Additionally, as each item is only compared with one model rather than all

other items in an item-content matrix, the evaluation of un-rated items is more efficient than

that of memory-based approaches. For this reason, we use a model-based approach when

formulating the per-player preference models in Chapter 6.
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Patch-based Terrain Generation

The first component of a complete procedural map generator that we chose to focus on is

geometry. The geometry defines the boundaries of the map, the location of static objects

within the map, and visual properties of the environment. In a sandbox game the player is

free to explore the geometry as they please; in a multiplayer game the geometry acts as the

arena for a competition; in a traditional challenge-based game the geometry may be a linear

obstacle course to be traversed from start to finish. This terminology was chosen because

it aligns with the definition and use of ‘geometry’ by Tutenel et al. [2011] in procedurally

generating virtual environments.

The boundaries of the geometry may be in the form of a terrain that the rest of the

map is built upon, the floors and walls of an interior space, the track of a racing game, the

platforms of a 2D platform game, or even the cells of chess-like game. Meanwhile, the static

objects of the map geometry may include rock outcrops, vegetation, furniture, or even entire

buildings. The player can navigate around or through all these virtual objects or use them

as cover but as they are static the player cannot interact with them any further. The virtual

objects that the player can interact with are referred to in this thesis as the content of a

map and are discussed in the background knowledge of Chapter 5. Finally, visual properties

such as the color theme of the map, lighting effects, and other atmospheric effects are also

considered as part of the geometry as they set the mood of the map but typically remain

static during gameplay and cannot be interacted with.

We chose to investigate the geometry of a map first because typically all games have some

form of geometry, aside from games set in infinite, non-detailed spaces such as Asteroids

(Atari, 1979) or Flow (Thatgamecompany, 2006). Additionally, the content of the map is
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.1: The same heightmap terrain shown as a (a) wire-frame, (b) basic rendering, and
(c) textured rendering. We seek a PCG solution to generating the heightmap as shown in (a)
and (b) and do not investigate procedural methods of texturing and adding static objects such
as in (c).

typically laid out across the geometry. Therefore, it is important to know the structure

of the geometry before the location of the content is decided on to ensure the content is

not placed outside the boundaries of play. It is typical for game genres such as simulation

racing and flying games to have map geometry but no content, though only in the rare

cases mentioned earlier does a game have content but no geometry. Therefore, we find the

geometry subcomponent to represent the minimum requirement for a playable game map in

a typical game.

Every game has its own unique geometry shape and style which is appropriate to the

gameplay. Therefore, it is difficult to create a general procedural content generation (PCG)

solution for creating geometry that will be applicable to all, or even the majority, of games.

However, in this chapter we focus on generating 3D virtual terrains because many 3D games,

and indeed real-world spaces, have some form of underlying terrain. This terrain may act as

the sole form of geometry for the map or may contain additional forms of geometry on top of

it. The player may be more cognizant of the structures on top of the terrain, such as rocks,

flora, buildings, roads, and rivers and these geometry components may be important to the

gameplay; however they are all additional geometry features that are placed on top of the

terrain. Therefore, terrain is the lowest common factor of many game maps.

All terrains in this chapter are created from heightmaps, as defined in Chapter 2. Figure

3.1 shows the same terrain in three different states and shows what the focus of this chapter

is. Figure 3.1a shows the wire-frame of the heightmap; a graph view of all vertices and

edges that make up the heightmap surface. This is the underlying structure of all heightmap

terrains. Meanwhile, Figure 3.1b shows how the heightmap terrain may appear in game, as a
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single rendered mesh with a uniform color and a single light source shinning upon it. Many

of the figures in this chapter are shown in this form. Finally, Figure 3.1c shows how the

terrain may look when it is expertly textured, has water effects, atmospheric effects, multiple

virtual light sources, and static objects placed upon it, all of which may be considered as

part of the geometry of the map as well. However, here we only focus on the heightmap alone

as shown in Figures 3.1a and 3.1b and leave detailing tasks of Figure 3.1c for future work as

these aspects are more likely to depend on the genre of game and the theme of its maps and

therefore the PCG process for these cannot be generalized as well as the terrain itself.

The remainder of this chapter is as follows: first we describe the process we developed

for building a terrain in Section 3.1, which involves combining existing patches of heightmap

data into a larger terrain. Next, in Section 3.2 we discuss how an evolutionary algorithm

(EA) can be used to increase control over the types of terrain features that are present in

the resulting terrains, as oppose to terrains that are randomly generated. More specifically,

the patch-based terrain representation acts as the genetic representation for an interactive

evolutionary computation (IEC) system. A novel subcomponent of this interactive EA is the

use of a two-level selection scheme that allows every patch of each parent to be separately

marked for crossover and mutation. The resulting solution is an evolutionary terrain tool

(ETT) that can be used by a novice game designer to quickly produce detailed terrains.

Finally, Section 3.3 provides a high-level comparison of this implementation with the other

prominent evolutionary terrain solutions described in the literature analysis of Chapter 2.

This is done to identify an appropriate direction to move forward with in order to investigate

a complete preference-based procedural map generator and thus motivates the remaining

chapters of the thesis. A lower-level look at how the effects of changing the various parameters

of the ETT and how well it performs at creating terrains with specific features is provided

in the demonstrations of Chapter 7.

3.1 Patch-based Terrains

The approach we take to generating 3D terrain in this thesis is to combine smaller patches of

terrain to form larger terrains. This idea is not novel and is sometimes referred to as terrain

synthesis, which borrows from the fields of 2D texture [Wei et al., 2009] and 3D model [Bhat

et al., 2004] synthesis. While not using a heightmap representation, Aliaga et al. [2008]

create top-down views of urban environments by extracting fragments from existing satellite

imagery of urban layouts and recombining them to make new ones. Similarly, Merrell [2007]
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does not use a heightmap representation but does produce complex 3D environments that

could potentially be used in a game. Merrell achieves this by combining architectural building

blocks together to form a larger, far more complex, floating cityscape.

Perhaps most similar to the patch-based technique presented in this thesis is that of

Zhou et al. [2007]. Their work extracts patches of heightmap terrain from real-world digital

elevation models (DEM). The system then takes a user provided sketch of terrain features,

such as the ridge line of a mountain range, and overlays the DEM patches to produce a 3D

terrain. Extracting patches from a DEM input produces realistic terrain features, while using

the user provided sketch allows for control over the shape of the features in the procedurally

generated terrain. The downside though is that because the user sketch is quite basic, the

user is unable to specify terrain features other than mountain ridges or canyons, are unable

to specify the location of both of these features in a single sketch, and cannot dictate different

height values for different areas of the dominant terrain features. Instead, the style of the

terrain features is controlled by the DEM terrains provided to the system, which prevents

fine tuning of specific areas of the resulting heightmap.

Rusnell et al. [2009] address many of these problems by allowing the user to provide

feature profiles in the form of additional side-on sketches of terrain feature heights and shapes,

though this comes at the cost of increased user effort and knowledge of terrain aesthetics.

Lagae et al. [2005] also generate virtual terrain by extracting features from a sample terrain

but achieve it through a voxel grid representation rather than a heightmap. However, the

results provided by Lagae et al. are not as seamless or as realistic as those by Zhou et al.

While the concept of patch-based terrains is not novel, the details of our implementation

are. Additionally, the use of EA with a patch-based terrain representation is indeed unique

and thus describing the PCG technique is a prerequisite to the discussion of the search-based

procedural content generation (SBPCG) solution presented later in this chapter.

3.1.1 Core Principles

There are two types of terrain in this system, which we refer to as sample terrains and

candidate terrains; the former being the input of the system and the latter being the output.

Sample terrains are provided to the system as input and are decomposed into smaller patches.

All patches are square and of a uniform size, which can be controlled by the user of the system.

The patches are extracted from the sample terrain by dividing the sample terrain up into

n× n patches. These patches are then stored in a patch database for later use. There is no
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limit on the number of sample terrains provided to the system and the more sample terrains

there are, the more variety there is in the patch database. However, the user should be

cautious of the kinds of sample terrains provide to the system, as the features of the patches

will become portions of larger features in the candidate terrain; thus, realistic sample terrains

will more likely produce realistic candidate terrains.

Candidate terrains are the output of the system and are the result of selecting patches

from the patch database and placing them in an n × n grid. This n × n grid is henceforth

referred to as the patch-matrix. Each element of the patch-matrix is simply an identifier that

links to a single patch in the patch database. Thus, the patch-matrix is the intermediary

representation between raw heightmap vertex values and a complete rendered terrain. The

only way to change a candidate terrain in this system is by changing the identifier in an

element of the underlying patch-matrix. Once each element of the patch-matrix has been

filled, either randomly or through the interactive EA approach discussed later in this chapter,

the system renders the candidate terrain by taking the heightmap data of each patch from

the patch database and joining adjacent patches together.

How adjacent patches of heightmap data are joined together seamlessly is an important

topic as it can affect the realism and coherency of the candidate terrains. We refer to the

process of connecting adjacent patches as stitching, which is conducted by first overlapping

two patches of terrain and then conducting seam removal to smooth the transition from one

patch to the next. This terminology is similar to that used by Efros and Freeman [2001] when

describing the act of using a small sample texture to create a larger one for memory efficiency.

The terminology is an analogy of quilting; the process of stitching together small patches

of material to make a larger piece of material that exhibits either various visual styles or a

repeating pattern as a result of the chosen patches and their position. A well-constructed

quilt will be seamless such that it is not obvious where one patch ends and another one

begins. Thus, the quilt will appear to be constructed from a single large piece of material.

These goals also apply to the process of stitching heightmap patches together. For exam-

ple, Figure 3.2 shows two terrain patches with quite different average height values. When

connected together without any overlapping or seam removal, there is an obvious boundary

of where one patch ends and the next one begins. Once overlapping and seam removal is

conducted though, it appears to be a single piece of terrain with a variety of high and low ar-

eas, joined by a slope. The next two subsections detail the processes we used for overlapping

and seam removal.
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Figure 3.2: Two patches first joined with no overlapping and then with overlapping and cubic
spline interpolation.

3.1.2 Overlapping: Roof-Tiling

Patches are overlapped with each other so that the area between two patches contains features

of both patches. That is, the vertices in the overlap region get their height values as a weighted

average of the height values of the corresponding vertices of each patch. This ensures that

the area between two patches exhibits features of both patches, blended together. A smaller

overlap region will result in a more immediate transition from one patch to the next and

therefore will create terrain features such as steep inclines. Meanwhile, a larger overlap

region will allow for gradual transitions and result in smoother terrains. Another point to

note is that a patch must overlap with all adjacent patches. Thus, a patch in the middle of

the patch-matrix will need to overlap directly with four other patches.

In order to accomplish the overlapping of the entire patch-matrix in a single process, we

employ a roof-tiling overlapping algorithm, so called due to its likeness to laying tiles on the

roof of a house. This process is outlined in Algorithm 3.1. It involves working from left to

right across the patch-matrix, stitching each patch with the one before it (to the left of it),

including both overlapping and seam removal. Once an entire row is stitched together, it is
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Algorithm 3.1 The ‘roof-tiling’ algorithm.

1: vertPos = 0
2: while(vertPos+ patchLength < terrainLength) do
3: horiPos = 0
4: while(horiPos+ patchWidth < terrainWidth) do
5: select a new patch from database
6: place new patch at (horiPos− overlapSize, vertPos)
7: stitch patch with any existing patch to the left
8: horiPos = horiPos+ patchWidth
9: end while
10: shift row from vertPos to vertPos− overlapSize)
11: stitch row with any existing row above it
12: vertPos = vertPosition+ patchLength
13: end while

likewise overlapped with the row before it (above it) and seam removal is conducted on the

entirety of the two rows. By constructing an entire row before overlapping it with one above

it, the overlap region of two patches is also overlapped with overlap region of the row above

it. That is, a patch will overlap with all eight side and corner neighbors rather than only its

four side neighbors.

Overlapping patches does however introduce a small error. As mentioned earlier, patches

are extracted by dividing the sample terrains up into an n×n grid. As the candidate terrains

are forced to be the same size as the sample terrains, the patch-matrix of a candidate terrain

also has n × n elements. However, if each patch is overlapped with the patch to the left

and right of it by a ratio x, then the number of patches needed in each dimension of the

patch-matrix to make the candidate terrain the same size as the sample terrain is (n+ 1)x.

Additionally, if x > 0.5 then at least 50% of each patch will be overlapped with the patch

to the left of it and then again with the patch to the right, meaning that the entire patch is

overlapped and its individual terrain features may be lost.

To solve both of these problems, extra vertices are extracted to the left of and below each

patch when it is being extracted from the sample terrains. The quantity of extra vertices

on each side is equivalent to the number of vertices in a single overlap region between two

patches. That is, each extracted patch contains additional heightmap data from adjacent

patches in the sample terrain. For the patches at the end of a row or column in the sample

terrain where there are no additional vertices, the patch is unfolded by mirroring the existing

vertices in the patch until an entire patch worth of data has been generated. Similarly, when
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creating a candidate terrain, the extra overlap vertices for patches at the end of a row or

column are discarded.

3.1.3 Seam Removal: Linear vs. Cubic Spline Interpolation

Once two patches have been overlapped, the vertices in the overlap region need to be as-

signed height values. It is not acceptable to simply take the average height value of the two

overlapping vertices from the patches because this may still lead to a sudden change in height

from a vertex outside the overlap region to a neighboring vertex within the overlap region.

To join adjacent patches, Zhou et al. [2007] also overlap patches of heightmap data and

use an algorithm they call Poisson seam removal, which is a variation on the popular Poisson

image editing technique [Pérez et al., 2003] used in blending colored images. However, both

Zhou et al. and Pérez et al. state that the Poisson algorithm works best if the intensities of

the pixel are within similar ranges for both images. In the case of heightmaps, this means

that the area around the seam must have similar height values. To solve this, Zhou et al.

include a process of finding a patch with similar boundary features to an existing patch of the

candidate terrain to minimize height differences. Additionally, once such a patch is found,

the two patches are analyzed simultaneously with a graph-cut algorithm [Kwatra et al., 2003]

to find the optimal single dividing seam between them.

These limitations mean that the Poisson seam removal technique is not suitable for our

application. Through random generation and evolutionary operators, patches are selected

from the patch database stochastically and as the patches are placed on a fixed grid, all

patches must overlap by the same amount. This means that it is highly likely that two

adjacent patches will contain very different average height values and there will be no optimal

seam line between them. For example, our seam removal algorithm must accommodate

for a patch with a mountain range and a patch with a valley to be placed next to each

other. Additionally, in each generation the ETT, up to seven new candidate terrains must

be generated, in which the entire patch-matrix undergoes overlapping and seam removal to

render the final heightmap. In order for the ETT to respond in real-time to the user’s input,

these processes must be efficient and by eliminating the need of finding suitable adjacent

patches and optimal seam lines we can increase performance.

Thus, we interpolate the height values in the overlap region by weighting two overlapping

vertices based upon their position in the overlap region. That is, assuming a left patch and

a right patch that are being stitched together, then the height values closer to the left side in
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the overlap region will be largely influenced by height values of the left patch and not much

by the patch on the right side. This applies vice versa and height values in the center of the

overlap region should be influenced equally by both patches.

If linear interpolation is used, the height value ho of any vertex (x, y) in the overlap region

can be calculated as:

ho (x, y) = hl (x, y) +

[(
x

xmax

)
(hr (x, y)− hl (x, y))

]
(3.1)

This is assuming that two patches are being stitched horizontally in a row of the patch-matrix

but the process is similar for stitching entire rows together. hl (x, y) returns the height value

of the vertex in the left patch with coordinates (x, y) and hr (x, y) returns the height value of

the corresponding vertex that it is overlapping with from the right patch. xmax is the total

number of vertices in the x-axis of the overlap region. Thus, the height of the vertex in the

left patch is adjusted by the weighted difference between the height values of the right and

left patches, where the weight is linearly correlated with the distance of the current vertex

through the overlap region. This simple linear relationship is shown in the graph of Figure

3.3a.

Linear interpolation ensures that the height of vertices in the overlap region transition

appropriately from one patch to the next without losing details and features in the overlap

region. However, due to the sudden change in line direction (weight value) that is shown in

the graph of Figure 3.3a at x = 0.0 and x = 1.0, the boundaries of the overlap region are

made apparent. For example, the terrain example in Figure 3.3a is constructed from a 2× 2

patch-matrix. While there is no single obvious seam between patches, there are now at least

two subtle seams per overlap region.

To solve this, the linear interpolation is replaced with cubic spline interpolation. This is

calculated similarly to linear interpolation except that
(

x
xmax

)
is instead fed to a cubic spline

function bounded by (0.0, 0.0) and (1.0, 1.0) in order to calculate the weight to be used. The

graph in Figure 3.3b shows the cubic spline curve used in the ETT and the remainder of the

terrain figures in this thesis. The curve is defined by the indicated points and allows for a

gradual change in weight at the start and end of an overlap region and a steep change of

weight in the center. The terrain example in Figure 3.3b uses the same patch-matrix as in

Figure 3.3a and while the beginning and end of each patch can still be found with a keen

eye due to the height differences of adjacent patches, there is now a more natural transition

from one patch to the next due to the smoother boundaries of the overlap region. In order
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(b) Cubic spline interpolation

Figure 3.3: Linear interpolation and cubic spline interpolation.

for linear interpolation to create the same effect, at least of 90% every patch would need to

be used in each stitching operation.

The benefit of using the above interpolation techniques for the vertices in the overlap

region is that new terrain features can be constructed by the combination of features of two

adjacent patches, how much they overlap, and how seam removal is conducted. In the work

by Zhou et al. [2007], the features must be present in the sample terrains otherwise that

feature is unlikely to appear in a candidate terrain. Thus, our approach grants the user more

control to construct terrains that closely match their requirements. However, this is at the

cost of a small degree of realism when compared to the terrains produced by Zhou et al.

3.1.4 Summary of Terrain Parameters

From the discussion of the patch-based terrain generation process described above, a few pa-

rameters have arisen. They are briefly described below to provide an overview of the system.

Two of these parameters, patch-matrix dimension and overlap ratio, are demonstrated in
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Chapter 7 to show how they affect the terrain generation process and how the modification

of them provides the user with an increased level of control over the types of terrains that

are generated.

The following are parameters that can be specified by the user: the terrain resolution

determines the number of vertices in sample terrains and candidate terrains (the same value

used for both). Typical terrain resolutions are 128× 128, 256× 256, or 512× 512. A higher

resolution produces more realistic terrains but, because the resolution of the terrain affects

the resolution of the patches extracted from it, this will also increase the number of vertices

that need to be considered in each patch stitching procedure. The user can also specify the

dimension of the patch-matrix and an overlap ratio parameter. The patch-matrix dimensions

state the size of the patch-matrices that make up every sample and candidate terrain. Patch-

matrices are square (n×n) and typical values are between 2× 2 and 10× 10. Meanwhile the

overlap ratio determines how much of each patch will be used in stitching procedures and

takes a value between 0.0 and 1.0.

From the above user specified parameters, the following dependent parameters can be

calculated: the base patch resolution is calculated by dividing the terrain resolution by the

patch-matrix dimensions and determines the number of vertices in the core section of a patch.

The overlap size is calculated by multiplying the base patch resolution by the overlap ratio.

This specifies the number of vertices used in each stitching operation. Note that both of the

above calculations are rounded down to an integer value. Finally, the full patch resolution is

calculated by adding the overlap size to each dimension of the base patch resolution. This is

the size of each patch as it is extracted from the sample terrains, allowing for extra heightmap

data to be used in stitching operations without losing the entirety of a patch when the overlap

ratio is greater than 0.5.

Figure 3.4 shows all these parameters from a top-down view of a blank terrain. As an

example of the calculations, values are given to each of the user specified parameters. There

are 512 vertices in each row and column of heightmap of the terrain, which is edged by the

outer border in the figure. Each inner square is a single patch and indicates the size of the

base patch. Each patch has 170 vertices in each row and column of its heightmap. The

shaded square shows an example of the size of a full patch, including additional data for the

overlap operations. The size of the overlap area is an additional 85 vertices in each row and

column, which makes a total of 255 vertices in each dimension of the heightmap of the full

patch.
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Figure 3.4: All the terrain parameters in the patch-based terrain generation system. User
specified: terrain resolution, patch-matrix dimension, and overlap ratio. Dependent: base
patch size, overlap size, and full patch size.

3.2 Evolving Patch Placement

To allow a user to control the types of terrains that are produced by the procedural terrain

generation system, an interactive EA is utilized. Combining EA and patch-based terrains

produces an evolutionary terrain tool (ETT) that can be used by novice map designers to

create detailed terrains. The IEC interface can be used with very little explanation and

is similar to those used in genetic art applications [Xu et al., 2007; Secretan et al., 2008].

The user does not need the same level of skill that is required to handcraft terrains using

techniques such as terrain brushes [de Carpentier and Bidarra, 2009] nor does the user even

need to search the patch database and choose patches themselves. However, if the user

wishes to invest further learning time, more complex terrains can be generated through the

manipulation of terrain parameters, evolutionary parameters, and the use of the two-level

interactive evolution setup described below. In this section, we describe the EA used in the

ETT; briefly describing the basic setup of the EA, the evolutionary operators used, and the

fitness evaluation method.

3.2.1 Genetic Representation

The patch-based approach for generating terrains has the added benefit that it is easily

utilized in an EA. Here, the patch-matrix becomes the genetic representation of each solution
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(each candidate terrain). That is, the patch-matrix is the genotype and each slot of the patch-

matrix is a single gene that can take an integer value between zero and the number of patches

in the patch database (an identifier). In this case, the completely stitched heightmap is the

phenotype, which is further processed to add color and lighting in order to make it visually

appealing to the user.

The size of the patch matrix cannot be changed by the processes of the EA. Therefore,

this genetic representation allows evolutionary operators, such as crossover and mutation, to

be efficient as they only need to substitute existing patch identifiers with other identifiers

in the patch database. Unlike many other heightmap-based procedural terrain generation

algorithms and SBPCG solutions, the height values of each patch are never changed directly

and only experience adjustments during the stitching process, which is only conducted in

the genotype-to-phenotype transformation. Thus, instead, a variety of terrain features are

created by rearranging the placement of patches rather than manipulating individual vertices,

an act that can cause artifacts in the heightmap, as is the case with the work by Frade et al.

[2009b].

3.2.2 Crossover and Mutation

The initial population in the ETT is typically randomly generated by selecting identifiers

at random for each slot of each candidate’s patch-matrix. Alternatively, though, the initial

population can be seeded by assigning one or more of the user provided sample terrains as a

candidate terrain. This is useful for when the user wishes to discontinue using the tool and

resume at a later stage.

After the initial population, all candidate terrains in subsequent generations are created

via crossover, mutation, a combination of both, or random generation, depending how many

parents are chosen by the user in the previous generation. Parent selection is part of the in-

teractive approach to fitness evaluation and is discussed in the next section. If no parents are

selected in the current generation, then the candidates of the next generation (the offspring)

are completely randomly generated in the same manner as the initial population.

If only one parent is selected, then mutation alone is conducted to generate the offspring.

This is performed by first copying the single parent’s patch-matrix to all offspring. Each

offspring then tests to see which of its patches will mutate by randomly assigning each slot of

the patch-matrix a random value between [0.0, 1.0]. If this value is equal to or below a user

specified mutation rate parameter, then the respective patch mutates. Mutation then simply
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Figure 3.5: An example mutation operation for patch-based terrains. The parent (left side) is
represented by all white patches. The offspring (right side) has mostly white patches as well
but also contain two randomly mutated patches (gray and black). A mutation rate of 0.2 was
used.

involves swapping the indicated patch with a new patch, chosen at random from the patch

database. If a patch is not marked to mutate, then it simply remains the same. Figure 3.5

shows an example of this process. The patch-matrix on the left is that of the offspring before

it mutates and is thus the same as its parent’s patch-matrix. The values in each element

are the randomly assigned mutation values of each patch. With a mutation rate of 0.2 being

used in this example, only two patches mutate, which are marked in black and gray in the

resulting patch-matrix on the right.

If two or more parents are selected by the user, then the offspring are generated by first

conducting crossover, followed by mutation. A uniform crossover technique [Sywerda, 1989]

is used with similar logic to the mutation process. Crossover is always conducted between

two parents, which we will refer to as Parent A and Parent B. The first parent that the

user selects during interactive evolution will always be Parent A. If the user only selects

two parents, then the second selected parent will naturally be Parent B. However, if the user

selects more than two parents, Parent B is randomly selected from the set of all other parents

other than Parent A for each offspring. This means that while all offspring will always be a

result of the first user selected parent, the other parent involved in the mating process may

be different for each offspring.

To conduct crossover, the patch-matrix of Parent A is copied to all offspring, similar to

the process of mutation. Each element of the patch-matrix of each offspring is then given

a random value in the range of [0.0, 1.0] and is compared to the user specified crossover

rate parameter. If the value is greater than the crossover rate, then the patch from Parent

A is kept. That is, crossover is not conducted, just as mutation is not conducted if the

corresponding value is above the mutation rate. However, if the crossover value is below or
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Figure 3.6: An example crossover operation. The white parent is the primary parent whose
genetic structure is first copied to the offspring. A crossover rate of 0.2 was used.

equal to the crossover rate then that element of the patch-matrix is filled by the patch in

the same position in the patch-matrix of Parent B. Figure 3.6 shows an example of crossover

with a white parent (Parent A) and a gray parent (Parent B). A crossover rate of 0.2 is used

here and so the probability of a patch being selected from the gray parent is relatively low.

Thus, the resulting offspring is made up of mostly patches from the white parent, with only

three patches being taken from the gray parent. After the crossover operation has completed,

each offspring then undergoes mutation in the same way as described earlier.

3.2.3 Two-Level Interactive Evolution

In IEC, the fitness of a candidate is supplied by the user. Typically, this is conducted by

allowing the user to examine a population of candidates and requiring them to either choose

one or more candidates to become the parents of the next generation. The ETT deviates

from this norm slightly through the use of a hierarchical mechanism that we refer to as

two-level interactive evolution. Parent selection is the first level of interaction and functions

much the same as many other IEC applications [Xu et al., 2007]. The user is presented with

fully rendered images of all the candidate terrains and they are allowed to choose zero or

more parents, the number of which affects the evolutionary operators as described earlier.

Figure 3.7 shows an example of this screen. In the ETT, a population size of 8 is used and so

each terrain in this screen is a candidate of the current generation. The candidate terrains in

the top-left of the screen are the parents that were selected in the previous generation (the

first two terrains in this example) and the rest are the offspring of those terrains. The user

is required to tick the box under each terrain that appeals to them and that they would like

to become parents of the next generation. After that, at the bottom of the screen the user is

given the option of either evolving those parents immediately or moving onto the next level

of interaction.
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Figure 3.7: The user interface for parent selection. The candidates in the top-left of the
screen are the parents that were selected from the previous generation and all other candidates
are their offspring. Once parents are selected, the user can choose to either evolve them
immediately or conduct gene selection.
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Figure 3.8: The gene selection interface. The left image is a top-down view of the terrain on
the right with the borders of each patch marked on it. By ticking a patch (a gene) the user is
preventing mutation and crossover from affecting that patch.

The second, more unique, level of the two-level IEC approach is called gene selection.

At this stage, the user is shown the patch-matrix of each selected parent, one at a time,

and asked to indicate which patches (genes) should be exempt from crossover and mutation

operations. Figure 3.8 shows the interface used to allow the user to visually select which

patches of a single parent are desirable and which are not. If no patches are selected then it

is assumed that all patches are subject to crossover and mutation.

For mutation, if a patch is ticked in this screen, then that patch will be unable to mutate

and therefore will be present in all offspring, assuming only a single parent was selected. For

crossover, if a patch is selected in one of the mating parents (Parent A) but not in the other

(Parent B), then, because that patch-matrix element is also prevented from mutating, the

patch from Parent A will be in every offspring that is a result of those two parents mating.

If a patch is ticked or unticked in both parents, then crossover is conducted as normal.

The gene selection mechanism was introduced after we perceived a flaw in our early

experiments that only utilized the parent selection system. Figure 3.9 shows a terrain with

an undesirable patch. In this scenario the user wants a mountain ridge on one side of the

terrain and flat plains on the other side. Thus, the ridge on the bottom right in this figure

is preventing the terrain from matching the user’s desires. With a mutation rate of only
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Figure 3.9: The ridge in the bottom right is undesirable. Removing this patch through parent
selection alone typically takes many generations of waiting for a suitable mutation to appear
in an offspring. With gene selection, this patch can be removed in a single generation.

0.1 or 0.2 there is only a small chance that this one patch would change and when it does

another patch may change as well and become undesirable. This meant that it often took

dozens of generations to substitute a single undesirable patch, increasing both user fatigue

and frustration, a common issue of parent selection only IEC systems [Cotta and Fernández-

Leiva, 2011]. Instead, with gene selection, the user can mark all other patches to be immune

to mutation and so only that patch will change in the offspring.

Using parent selection alone or combining it with gene selection gives the user different

levels of control at different stages of using the ETT. By using just parent selection the

user can quickly explore the solution space early on in using the ETT in order to find the

basic terrain features they desire. Once the general shape of the terrain has been discovered,

the user can begin to use gene selection to improve smaller areas of the terrain; that is,

exploitation of the surrounding solution space. We have not witnessed such a gene selection

mechanism in any of the IEC literature that has been investigated but suggest that the

increased level of control that it provides to the user may be useful in other applications.

3.2.4 Inverse Mutation Rate

For the terrain in Figure 3.9, using gene selection will ensure that no new undesirable mu-

tations will occur while attempting to mutate the single undesirable patch. However, if the

mutation rate is 0.2, a suitable value for when parent selection alone is used, it will still take

many generations for that single patch to mutate. This is because the probability of that

patch mutating is independent of the probability of all other patches in the patch-matrix.
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This can be even more frustrating for the user as they will need to conduct gene selection in

multiple generations but still not get the result they desire.

Thus, an inverse mutation rate is used such that the mutation rate increases as the

number of mutation prone patches decreases. This is calculated as:

rinv = 1−
[
k

n2
· (1− r)

]
(3.2)

where r is the user specified mutation rate, rinv is the inverse mutation rate, k is the number

of patches that can be mutated, and n2 is the total number of patches in the n × n patch-

matrix. If k = n2 then all patches are subject to mutation and the user specified mutation

rate is used. As the number of patches that can be affected by mutation decreases, the

mutation rate increases towards 1.0. This ensures that, in the example in Figure 3.9, the

single undesirable patch is highly likely to change in all offspring.

While the tested system conducted gene selection by requiring the user to mark patches

that would not mutate, a further improvement to reduce user fatigue would be to instead

have the user mark patches that should be mutated. Alternatively, the user’s gene selections

could be carried over from one generation to the next so that they would not need to re-mark

candidate terrains in every generation. In many scenarios, such as when gene selection is

used to refine small portions of a terrain candidate, these approaches will reduce the number

of patches the user would have to mark. Even with this change though, the benefits of the

inverse mutation rate are still apparent.

3.2.5 Summary of Evolution Parameters

Similar to the patch-based terrain algorithm, there are a few parameters involved in the

interactive EA described above, most of which have been described in detail already. The

population size in the ETT is fixed to 8 candidates per generation. A few candidates of

each generation are the parents that were selected in the previous generation. Therefore, to

maximize the number of offspring that are generated, it is generally recommended that the

user does not select more than three parents.

In comparison to many other evolutionary algorithms, a population size of 8 is quite

small. This can cause the population to converge quickly such that many of the offspring

are very similar to the parents after just a few generations. However, this behavior is desired

in this setting to reduce the number of generations the user needs to conduct during the

exploration phase of their search. Additionally, this small number prevents the user from
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being overwhelmed with information in the IEC interface in every generation and reduces

the screen space needed to properly visualize small details of the terrain candidates. If the

user does wish to see more offspring, they can simply select the same parents of the previous

generation again.

The crossover rate determines from which parent a patch is inherited from for each

element of the patch-matrix of an offspring. The mutation rate likewise controls how likely it

is for an element in the patch-matrix to mutate and have the corresponding patch substituted

with a randomly selected patch from the patch database. Both of these parameters take a

value between 0.0 and 1.0. Both of these parameters will be evaluated in more detail in the

experiments of Chapter 7. Finally, the inverse mutation rate is calculated such that as the

number of patches that are allowed to mutate decreases, the probability of mutation on the

remaining patches increases.

3.3 Comparison of Evolutionary Terrain Solutions

In this section, the ETT is compared with five other evolutionary terrain solutions, all of

which were described in the literature review of Chapter 2. This is a high level comparison

of the capabilities of each solution rather than an experimental evaluation. Experiments in-

volving the ETT are reported in Chapter 7. This comparison is made here in order to discuss

the benefits and limitations of the patch-based approach and the ETT in general. From this,

insights are drawn that aid in the motivation and formulation of solutions throughout the

rest of this thesis.

3.3.1 Benefits of Patch-based Terrains

There are two primary strengths of the ETT described in this chapter: the variety of terrain

features that are enabled by the use of the patch-based terrain representation and the level of

control afforded to the user through the two-level interactive evolution. For a comparison of

these two aspects, we regard six other evolutionary terrain solutions that utilize a heightmap

terrain representation. Figures of these terrains can be found in their respective papers and

five out of the six have been republished in Raffe et al. [2012] with the permission of the

primary author of each paper. They are not reproduced here due to copyright considera-

tions. Note that each author has used a different rendering program and so the difference in

texturing and lighting effects should be ignored. Instead, the focus here is on the shape and

distribution of terrain features. As a base of comparison, Figure 3.10 shows an example of a
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Figure 3.10: An example of the type of terrain that can be created by the ETT tool and that
is compared with the outputs of six other evolutionary terrain solutions.

terrain created with the ETT; how this terrain was produced is described in the experiments

of Chapter 7.

The terrains by Ong et al. [2005] and Saunders [2006] are smoothed over due to the use

of low resolution satellite imagery as the seed to the evolutionary process as well as genetic

operators that raise and lower heightmap vertices in a circular radius around selected control

points. Similarly, the solution created by Togelius et al. [2010b] appears only to be capable of

forming rounded hills. Though these hills can be of different heights, lengths and widths, the

candidate terrains shown by Togelius et al. all appear smooth due to the lack of asymmetric

terrain features, small noise on the surface of the terrain, raised plateaus, and sharp cliff

faces.

Meanwhile, the solutions presented by Frade et al. [2009b; 2010b] make a trade-off

between interesting terrain features and playable surfaces. A playable surface is defined as

one that is relatively flat, such that a virtual human character can walk across it without

appearing to break the laws of physics. It is rare to find a candidate terrain in the solutions

provided by Frade et al. that exhibit both of these qualities. The terrains produced by

Ashlock et al. [2005] always contain a dominant single feature in the middle of the heightmap.

This is problematic if a user desires to create a single candidate terrain with a variety of

terrain features.

In contrast to all these, the patch-based approach allows for a variety of terrain features,

including steep cliffs, rolling hills, plateaus, craters, and other minor details. On top of this,

each candidate terrain can have multiple of these terrain features and they can be asym-
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metrically shaped. The ETT presented in this chapter is capable of producing both distinct

terrain features and playable surfaces as the user desires, making the resulting terrains ideal

for use as maps in games. However, it should be noted that the one feature that is diffi-

cult to produce with patch-based representation is a sharp angled cliff face, peninsula, or

any triangular terrain feature. This is because these features require extremely small patch

resolutions, which increases the difficulty of using the gene selection interface.

Not only does the patch-based approach allow for all the above terrain features to be

created but the two-level interactive evolution setup gives the user the control to place those

features where they wish. The terrains created by Walsh and Gade [2010], are realistic in

comparison to the output of the other evolutionary terrain solutions. However, they are

simply variants of an input terrain, with the height and noise of terrain features, along with

atmospheric affects, being adjusted to provide various aesthetics rather than different terrain

features. The system presented by Ong et al. [2005] and Saunders [2006] similarly uses only

a single sample terrain. Thus, in both of these systems, if the sample terrain does not exhibit

a similar feature layout to what the user desires, then it is unlikely that a suitable candidate

terrain will be found. The ETT instead allows the user to supply multiple sample terrains

to extract terrain features from and the recombination of patches can even produce new,

unseen terrain features. Additionally, the use of both parent selection and gene selection

gives control over the location of these terrain features.

Finally, unlike the two previously mentioned examples, in the ETT the user is able to

change their desired goal throughout the evolutionary process rather than being required to

know their ideal terrain beforehand and finding a similar sample terrain. This is even more

apparent when compared to the system created by Ashlock et al. [2005], which requires a

target terrain to be supplied to the system. The ETT here can be used as a design aid for

novice game developers wishing to efficiently create game terrains. Requiring the user to

supply a suitable sample or target terrain defeats this purpose.

3.3.2 Limitations and Future Considerations

Despite the numerous benefits stated above there is one major limitation of this approach

regarding the objectives of this thesis; this system can neither be used by player’s or used

as a background process to improve a player’s experience without their knowing. The ETT

presented here works well as a tool for creating new terrains that can be used as game maps.

While we believe it makes the terrain creation process easier and more time efficient for novice
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developers over other forms of terrain creation, the ETT still requires some skill and time to

use effectively. For example, creating a new terrain can take anywhere from ten minutes to

half an hour. We cannot expect players to conduct this process for each new map that they

play; more time may end up being spent creating maps rather than playing them.

In short, while the ETT can capture a user’s preferences, it is too intrusive to be used by

players during gameplay and rather should be used by designers during the game development

stage. This does support some of the objectives of the thesis; increasing a game developer’s

productivity means that they can provide many more maps to their players, increasing the

number of experiences for the player and the longevity of the game. However, while using

SBPCG to create developer aids is an important and active research field [Liapis et al.,

2013b], requiring developers to manually creating new maps to match the preferences of each

player of a game is impractical.

There are two possibilities for rectifying this problem: either simplify the interactive

evolution process such that it poses barely any inconvenience to the player or replace it

entirely with an automated fitness function. Using a fitness function to drive the EA and

produce map geometries that are suitable for a player’s preferences is the more ideal situation

of the two. However, it is not a trivial problem for terrain generation; what makes one

candidate terrain better than another?

Both Frade et al. [2010b] and Togelius et al. [2010b] attempt to answer this question and

both utilize automated fitness functions. Frade et al. [2010b] use a measure that encourages

playable surfaces divided by obstacles. The goal of this measure is to generate terrains that

would be appropriate in many game genres. Unfortunately, the results of this fitness function

are terrains that are almost entirely flat. Togelius et al. [2010b] use a multiobjective EA with

numerous fitness functions to generate maps for the real-time strategy (RTS) game genre.

However, many of these fitness functions consider the layout of content, such as player bases

and collectible resources, rather than the geometry of the map. Despite this, the terrains

produced by Togelius et al. are both more interesting and more playable than those of Frade

et al.

What this indicates to us is that how a map’s geometry is evaluated is dependent on

the game and the effect that the geometry has on a player’s experience. By choosing the

RTS genre, Togelius et al. were able to formulate the fitness functions to measure aspects

of the map that played an important role in the player’s experience. They improve this

even further in later work [Togelius et al., 2010a] by focusing on creating maps for the game

StarCraft (Blizzard Entertainment, 1998). While the geometry is no longer a heightmap
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terrain, they use similar techniques to their previous work but with the unique gameplay

elements of StarCraft in mind, which produces a stronger solution.

Similarly, successful EDPCG solutions for game maps such as the creation of race tracks

[Togelius et al., 2007] and 2D platform maps [Shaker et al., 2010] have focused either on a

genre of games or a specific game. Either way, the solutions were built into a test bed game for

the purposes of demonstrating an example and experimentation. In both of these examples,

the geometry of the maps also greatly influences the player’s experience. In contrast, the ETT

described in this chapter was designed to be able to create terrains for a wide variety of game

genres. This makes automating the terrain evaluation process difficult without experiencing

the same shortcomings as Frade et al. [2010b]. Thus, it is better to create a solution for a

test bed game and generalize it rather than to attempt to formulate general solution from

the beginning.

These final observations motivate the remainder of this thesis. In the next chapter we

introduce a test bed game. We then go on to describe the geometry generation technique.

Though some of the ideas from the ETT are utilized, the geometry is no longer in the form of

a heightmap terrain but rather interior rooms and corridors. As the objective of this thesis

is to investigate all three components of personalized map generation, we go on to describe

a content layout algorithm and a player preference model in subsequent chapters. With all

three of these components implemented, the test bed game contains a complete EDPCG

solution that is experimented upon in Chapter 9.

3.4 Summary

• Patch-based terrains combine smaller patches of terrain to create a larger one. This

is achieved by first extracting patches from user provided sample terrains and then

inserting them into a patch-matrix to form a new candidate terrain.

• Once a patch-matrix has been created and the terrain is to be rendered, the heightmap

of the candidate terrain is formed by stitching the heightmaps of the specified patches

together.

• Stitching involves overlapping and seam removal. Overlapping proceeds in a roof-tiling

manner. Seam removal is done by interpolating the height values of each vertex in the

overlap region using cubic spline interpolation.
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• There are three user specified parameters associated with the patch-based representa-

tion and processes: terrain resolution, patch-matrix dimensions, and overlap ratio.

• An evolutionary terrain tool (ETT) was created by using the patch-based terrains in a

SBPCG solution. In the ETT, the patch-matrix becomes the genetic representation of

each candidate terrain in an interactive EA.

• Crossover between two parents is done by first copying one parent to all offspring. Then,

each element of the patch-matrix of each offspring is given a random value. If this value

is less than or equal to the crossover rate parameter, then the patch is substituted with

the patch in the same position in the other parent. Otherwise it remains unchanged.

• Mutation is carried out when one parent is selected or after crossover has finished. For

each element of the each offspring’s patch-matrix, if a randomly generated value is less

than or equal to the mutation rate parameter, then it is substituted with a randomly

selected patch. Otherwise, it remains unchanged.

• A novel two-level IEC system is used for fitness evaluation. Parent selection involves the

user marking which candidate terrains are appealing to them. Gene selection asks the

user to mark any patches on each parent that they wish to make immune to crossover

and mutation operations.

• The two-level IEC allows users to explore the broader solution space early on by only

using parent selection. Later, when a roughly suitable candidate terrain has been found,

gene selection can be used to make small refinements.

• In comparison to other evolutionary terrain solutions, the patch-based genetic repre-

sentation can produce a wide variety of terrain features and gives users control over

their shape and location.

• The biggest short-coming of the ETT is that it is better suited as a developer tool

rather than a means of personalizing map geometry to individual players. In order for

geometry to be optimized in this manner, either the IEC process needs to be simplified

or it should be replaced with an automated fitness evaluator.

• An EDPCG solution benefits from having a specific game genre in mind. The ETT,

however, is designed to create terrains for a variety of game genres and so the simplifica-

tion or removal of the IEC process is non-trivial. Thus, in the following three chapters,
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we introduce a test bed game in which geometry generation, content layout, and player

preference modeling systems are all implemented to form a complete EDPCG solution.
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Interior Generation via Room

Templates

The aim of this thesis is to investigate all three components of personalized map generation;

the geometry, the content layout, and the player preference modeling. However, the time

restriction of this candidature would not permit an individual experiment on each of these

components in isolation. Thus, we utilized a single testbed game in which all the algorithms

in the remainder of this thesis were developed into and experimented upon as a singular

experience driven procedural content generation (EDPCG) solution.

The genre, mechanics, and visual setting of the game have guided certain design decisions

within the solutions of each component. However, where possible, we try to show how these

algorithms and genetic processes can be generalized to a broader category of games. The

decision to adopt a fixed testbed game was made as a result of the analysis of the patch-based

terrain generation algorithm, which is provided more at length in the previous chapter. That

investigation attempted to generate terrain that would be applicable to a variety of game

genres. However, each genre, and indeed even each game, has its own requirements for the

geometry and content layout of its maps. Therefore, attempting to define a solution that

could be used directly by the player was difficult without knowing what potential preferences

the player may have.

Thus, instead of trying to develop general solutions from the start, we instead chose to

develop solutions for a specific game and show how they can be generalized. This also gives

us a chance to explore the role of geometry and content in a specific game, which may act as

an example to follow when designing similar solutions in other games. This also allows us to
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develop a complete playable game that can be experienced by real game players. Therefore,

we can evaluate the personalized procedural map generation solutions in a real-world context.

This chapter begins by first briefly describing the game that was used as the testbed.

Then, from Section 4.2 onwards, the geometry generation technique is described. The role of

geometry in the context of the chosen game is first explained, followed by a brief description of

the room template approach to geometry generation used. This approach continues the trend

of smaller geometry samples being used to construct a more complete geometry, as was done

with the patch representation for terrains in the previous chapter. The scope of the geometry

generation is also discussed here. Design considerations for the representation of the geometry

are then discussed in Section 4.4. This is followed in Section 4.5 with a description of the fixed

n-ary tree genetic representation of the geometry. This is discussed within the paradigm of an

evolutionary algorithm (EA) and so includes the fitness evaluation and mutation operators.

Finally, this chapter concludes with a discussion of how this geometry representation could

be generalized to work with other games.

4.1 The PCG: Angry Bots Game

The game that serves as a testbed for the remainder of this thesis is titled Procedural Content

Generation: Angry Bots (PCG: Angry Bots). It is built upon the Angry Bots technical

demonstration provided free with the Unity game engine1. The game is a single-player

action-shooter, played from a top-down perspective, and has mechanics similar to those of

the popular Alien Swarm (Valve Corporation, 2010) multiplayer game. A screenshot of the

game being played is shown in Figure 4.1.

The objective of the game is simply to get from one end of a map to the other. The players

must navigate from room to room (the geometry) while killing enemies and collecting useful

items (the content). A map can be skipped with no penalty. A leader board was implemented

in the game prototype that reported the player with the most enemy kills, items collected,

and maps successfully completed. This was put in place to give participants of the PCG:

Angry Bots experiment an incentive to continue playing.

4.1.1 Game Cycle

Figure 4.2 shows a simplification of the game cycle in PCG: Angry Bots, with all system

processes represented as rectangles and all player actions represented as ovals. From a player’s

1Unity Game Engine: http://unity3d.com
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Figure 4.1: Screenshot of gameplay in PCG: Angry Bots.

Login to Game

Start game

Generate geometry
population

Select geometry
Optimize content for

selected geometry

Play mapRate mapUpdate player model

Figure 4.2: Simplified game cycle in PCG: Angry Bot. All blocks are system processes and
all clouds are player actions.
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perspective, they first log into the game and choose a menu option to begin playing. They are

then shown possible map choices and are required to select a map that appeals to them. Next,

the player will see a brief loading screen and then be able to play through the map. After they

complete the map they are required to rate it on a six point scale. The process then repeats.

However, what the player does not see are mechanisms to handle all three subcomponents of

personalized procedural map generation. In Figure 4.2, those processes involve generating the

geometry, optimizing the content layout for that geometry in accordance with that player’s

preference model, and then updating the player model with the rating that the player gives

to the map.

Algorithm 4.1 gives a more in-depth view of the above game cycle. The added detail

here from the player’s perspective is that after each map, they are first asked whether the

next map should be randomly generated or optimized using their player profile. Providing

the player with this option gives two benefits: firstly, we anticipated that the recommender

system player model or the content layout evolutionary cycle (see below for both) could get

stuck in local optimums and therefore provide the player with repetitive experiences; an issue

that does eventuate in the experimental results in Chapter 9. While the player is unlikely

to understand this concept, it was expected that they would choose the randomized option

if they felt they were continuously playing similar maps, which would not only provide an

immediately different experience but would also add more explorative data to help the models

break away from the local optimum. Secondly, by gathering ratings for both optimized and

randomized maps, we are later able to compare our solutions with a plausible random base-

line that would not be out of place in an independently developed roguelike game.

If the ‘randomize’ option is chosen, then the player is immediately provided with a new

map and play commences. If the ‘optimized’ option is chosen, the player is then shown eight

potential maps and is required to select one that they would like to play. The eight potential

maps that are shown to the user only portray the geometry (the boundaries and static

objects) of the map, which is optimized through an interactive evolutionary computation

(IEC) mechanism. After the geometry is selected, the layout of the content (the location

of enemies and pick-ups) in the map is calculated by a Compositional Pattern-Producing

Network (CPPN) [Stanley, 2007], which is optimized via Neuroevolution of Augmenting

Topologies (NEAT) [Stanley and Miikkulainen, 2002] and a recommender system (RS) player

model. Once the player has experienced the map, the rating that they provide is combined

with features of the map to update the RS player model via supervised learning.
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In the remainder of this chapter we describe the geometry representation of the maps

in PCG: Angry Bots and how they are optimized via a search-based procedural content

generation (SBPCG) solution similar to that used to evolve patch-based terrains in the

previous chapter. The CPPN-NEAT approach to content layout is then discussed in the

next chapter (Chapter 5) and the RS player model in the chapter after that (Chapter 6). All

these systems are experimented upon through a public user experiment involving the PCG:

Angry Bots game, the results of which are presented in Chapter 9.

4.2 Role of Geometry in PCG: Angry Bots

Throughout this thesis it has been mentioned that the geometry and content of a map can

have a variety of effects on the player’s experience depending on the game genre. In creating

an EDPCG solution, it is important to understand how changes to each of these will impact

the player. From that, an appropriate procedural generation algorithm can be developed

to make meaningful and logical changes to the map and a means of capturing the player’s

preferences regarding those changes can be investigated.

In PCG: Angry Bots, the geometry acts as a backdrop to the gameplay, providing aes-

thetics and acting as a stage for the gameplay rather than affecting the challenge that the

player will experience. Indeed, this may even be the case for many other action-shooter and

first person shooter (FPS) games. Hullett and Whitehead [2010] describe design patterns

of FPS maps that primarily influence a player’s experience through the geometry. However,

these design patterns are a result of the game mechanics of a typical AAA multiplayer FPS

game. How the player utilizes the geometry of the map in a shooter game becomes important

when competition with other intelligent human player’s requires complex strategies, such as

making extensive use of cover, gaining higher ground, and having proper spatial positioning

and awareness depending on the current weapon that the player is using.

Through play testing of PCG: Angry Bots, it is apparent that most of these complex

strategies are never needed. The simplistic routines of the artificial intelligence (AI) of the

enemy non-player characters (NPCs), combined with their quick movement speed, makes

strategic maneuvers such as flanking redundant, though utilizing cover in a basic manner is

still useful. The player can only shoot on a horizontal plane due to the top-down view and

the controls of the gameplay so there is no chance to use higher-ground tactics. Finally, all

weapons have the characteristics of a typical automatic rifle and so nothing can be gained

from a player’s ability to adapt their spatial awareness.
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Algorithm 4.1 An overview of the main game cycle. Player actions are marked with
asterisks.

1: player := PlayerLogin()
2: if (player is newPlayer)
3: generationMethod := randomize
4: CPPN := new CPPNObject(randomPopulationFlag)
5: RS := new RSObject()
6: else
7: generationMethod := optimize
8: CPPN := new CPPNObject(LoadLastPopulation())
9: RS := new RSObject(LoadPlayerData())
10: while (playing)
11: if (generationMethod is randomize)
12: geometry := RandomGeometry()
13: content := RandomContent(geometry)
14: else if (generationMethod is optimize)
15: geometryCandidates := Evolve(geometry)
16: Display(geometryCandidates)
17: geometry := GetPlayerInput(geometrySelection)
18: while (evaluations < 10000)
19: cppnCandidate := CPPN.NeatEvolution()
20: content := CPPN.Process(geometry, cppnCandidate)
21: mapCandidate := Combine(geometry, content)
22: features := ExtractFeatures(mapCandidate)
23: fitness := RS.ProbabilityOfLike(features)
24: CPPN.UpdatePopulation(cppnCandidate, fitness)
25: if (fitness is 1.0)
26: break
27: evaluations++
28: end while
29: content := CPPN.Process(geometry, CPPN.GetElite())
30: end else if
31: map := Combine(geometry, content)
32: RenderMap(map)
33: PlayMap()
34: rating := GetPlayerInput(ratingSelection)
35: features := ExtractFeatures(map)
36: RS.UpdatePlayerModel(features,rating)
37: generationMethod := GetPlayerInput(methodSelection)
38: end while
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The maps in this game are also not typically complicated enough to be classified as a

maze. Thus, navigating through a map can be made more time consuming with an increase

in the size of the geometry but rarely requires enough mental focus to be considered as part of

the challenge of the game. An added benefit of the closed interior environments that have a

limited number of doorways is that the issues of human wayfinding in procedurally generated

environments described by Biggs et al. [2008] are not as prevalent, further simplifying the

generative process.

It may then be argued that the geometry should simply remain static and only change

the layout of content in each round of the game, as was done in the commercially successful

game Left 4 Dead (Valve Corporation, 2008). However, while the challenge that a player

faces and the strategies they use are not overwhelmingly affected by the geometry, other

aspects of the player’s experience may still be affected. As mentioned, the size of a geometry

will dictate the amount of time it takes to complete a map and how much content can fit

into it. Changing the structure of the geometry gives the player a chance to explore. The

player may appreciate the variety in appearance of the rooms that they pass through. The

player may even have a preference over the shape and size of the rooms they pass through.

Thus, the procedural generation of the map geometry is warranted here, though the design

choices made for the solution are influenced by the above analysis.

4.3 Elements of Interior Spaces

The setting of PCG: Angry Bots is that of an interior space that can be described as the

rooms and corridors of a science fiction space station. Thus, the geometry of a map includes

the layout of rooms and corridors in relation to each other, the structure of floors and walls

of each room, the location of doorways in each room, and the arrangement of static clutter

such as furniture and computer consoles.

4.3.1 Scope Reduction

Despite all the elements of the geometry in PCG: Angry Bots, the procedural generation of

geometry here only deals with the layout of rooms and corridors. Meanwhile, the remaining

facets of the geometry are manually designed. Additionally, the background of all maps

is empty as if the rooms were floating in space and therefore there is no need for terrain

generation or the placement of rooms on top of a terrain.
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This design choice was made to reduce the complexity of the overall EDPCG solution be-

ing developed, as procedurally generating the structure of rooms and buildings [Müller et al.,

2006], arranging clutter logically [Taylor and Parberry, 2010], and placing architecture on

terrain [Kelly and McCabe, 2006] are all extensive 3D graphics research fields in themselves.

By manually designing these elements, we can ensure visually appealing, complex, logical,

and playable rooms. This limited procedural geometry generation is also acceptable in PCG:

Angry Bots because, due to the limited effect that the geometry has on player’s experience

in this game genre, changing the finer details of room structures adds no extra benefit to the

player and therefore adds no benefit to the investigations of this thesis.

4.3.2 Room Templates

In the PCG: Angry Bots game, the geometry of a map is procedurally generated by connecting

pre-designed room templates together via corridors. A room template defines the floor space,

walls, door location, furniture, and general graphical appearance of a room. The use of

room templates is an extension of the patch-based concept used for terrains in the previous

chapter; each room is a ‘patch’ of geometry which is joined with other patches to form a

larger, more interesting geometry. However, while the patch-based terrains were created

by assembling patches of terrain in a uniform grid and stitching them together to blend

their terrain features, the rooms here are connected to each other at doorways and are not

regulated in shape or size. There is always a corridor between two rooms and those corridors

can be placed at any door of the room template.

Each room template is a self-contained unit and so there is no reliance on any specific

order of rooms to ensure that a candidate map is playable or appears logical. Additionally,

by making each room self-contained, there is a higher chance of appropriate spatial and

challenge segmentation [Zagal et al., 2008] occurring within the procedurally generated maps

once the content is added.

Figure 4.3 shows an example of a room template and corridor template, which are joined

together with other room templates to form a full map geometry. In the implementation

in this thesis, 10 room templates and 5 corridor templates were manually crafted and used.

These templates are shown in Appendix B. There is one additional room template that

always acts as the starting room that the player begins the map in as well as the exit room

that they must reach to successfully complete the map. These are marked with an ‘S’ and

an ‘E’ in Figure 4.3.
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S

E

Figure 4.3: Top-down views of an example room template (bottom left) and corridor template
(top left). When multiple templates are combined, they produce the geometry of a complete
map candidate (right), with rooms connected together via corridors. Rooms ‘S’ and an ‘E’
are the ‘start’ and ‘exit’ rooms respectively.

4.4 Linear, Tree, or Graph Geometry Representation

With the considerations of the effect of geometry on the player’s experience and the use of

room templates in mind, this section presents some high level design choice for procedurally

generating a geometry in PCG: Angry Bots. In preliminary implementations, the geometry

in PCG: Angry Bots was linearly structured. A linked list data structure was used as the

underlying representation and therefore each room of the map had exactly one room before

it and exactly one room after it. However, this representation further reduced the player’s

experience of the geometry by eliminating most of the exploration of the map. The player

only needed to remember which door they had entered through and find the door that lead

to the next room.

Thus, a tree structure was instead investigated and used in the final build of the PCG:

Angry Bots game. The details of this structure are provided in the next subsection. The

tree structure still has a linear path from the starting room that the player begins in and the

exit room that they attempt to reach. However, there are also paths that branch away from

this direct path, increasing the complexity of the geometry and providing a slight increase

in challenge as the player attempts to find their way through a simple maze. It also offers
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those players that enjoy exploration of virtual worlds a chance to experience the content in

many rooms in a single map.

The ultimate extension of the exploration idea is to use a graph representation. The

primary difference here is that a graph representation would allow for circular paths in

geometry. This further increases the challenge involved in navigating the map because if the

player does not have good spatial memory then they may become disoriented and lost. This

also mimics how most real world interior spaces are arranged, providing multiple paths to

access the same physical space.

Unfortunately, there is also an added layer of complexity involved in using a graph rep-

resentation. The room and corridor templates have been manually designed so that they

can contain a high level of detail. This means that the shape, size, and entry/exit points of

the room and corridor templates are fixed, which makes aligning the doorways of multiple

rooms in a circular path becomes a non-trivial problem. Even in the simplest example where

two rooms are cyclically connected by two corridors (such as if the first two rooms after the

starting room in Figure 4.3 had two connected doors), establishing a corridor path between

the second set of doorways using fixed corridor templates is a complex problem. Joining

separate branches of the graph also increases the likelihood of the graph being nonplanar

and therefore having overlapping geometry assets that would block the player’s navigation

path.

Rogue (Michael Toy and Glenn Wichman, 1980), an adventure role playing game (RPG)

that spawned an entire genre of similar games known as roguelikes, resolved this issue by

making the corridors adaptable in size. However, Rogue and many other roguelikes either use

ASCII graphics or other simple 2D graphics and so the procedural generation of dynamically

sized corridors was simplified. However, procedurally generating the size and shape of highly

detailed, 3D corridors in games like PCG: Angry Bots without introducing graphical artifacts

is also a non-trivial problem to solve. Thus, it was decided to stay with a tree representation

for the geometry in order to spend more time focused on the research questions of this thesis

and not on aside development problems.

4.5 Fixed n-ary Tree Evolution

The underlying genetic representation of the geometry that was used in the PCG: Angry

Bots experiment is that of a fixed n-ary tree, an example of which can be seen in Figure 4.4.

Each node in the tree is a room and each edge represents a corridor. In this figure, each
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Figure 4.4: An example of a map’s geometry represented as a fixed n-ary tree. ‘S’ is the
starting room and ‘E’ is the exit room.

square slot represents a possible position of a node and each circle is an instantiated node

that will be rendered as a room in the actual game. Each instantiated node and edge of the

tree holds a reference to the room or corridor template to use when the map is rendered for

play during the genotype-to-phenotype conversion process.

The node labeled with the coordinates (0, 0) is the first room with content in it and is

considered the root node. The node above the root node is the starting room, in which the

player starts the map, and is only connected to one other room (the root node of the tree).

Exactly one leaf node is the exit room, to which the player must try to reach to successfully

complete the map. Like the starting room, the exit room only has one door and therefore

only one parent node and no child nodes. As a tree structure is used instead of a graph

structure, there exists only one path between the start room and the exit room, which is

hence forth referred to as the direct path. All edges and nodes not on the direct path are

referred to as branching paths.

Each node may have a maximum of n children. For this experiment, n = 3 simply because

there are no room templates with more than four doors; one door leads to the room before

the current room (the parent node) and up to three doors lead to rooms after the current

room (the child nodes). Not all geometries have 4 doors but this does not interfere with the

use of the 3-ary tree. Each door of each room template has an identifier so that the node

also keeps track of which door leads to the parent node and which door leads to which child
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node. If a door does not lead to another room then it is locked during gameplay to prevent

the player from falling out of the map. If the current node is on the direct path, then at least

one child node must also be on the direct path.

4.5.1 Random Generation and Recursive Branching

In the initial population, all geometry candidates are generated randomly. The direct path is

first generated to be a random length between [2, 7] rooms, resulting in small to medium sized

maps for the player to experience first. As each node is created, a room template is randomly

chosen as well as the corridor template that connects it to its parent node. When randomly

generating a tree, the door of the current room template that each corridor connects to is

chosen at random. This is so that a room template can be rotated so that the player does not

always enter a specific room template through the same door, further increasing the variety

of experiences.

After the direct path has been created, all nodes are recursively branched. Two variables

control the number of branching paths in a tree: the branching rate and the branching decay,

both of which are values between [0.1, 0.9]. For every possible branching path at every existing

node in the tree, a random value between [0.0, 1.0] is generated and if it is less than or equal

to the branching rate then a child node is created. For each depth along a branching path,

the branching rate is reduced by multiplying it by the branching decay value. This ensures

that a node on the direct path always has a higher probability of having branching paths and

that branching paths are restricted in length, preventing excessively large branching paths.

4.5.2 Node Labeling

Each node of the tree is given a label of (depth, sibling), which can be seen inside of each

possible node position Figure 4.4. The sibling number takes into account all the possible

nodes at a specified depth, assuming a complete n-ary tree was generated. This is why the

term ‘fixed’ is used to describe the tree. Assuming a complete tree at specified depth allows

for the metaphor of placing each node in a bucket. This is important because even if a node

is added or removed, the bucket remains and therefore sibling identifiers of all other nodes

at that depth will not change. For example, in Figure 4.4, if node (2, 0) is removed, nodes

(2, 1), (2, 2), and (2, 3) do not get re-assigned new coordinates. If node (1, 0) is removed,

nodes (1, 1), (2, 3), and (3, 9) are not affected. Finally, if a new node is inserted at position

(3, 7), then node (3, 9) is not re-labeled.
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This fixed representation is chosen because the algorithm for determining the layout

of content throughout the map is reliant on the coordinates of the nodes. This gives a

relationship between the geometry and the content but prevents a mutation in the geometry

from causing a severe change to the content layout. Thus, while the geometry and content

genetic processes are interconnected, if so desired, one evolutionary cycle could be halted

while the other was further refined. For example, the content evolution can be stopped and

the current evolutionary champion used for consecutive maps. Meanwhile, the geometry

can continue to evolve and it is expected that the fitness of the champion from the content

evolution will remain similar. This is further discussed in Chapter 5 where we explain how

the content layout is determined with regards to the node coordinates.

4.5.3 Genotype-to-Phenotype Conversion

When a valid candidate has been generated it is usually rendered, either to provide a preview

during the fitness evaluation process described in the next section or to be experienced by

the player. The fixed n-ary tree is the genotype (the genetic representation) and the rendered

geometry is the phenotype (the observable result of the genes).

In order to convert the genotype to the phenotype, the starting room is first placed at

the origin of the virtual world’s coordinate system and its rotation is zeroed. This results

in the player always starting a map by leaving south out of the first room. After this, the

corridor between the starting room and the root node of the tree is instantiated. They are

connected by aligning handcrafted reference points of the door of the room to the entry

way of the corridor, creating a near seamless transition between the two. Next, the room

template referenced by the root node is instantiated and the indicated door is similarly

joined to the other end of the corridor. This process then repeats for all nodes and edges of

the genotype, moving through the tree from parent node to child node. Unlike the patch-

based terrain technique described in the previous chapter, there is no stitching process other

than aligning reference points at each connection, thus making the genotype-to-phenotype

conversion highly efficient.

4.5.4 Fitness Evaluation of Interior Geometry

Fitness evaluation of the geometry is conducted through IEC. One of the observations that

we made from the patch-based terrains investigation of the previous chapter was that in order

for an EDPCG solution to utilize the preferences of an individual player, either a minimally
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Figure 4.5: The geometry selection menu in PCG: Angry Bots. The menu facilitates the use
of interactive evolutionary computation (IEC).

invasive IEC approach was needed or the fitness evaluation would need to be automated. For

PCG: Angry Bots, we choose to use a simplified interactive EA to optimize the geometry

and an automated fitness function to optimize the content layout.

For every map that a player experiences, they are shown a menu screen such as the one

depicted in Figure 4.5. This menu shows the geometry of the parent of the generation in the

top left (if this is not the first generation) as well as all the offspring generated from that

parent. The player is then required to choose the geometry of the map that they wish to

play next, which then becomes the parent for the next generation of geometries. Though

some of the offspring may appear to be substantially different from the parent when the

maps are rendered, there are typically strong similarities in their underlying fixed n-ary tree

representation. This is due to the fixed labeling structure of the tree and the mutation

operators described in the next section.

IEC was judged to be a sufficient method of fitness evaluation here because a player can

quickly decide for themselves which geometry is most appealing to them. The geometry is

displayed clearly through the previews in the geometry selection menu and can capture a

player’s preferences regarding the size of the map, the number of branching paths, and the

type of rooms they will be navigating through. These are the primary means by which the
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geometry will affect the player’s experience and therefore the most accurate way of capturing

the player’s preferences regarding these aspects is through IEC.

Experienced players can also use this opportunity to memorize the paths through the

map to help them navigate during gameplay. Using IEC to optimize the geometry of a map

is suitable when knowing the map shape prior to play is beneficial (e.g. racing games) and

geometry candidates can be clearly previewed but is not appropriate when the exploration

of unknown areas is a key entertainment factor of the game (e.g. many role playing games).

Additionally, in our deployed system, it was more likely for small maps to be shown in

the IEC interface and we later observe that this may have influenced player preferences.

When using IEC to generate game content, the interface should present a diverse range of

candidates. This allows the player to naturally express their preferences without pressure

from the system. In PCG: Angry Bots, diversity could be enforced by ensuring that no two

map candidates in a single generation have the same number of rooms. However, as this

observation was made after the user experiment, this constraint isn’t enforced here.

4.5.5 Mutation Operators

Reproduction of the geometry trees is done purely through mutation. Recombination is not

used because the fixed tree structure is not conducive to its use. This is because mixing

the depth and sibling identifiers of two parents could result in offspring that is substantially

different from either parent and using identifiers predominantly from one parent or the other

could introduce favoritism to one parent that the player did not intend for. Instead, we

restrict the player to selecting one geometry to be the parent of the next generation. This

also aids in the player modeling process of Chapter 6 because the player will experience and

rate every parent that they select.

In terms of the mutation, each offspring is first made to be an exact copy of the chosen

parent. In addition, the branching rate of each offspring is randomly modified to be within

the range of [−0.5,+0.5] of that of the parent and the branching decay is similarly adjusted

by [−0.2,+0.2], both of which result in offspring of varying sizes.

Each node in an offspring is given a random probability to mutate. An inverse mutation

rate similar to that used for patch-based terrains in Chapter 3 is first calculated for the tree

using:

rinv = 1−
[

k

kmax
· (1− rmin)

]
(4.1)
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where rmin is the mutation rate parameter and is also the lowest mutation rate that can

be used for the tree, k is the number of active nodes in the tree, and kmax is a parameter

that specifies number of nodes at which rmin is used. The result is a mutation rate that is

higher when there are fewer nodes and lower when there are more nodes, encouraging a better

chance of mutation in small trees but protecting from rampant mutation in larger trees. This

ensures that small map parents have a variety of offspring geometries while larger parents

still produce offspring that have at least some hereditary commonalities. In this experiment,

rmin was set to 0.5 and kmax was set to 10.

Once the inverse mutation rate is determined, the tree is stepped through from top to

bottom, with each node being given a random chance to mutate. If a node is to mutate, one

of three following genetic operators are used, each with an equal chance of occurring:

• Addition: A new randomly generated node is inserted between the current node and

its parent node. Branching is then conducted on the new node.

• Subtraction: If the current node is on the direct path, then it and all of its branching

child nodes are removed and the next node in the direct path is moved up one depth

and connected to the current node’s parent. If the current node is not on the direct

path, then it and all of its child nodes are removed.

• Permutation: The current node’s reference to a pre-designed room template is changed

to a randomly selected new pre-designed room. Note that this may cause the number

of doors available in the room to change, which affects the number of child nodes that

the current node can have. In this case, randomly selected child nodes that are not on

the direct path are removed until the maximum number of child nodes is achieved.

When the tree mutates, any existing door references are kept; any new child nodes that are

added are randomly assigned a remaining door in their parent node and any subtracted nodes

cause a door to free up, unless it was on the direct path.

The combination of the above operators and the fact that they have an equal chance to

occur results in no noticeable signs of bloat or shrinkage in small and moderate sized maps.

Without validation, most offspring populations have a sufficient number of maps that are

smaller, larger, or the same size as the parent. However, with the validation process described

in the next section, evolution favors smaller geometries as they are more likely to be valid.
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4.5.6 Candidate Validation

After each offspring is generated, the map is validated to make sure that no rooms or corridors

will overlap once the map is rendered for play. This is done by doing a simplified rendering

process that only utilizes a handful of bounding boxes for each room and corridor. If an

intersection is found among any of the bounding boxes then the validation has failed. The

mutation and validation process is quick enough that if validation fails, then the offspring

is discarded and mutation is attempted again. If the mutation process fails more than 100

times, then the offspring resorts to random generation. This rarely occurs but when it does,

it’s typically because the map parent is quite large and therefore the chance that an offspring

will have intersection is higher. Note that for the same reason, a large map parent can result

in having an offspring population of smaller maps because the subtraction genetic operator is

less likely to introduce new intersection and therefore that operator is inadvertently favored.

Some of the room templates have slopped areas, which can lead to a map geometry with

a variety of depths. This gives a visually appealing affect when the player is in a higher

location of the map and can see other sections of the map below them. The slopped areas

of the room templates also offer unique challenges, as the player cannot aim up or down and

so must draw the AI controlled enemies out into flat ground to defeat them. However, one

issue that has been observed is that when a higher area of the geometry overlaps a lower

area, it can block the player’s line of sight to the character when they are in the lower area

due to the fixed distance camera that follows the character. This issue is not detected by the

validation process. This issue could be resolved by implementing a more intelligent camera

control mechanism, as detecting it during validation would create a higher calculation cost

and restrict the size of the feasible solution space of geometries further.

4.6 Generalizing the Geometry Representation

The highest level abstraction of this geometry representation, as in the previous chapter, is

the process of combining smaller geometry samples into a larger, more complete geometry.

This idea can be used in many game genres and map styles such as the exterior and interior

examples shown here, segments of road being connected together to form a track, buildings

or city blocks being combined to create an entire cityscape [Greuter et al., 2003], or groups

of platforms being combined to make a linear geometry in a platform game [Smith et al.,

2011b].
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The fixed n-ary tree itself though is a little more restricted in use. For example, it cannot

be used to represent a track in a racing game. However, it can be used in most structured

linear game maps. That is, games that have maps where there is one entry point and one exit

point and where each node of the tree is self-contained, unlike the patch-based terrains of the

previous chapter where patches freely flow together and the only boundary of the geometry

is the outer limits of the heightmap.

Replacing the room templates with terrain patches that have high walls on some borders

would allow terrains to be created in the tree structure. In this way, the edges of the tree

could even be removed and nodes (patches of terrain) could instead overlap with each other.

Alternatively, a large tree structure with many branching paths could be used as a maze,

using either terrain or interior geometry samples.

Many top selling games, such as the Half Life series (Valve Corporation, 1998-2007) and

the Call of Duty series (Activision, 2003-2012), have linear single-player experiences. These

types of maps can be generated with the fixed n-ary tree representation by simply restricting

the creation of branches, thus only having a direct path between the start and end of the

map. However, the creation of graph-like geometries with circular paths in them would

require substantial further investigation. For these types of maps, Dormans and Bakkes [2011]

have proposed a more free-form graph representation that, rather than using pre-designed

geometry samples, generates the structure of each room and corridor through generative

grammars. The downside to this approach, however, is the limited visual quality of the

geometry. Alternatively, Tutenel et al. [2011] use a combination of techniques to construct

the interiors of individual buildings and their surrounding exteriors that exhibit natural floor

plans and appropriate aesthetics.

4.7 Summary

• After the implementation of the evolutionary terrain tool (ETT) (see Chapter 3) and

the experimentation on it (see Chapter 7), it was decided to conduct the remainder of

the investigation through a single test bed game. This would unify the solutions of all

three components of personalized procedural map generation and represent a complete,

deployable solution.

• The test bed game is PCG: Angry Bots, a third person shooting game where the player

must navigate from one side of a map to the other while defeating various enemies and

collecting utility items.
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• The geometry in PCG: Angry Bots provides an aesthetic backdrop to the gameplay. It

also gives players opportunities to explore and to use basic strategies, such as taking

cover behind static objects.

• To generate the geometry in PCG: Angry Bots, the concept behind the patch-based

terrains was used, building interior map geometries by combining smaller sample ge-

ometries. In this case, room and corridor templates were manually crafted to ensure

playability and visual quality. They were then used as building blocks, connecting them

to one another to form a complete map.

• The room and corridor templates were combined in a fixed n-ary tree structure. A

tree structure was decided on as linear geometries did not offer enough chances for

exploration while a graph based structure introduced too many additional generative

tasks to ensure connectivity and validity.

• The tree is described as ‘fixed’ because once the nodes of the tree have been labeled after

random generation, the labels are only minimally altered by the mutation operators.

This is important as the labels of the geometry are later used in generating the content

layout of the map (see Chapter 5).

• Fitness evaluation is conducted via IEC. This IEC process is a more simplified one than

that of the ETT, ensuring that all geometry candidates are playable and of a certain

quality. Thus, the system can be used to capture a player’s preferences over the size

and shape of a map during gameplay with minimal intrusion to the player’s experience.

• Mutation operators for this representation include adding a node and allowing branches

to be created from it, removing a node and all its sub-trees that do not lead to the exit

of the map, and permutating the room template reference that the node holds.

• After a geometry has been generated, it is validated by performing a basic rendering

of the geometry and testing whether any segments of the geometry overlap with each

other. As the generation and validation process are efficient, if a geometry is invalid,

it is simply discarded and mutation or random generation is repeated.

• While the fixed n-ary tree representation has limited use in other games (depending

on the structure of their maps), using smaller geometry samples to construct larger

geometries is an idea that can be easily abstracted for use in many game genres.
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Chapter 5

Neuroevolution of Content Layout

In the previous chapter we established an approach to procedurally generate the geometry

of maps in the game PCG: Angry Bots and used interactive evolutionary computing (IEC)

to utilize the player’s preferences during the generation process. Now that the player has

selected a geometry in the game cycle, that geometry must be populated with content to

provide a more interactive experience for the player.

Content is defined here as the interactive elements of the map. Content can include:

• Artificial intelligent (AI) controlled friendly non-playable characters (NPCs) that the

player can communicate with.

• AI controlled enemy NPCs that will attack the player and that can be destroyed by

the player.

• Personal resources such as health and ammo in a first-person shooter (FPS) game.

• Constructive resources such as wood in a real-time strategy (RTS) game.

• Collectable items that add to the player’s score or social status in a multiplayer game.

• Player bases or spawn points in a multiplayer game.

• The finish line in a racing game.

• Self-contained puzzles and mini-games.

These are just some examples of content within a game map but are by no means exhaustive;

some games have unique forms of content that the player can interact with that do not appear
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in other games. Some of these pieces of content can be procedurally generated themselves,

while others need only be placed in a logical location within the geometry.

Not included in this definition of content are static objects such as architecture, furniture,

doors, or clutter. Even if the player can interact with these objects (a player may be able to

open a door, sit in a chair, or enter a building), they typically do not influence the player’s

experience in the same way as the other forms of content and instead usually add to the

shape and visual appeal of a map. Therefore, static objects are considered as part of the

geometry of the map, predominantly there for the player to navigate around, and thus would

be included in the geometry representation in a procedural map generator.

The remainder of this chapter first discusses the effect that content has on the player’s

experience in PCG: Angry Bots. Then, in Section 5.2, details are given on the types of

content in the game and how they are distributed throughout the geometry. Along with

this is a discussion in Section 5.3 of why the geometry and content layout are not proce-

durally generated at the same time and are instead separated into individual search-based

procedural content generation (SBPCG) processes. Our approach to calculating the layout

of content throughout a map is then described in Section 5.4, along with the neuroevolution

techniques used to generate-and-test content layout candidates. Finally, as with the interior

geometry, this chapter concludes with a brief discussion regarding how this approach could

be generalized to other games.

5.1 Role of Content in PCG: Angry Bots

As with geometry, it is important to consider the role of content in a game when designing

a personalized procedural map generation solution. In PCG: Angry Bots, there are two

categories of content; enemies and utility pick-ups. Enemies attack the player and must

either be destroyed or escaped from in order to succeed. Pick-ups on the other hand are

resources that help the player achieve their goal of getting from one side of the map to the

other. As we will discuss more in Section 5.2, this content does not undergo PCG itself, rather

the process of procedurally generating personalized maps here involves finding an optimum

layout of these content types throughout the geometry. Figure 5.1 shows a map with just the

geometry and then the same map with both the geometry and content layout, where each

colored square represents a different type of content.

With these characteristics in mind, the layout of content within a map in PCG: Angry

Bots is the primary determinant of the difficulty (or challenge) that the player will experience.
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(a) Geometry only (b) Geometry and content

Figure 5.1: A map with four rooms between the start room (marked with an ‘S’) and the
exit room (marked with an ‘E’). The map is first shown with (a) just the geometry and then
(b) with the content added to the geometry. Each colored square represents a single piece of
content.

Increasing the number of enemies will increase the challenge of the map, while increasing the

number of pick-ups should decrease the challenge. As discussed in the background knowledge

in Chapter 2, providing the right level of challenge is a key element in determining the player’s

enjoyment in a game [Malone, 1981]. Thus, personalizing a map requires finding the level of

challenge that is appropriate for an individual player.

However, while finding an appropriate level of challenge for the player is important,

the use of a consistent challenge setting will also likely be uninteresting to a player. That

is, if every room in a PCG: Angry Bots map had the same quantities of content, it may

result in a repetitive experience for the player. The pace of a game is determined by the

change of challenge over time [Adams, 2010], with patterns of high intensity and low intensity

gameplay giving the player a variety of experiences and preventing them from becoming bored

or frustrated [Zagal et al., 2008].

Therefore, we believe that when the content of a map plays a significant role in the

challenge that a player experiences, such as in PCG: Angry Bots, then there is a direct

correlation between the patterns of content throughout the map and the patterns of challenge.

So, in summary, the goal of the content layout process of procedural map generation in PCG:

Angry Bots is to not only create a map that has an appropriate level of challenge for the
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(a) Buzz Bot (b) Spider Bot (c) Mech

(d) Pick-ups

Figure 5.2: (a), (b), and (c): The three enemy types in PCG: Angry Bots. (d) The three
pick-up types in PCG: Angry Bots. New weapons are in boxes (left of image), health is in
blue barrels, and ammo is in yellow barrels.

player’s skills and preferences but also to create interesting and coherent patterns of content

that will maintain the player’s engagement throughout the map.

5.2 Elements of Content Layout

In this section we describe the types of content in PCG: Angry Bots and how they are

procedurally laid out across the geometry of the map. Included in this is a description of

the limitations in scope regarding the content of the map that were introduced to make the

research goals of this thesis achievable within the available time.

5.2.1 Content Types

There are six types of content in the PCG: Angry Bots; three types of enemies and three

types of pick-ups, all of which are shown in Figure 5.2. They are:

• Enemies: Buzz Bots, Spider Bots, and Mechs.

• Pick-ups: Ammo, Health, and New Weapons.
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The three types of enemies each have different movement behaviors, damage output, and

health values. Buzz Bots do little damage and are easy to kill but move quickly and attack

in swarms. Spider Bots attack by walking close to the player and self-destructing to do

moderate damage. Finally, the Mechs are the most dangerous enemy; while they are slow

moving, they are difficult to kill and they shoot from a distance, doing a large amount of

damage per shot.

Pick-ups can be interacted with by standing next to them and pressing a designated

keyboard key. Ammo and Health pick-ups give fixed amounts of their respective resource

per barrel. Meanwhile, New Weapon pick-ups are randomly generated variants of the default

weapon with altered damage per shot and rate of fire parameters. These weapons provide

incentives for the player to explore the map as a randomly generated weapon could be

substantially more powerful than the one they start the map with and therefore increase

their chances of completing the map.

5.2.2 Content Settings

Procedurally generating the layout of content in a map in PCG: Angry Bots is conducted by

calculating the amount of each content type in each room of the player-selected geometry.

The manually constructed room templates utilized for the geometry construction also define

the maximum quantity of each content type and the possible locations that each piece of

content can be placed in.

Each content type in each room can have a discretized setting of None, Low, Medium, or

High. Figure 5.3 shows an example of a single room template with each of the four settings

assigned to all content types. If every room in the map has a setting of None for a content

type, then there will be no instances of that content in the map. Conversely, if every room

has a setting of High, then the maximum allowable quantity of that content type will be

present. Note that content is only placed in rooms and not in the corridors that connect the

rooms.

From Figure 5.3 it can also be seen that these settings also differ for each content type.

For example, a High setting for the Mech enemy type will result in three Mechs in that room,

while for the Buzz Bot enemy it will result in nine (three groups of three) being present. This

is due to the behaviors of each content type. Nine Mech enemies will be too difficult even for

the most experienced players while three Buzz Bots is too easy for a maximum setting. It

should also be noted that if all enemy types and the Ammo pick-ups are set to High in every
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(a) None (b) Low

(c) Medium (d) High

Figure 5.3: The same room template shown with each of the four content settings applied to
all the content types.
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room, then the player will not have enough ammo to combat all enemies. This was done on

purpose in order to see whether the system could find an appropriate balance between ammo

and enemies for an individual player, rather than simply maximizing all values.

5.2.3 Scope Reductions

As mentioned in the introduction to this thesis, the structure or the behavior of the content

types themselves is never modified, other than the randomly generated rate of fire and damage

per bullet stats of the New Weapons. This is because this task would fall under other PCG

research, rather than that of procedural map generation. While the content is placed on

the map and the layout of the content plays an important role in the quality of a map,

modifying the behavior of the content itself would fundamentally alter the mechanics of the

game, which would require its own process of optimization. Likewise, modifying the visual

structure of the content may confuse players as to the purpose of each piece of content and

thus unnecessarily increases the difficulty of the game. For examples of this type of research,

Liapis et al. [2012] evolve the structure of space ships in games, giving the player more choice

in how they represent themselves in the virtual world, while Stanley et al. [2006] make a

game out of evolving different character behaviors by requiring the player to train an army

of AI controlled agents.

The position of the content is also fixed as it is defined by the manually designed room

templates. While this reduces the diversity of the possible maps, it simplifies the content

layout problem to simply calculating how much content should be in each area of the map. It

reduces the need for any checks for logical content layouts. For example, pick-ups of similar

types should be spread out around a room to give player multiple opportunities to collect

the pick-up before engaging enemies and to encourage the player to move around the entire

room. It also means that there is no validation process for the content layout evolutionary

cycle; every possible combination of content settings is valid. Otherwise, an algorithm for

deciding the location of the content in each room on a fine grained coordinate scale would

need to ensure that not only did content not overlap with each other or illegally intersect the

geometry but also, for example, ensure that all enemies in a room are not crowded around

a door, which would block the player’s path and most likely make the map impossible to

complete.
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5.3 Combining vs. Separating Geometry and Content

As there is an existing link between the geometry and the content layout due to the position of

the content being determined by the room templates, it would be possible to simply have each

node of the geometry tree hold a setting value for each content type at that room. Then, the

values could simply be mutated at the same time as the geometry as part of the geometry’s

permutation operator, as well as being affected by tree nodes being added and removed.

In fact, this approach was implemented in an earlier version of PCG: Angry Bots, when a

linear geometry structure was also being tested. As there are 10 geometry room templates,

6 content types, and each content type can have one of 4 possible settings, there are 40960

unique room templates. Thus, in this early implementation, each node simply contained

an integer between [0, 40960], which would be decoded during the genotype-to-phenotype

conversion to determine the rooms geometry and content settings. With a combined linear

genotype, a more straightforward (µ, λ) (multi-parent, multi-child) evolution strategy [Beyer,

1994] with both crossover and mutation was devised.

However, this approach has numerous flaws. Firstly, it ignores the different effects that

the geometry and content layout have on the player’s experience. The geometry provides the

player with opportunities for exploration while the content layout primarily determines the

challenge of the map. Thus, there are two separate objectives that are being optimized for

with each only marginally affecting the other.

Of primary consideration is the use of a single fitness evaluation mechanism for both the

geometry and the content layout. Not only are two separate objectives being evaluated but

the means in which they can be appropriately evaluated do not overlap. As we discuss later

in Section 5.4.5, using IEC for content layout would require increased effort on the player’s

behalf due to a lack of a suitable visualization. Meanwhile, the per-player preference model

used for evaluating the content layout (described in Chapter 6) is built upon a classifier that

would suffer in performance if features were added to evaluate the geometry.

Additionally, the mutation operators that would act upon the content layout in this setup

would lead to a volatile representation. Mutating the single reference value by just a small

amount could result in an entirely different room geometry and content layout. Also, if the

content layout of a room has been optimized well, it could be ruined if the node is removed

from the tree. Finally, there is no coherency between the rooms of the map. That is, there is

no correlation between the content of one room and the content of the room that follows it,
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and therefore, offers little towards optimizing the pace of the map and producing a pattern

of experiences over random generation approaches.

Thus, we separate the representations, evolutionary cycles, and fitness evaluation of the

geometry and content layout of map. We also recommend that this approach be considered

when procedurally generating the maps of any games, as these two components of a map

affect the player’s experience differently in many games. Separating the two solves the issues

described above and comes with additional benefits. It allows for either of the two to be

optimized with only minimal effects on the other. For example, once a good content layout

candidate has been found it can be applied to multiple geometries to give similar experiences.

Conversely, if a superior geometry has been found, then that evolutionary cycle can be halted

and the content continuously optimized for that geometry while the player model is being

trained with more player data. This could be useful in existing games such as Left 4 Dead

(Valve Corporation, 2008) in which there are only a dozen or so fixed geometries but the

placement of enemies and pick-ups varies.

5.4 Neuroevolution

With the above framework and considerations in mind, the goal of procedurally generating

the layout of content in a map is to calculate the content settings for each content type in

each room of the geometry. We take this opportunity to explore neuroevolution as a potential

solution. Neuroevolution is a subfield of the broader evolutionary algorithms (EA) research

field which involves applying EA techniques to artificial neural networks (ANN) [Floreano

et al., 2008]. This is in contrast to optimizing an ANN through other machine learning

techniques such as backpropagation [Hecht-Nielsen, 1989]. In this section, we first describe

the structure of the ANN used to indirectly represent the content layout. We then discuss

the method used for evolving a population of content layout candidates, as well as the means

by which the fitness of each candidate is evaluated.

5.4.1 Compositional Pattern-Producing Networks

The exact representation used to calculate the content settings of a map is a Compositional

Pattern-Producing Network (CPPN) [Stanley, 2007]. A CPPN is a type of ANN that pro-

duces enhanced patterns with regularities in the output [Secretan et al., 2008]. The primary

difference between a traditional ANN and a CPPN is that while an ANN typically assigns the

same activation function to all nodes in the network, a CPPN can assign a separate function
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to each node. While using a single activation function can produce a specific pattern in the

output, the combination of multiple different activation functions in a single network can

lead to more complex patterns that exhibit properties of all the used activation functions.

In this application, a library consisting of the sine, Gaussian, bipolar sigmoid, and linear

activation functions was used. Each activation function has an equally likely chance of being

selected for use at each node in the hidden layer of the CPPN. Thus, any favoritism towards

a specific activation function is a result of evolution promoting the patterns that result from

that functions use.

The versatility of the CPPN representation is visually presented in the Picbreeder appli-

cation, created by Secretan et al. [2008]. Here, the complex patterns in the images, some of

which result in abstract representations of real-world objects, are the result of CPPNs being

evolved through IEC in which users can build upon the solutions found by past users.

The pattern-producing properties of CPPN have also previously been used in games to

produce projectile paths for particle weapons in the game Galactic Arms Race [Hastings

et al., 2009], aesthetic 3D models of spaceships [Liapis et al., 2012], and visually appealing

plant petals in the social media game Petalz [Risi et al., 2012]. In PCG: Angry Bots, it is

hoped that these properties produce a diverse range of patterns of content throughout a map.

5.4.2 Calculating Content from Geometry

Figure 5.4 shows the input and output structure of the CPPN network. The input to the

network utilizes the depth and sibling coordinates of each node in the geometry that was

selected by the player during IEC. Additionally, a bias value of 1.0 is used to further diversify

the output of the activation functions.

Both the depth and sibling coordinates are normalized to the range of [0.0, 1.0], as values

greater than 1.0 typically produce little change in the output due to the asymptotic nature of

the activation functions after this value. Depth is normalized by dividing by the maximum

depth of the tree. The room after the start room will always have a depth of 0.0 and, in a

linear map with no branches, the room before the exit will always have a depth of 1.0. The

sibling coordinates are normalized by the total number of nodes at the given depth assuming

a full 3-ary tree. Note that this means that increasing the height of the tree will also affect

the normalized sibling coordinate of some nodes.

There are six outputs, one for each of the content types, that each provides a value

between [−1.0, 1.0]. Each output value is then discretized into one of the earlier mentioned
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Evolved Hidden Layer

SiblingDepth Bias

MechBuzzSpider Health Ammo Weapon

Figure 5.4: The input and output structure of the CPPN genetic representation used for
calculating the quantity of each content type in each room of a map. From top to bottom
are the input layer, hidden layer, and the output layer. The depth and sibling values are the
coordinates of the current room (node) in the fixed n-ary tree geometry representation. The
bias is always set to a value of 1.0.

settings. Thus, an output of −1.0 to −0.5 is a None setting, −0.49 to −0.0 is a ‘Low’ setting,

0.01 to 0.5 is a Medium setting, and 0.51 to 1.0 is a High setting. If there is no connection

to an output node, then the output value will default to the Medium setting. Once this

calculation has been performed for each geometry tree node (room) in the map, the content

layout of the map has been determined and the map is ready to be rendered and played.

5.4.3 Neuroevolution of Augmenting Topologies

The hidden layer of the CPPN is optimized through Neuroevolution of Augmenting Topolo-

gies (NEAT) [Stanley and Miikkulainen, 2002]. The NEAT algorithm evolves ANN and

CPPN populations by adding or removing nodes and connections, permutating the weight

of a connection, or changing the activation function at a node. Recombination of two parent

networks to produce an offspring is made possible by assigning a historical marker to each

new node and connection and then using these markings to align crossover operators. Addi-

tionally, speciation, the process of grouping similar evolutionary candidates (both in nature

and in EAs), is used in NEAT to aid in grouping candidates with similar historical markings

to ensure compatibility between two parents and maximize the performance of recombination

operators.

The NEAT algorithm was chosen to optimize the CPPN because it has previously been

shown to be efficient in other real-time applications [Hastings et al., 2009], a property that is

not present in backpropagation [Hecht-Nielsen, 1989]. Additionally, backpropagation would
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require training examples of desired output with a given input. As the geometry is always

changing and the node coordinates are normalized, it is difficult to provide enough training

examples of different geometry structures. Moreover, as we are optimizing for each individual

player, training examples generated from one player are not appropriate for other players.

Taking this approach would be similar to the universal player models created by Shaker et al.

[2010]. Instead, NEAT allows us to search the solution space of content layout candidates

and evaluate them through a fitness function, which can be a player model of any form we

desire. In this approach, the input to the generative model (the CPPN) is different to the

feature inputs to the evaluative model (the player model).

An alternative to NEAT is to use conventional neuroevolution [Floreano et al., 2008]

in which the structure of the CPPN does not evolve, rather it is only the weights of each

connection within a fixed hidden layer topology that is altered. However, deciding upon a

fixed topology can introduce limitations into the search process, while a free form topology

allows for more possibilities. The process of network complexification in the NEAT algorithm

begins with populations of small, simple CPPN candidates and allows them to grow if needed;

that is, if evolution finds that the combination of more activation functions is better than

only a few hidden layer nodes. We hope that this will allow for more complex patterns of

output and therefore a more intricate patterns of content throughout a map.

5.4.4 CPPN-NEAT Setup and Parameters

Both the CPPN and NEAT implementations used in PCG: Angry Bots are part of the C]

distribution of NEAT, named SharpNEAT, created by Green [2004]. As mentioned earlier,

once a player has selected a geometry through IEC, the content layout for that geometry is

calculated and optimized through CPPN-NEAT. For each geometry, 10, 000 fitness evalua-

tions are allowed to occur to attempt to find an optimal content layout. This fixed number

provides an extensive number of candidates to be evaluated but ensures that the evolution is

bounded so that the game continues to operate within real-time expectations of the player.

There are 50 candidates per generation, thus there are roughly 200 generations of evo-

lution for each geometry. This is an estimate though because candidates are only evaluated

once; if a candidate CPPN caries over from generation to the next due to elitism or simply

having a better fitness than the offspring, then it is not re-evaluated.

Other CPPN-NEAT parameters include the use of the sine, Gaussian, bipolar sigmoid,

and linear activation functions, each with a 0.25 probability of being chosen at each node. The
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population is divided into 5 species, which was chosen due to its use in other example NEAT

applications provided with the SharpNEAT framework. An absolute complexity regulation

strategy was used with a complexity threshold of 50. This means that there can be at most

50 nodes and connections in the hidden layer of a CPPN candidate. This approach was

chosen as it is less restrictive on complexification than a relative regulation strategy. Finally,

the CPPNs are acyclic networks, meaning that all values are passed forward through the

network and that connections are only ever from a node in one layer to a node in a later

layer, never to the same layer or previous layer.

5.4.5 Fitness Evaluation of Content Layout

One of the primary reasons for separating the generative systems of geometry and content

layout is due to the fitness evaluation of both aspects. With regards to the game type

discussed here, it is expected that the only preferences that the player may have regarding

geometry are the size of the map, the number of branching paths, and the types of room

templates used in the map. Thus, IEC is capable of efficiently previewing the geometry of

the map and capturing the player’s preferences.

This is not the case with content, as there is no simple means of visualizing the content

for IEC such that there is little effort required by the player. This is primarily due to the

complexity of the interactions between various content types in this game. The player would

need to carefully study each content layout preview in order to make an informed decision.

Moreover, the player may not fully know their own preferences regarding the content layout.

Requiring the player to analyze the content layout of similar maps may even require such

effort that it would simply be better to require the player to manually decide the location of

content themselves, which would not be in line with our research objectives.

Thus, in order for the procedural map generator to be as unimposing to the player as

possible, we build per-player preference models, formulated as content-based recommender

systems (RS). While the CPPN-NEAT approach to evolving content layout is capable of

producing various pattern of content, the player model is a means of determining whether a

pattern of content is appropriate for an individual player. These player models are trained

with features that are extracted from the maps that are played along with subjective feedback

from the player, the details of which are provided in Chapter 6. Then, during NEAT, the

predicted probability that a candidate map will be liked by the player acts as the fitness for

the CPPN that was used to generate it.
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Figure 5.5: The process of calculating content layout with a CPPN and the NEAT evolution-
ary cycle.
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The complete CPPN-NEAT evolutionary cycle is depicted in Figure 5.5. The coordinates

of each node in the tree of the player-selected geometry are passed through a CPPN candidate

to determine the content settings in each room. The map can then either be rendered for

play or, if NEAT evolution is being conducted, undergo feature extraction. In the latter case,

features are then used by a content-based RS to predict the probability that the map will be

liked by that player. This probability value is used as the fitness of that CPPN candidate

and the NEAT evolutionary algorithm continues.

The features that are extracted from played maps and candidate maps primarily describe

the layout of content in the map. However, due to the features being extracted from a map

that is a combination of the geometry and content, some features do implicitly describe

some aspects of the geometry. Additionally, the calculation of the content is calculated from

the coordinates of the geometry tree. Thus, the reason for utilizing a fixed n-ary tree for

the geometry representation is to minimize the influence of changes in the geometry on the

prediction of a player’s preference on the layout of the content, while still maintaining a

union between geometry and content that will allow for a logical flow of content throughout

the map. Without the fixed n-ary tree geometry representation, every time a node (room) is

added to or removed from the tree, the labeling of all other nodes at that depth and below

are likely to change, especially if the node is on the far left of the tree.

5.5 Generalizing the Content Layout Representation

The CPPN-NEAT algorithm is already highly generalizable given carefully chosen input fea-

tures and the translation of output values and previous research has applied CPPN-NEAT to

other forms of game content [Hastings et al., 2009; Risi et al., 2012; Liapis et al., 2012]. How-

ever, in this section we specifically look at how the CPPN-NEAT approach to content layout

described in this chapter can be generalized to work in other procedural map generation

solutions.

The most general form of the CPPN representation above is to use the location on a

geometry as the input to the neural network and to translate the output as some form of

quantity for the amount of content at that location. In this case, the input was the location of

nodes in the geometry tree representation. However, this could also be 3D or 2D coordinates

of the virtual worlds Cartesian coordinate space or some other form of sequence tags placed

throughout the geometry. It may also be possible to first determine the content layout and

then procedurally generate the surrounding geometry, in a similar way to how Dormans
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and Bakkes [2011] build spaces around mission objectives using grammars. It is also worth

noting that all the CPPN inputs should be normalized between the range of [0.0, 1.0] as the

activation functions within the CPPN will give their full range of output with these values.

For the output of the CPPN, we recommend that each piece of content be given a separate

output node of the network, as we have done here. Alternatively, one node could specify the

type of content, while another specifies the quantity or difficulty setting of that type of

content at the given input location. The output values will typically be between [−1.0, 1.0],

so they will need to be translated into something more useful. Here they were converted into

discretized ordinal settings but they could also be converted to integers to specify an exact

quantity.

Once the input and output representations have been decided on, the main design choice

is then how to evaluate fitness. In the next chapter we go into the details of the RS style

player preference models that are used to determine the fitness of CPPN candidates by

extracting content layout features from a generated map and predicting whether the player

will enjoy it or not. Other forms of player models can also be used to determine fitness,

as well as metrics that are formulated based upon what is believed to be important to the

player. Togelius et al. [2011b], Smith et al. [2011a], and Yannakakis and Togelius [2011]

all provide discussions on the various approaches to the fitness evaluation of procedurally

generated game content through both player models and researcher designed metrics.

5.6 Summary

• The content of a map encompasses most interactive elements of the map. In PCG:

Angry Bots, there are six types of content; three kinds of enemies that attack the

player and can be destroyed and three kinds of pick-ups that aid the player in getting

from one side of the map to the other.

• In each room of a map, each content type can have a discretized setting of None, Low,

Medium, or High. The location and quantity of content for each of these settings is

defined by the room templates that are used for the geometry generation and thus

every map is guaranteed to be valid, though it may not be playable to some players

due to excessive difficulty.

• In PCG: Angry Bots, the layout of content throughout a map determines the challenge

that the player will face and the pace of the map. Increasing the number of enemies
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will increase the difficulty of the map, while increasing the number of pick-ups should

reduce the difficulty. Increasing either of these in successive rooms will either increase

the intensity (pace) of the game or reduce it. This is the same with many action games.

• The goal of procedural content layout is to determine the quantity and location of each

content type throughout the map such that it provides an appropriate level of challenge

for each individual player.

• The geometry and content layout evolutionary processes are separated because each of

these elements has a different effect on the player’s experience. Separating them allows

for each to have a genetic representation that encapsulates their respective properties

of an enjoyable map and for candidates of each to be evaluated on whether or not they

provide an appropriate experience for the player.

• The content layout in PCG: Angry Bots is calculated through a Compositional Pattern-

Producing Network (CPPN) [Stanley, 2007]. The node coordinates of each room in the

geometry tree are passed as input to the CPPN, with six output nodes specifying the

quantity setting of each of the six content types in that room.

• Neuroevolution of Augmenting Topologies (NEAT) [Stanley and Miikkulainen, 2002] is

used to evolve a population of CPPN candidates. Fitness evaluation is conducted by

extracting content layout features from a map that is the result of combining a user-

selected geometry and a candidate CPPN and using them to predict the probability that

the map will be enjoyed by the player. This per-player preference model is described

in the next chapter.

• The CPPN-NEAT approach to content layout described in this chapter can be used in

the procedural generation of maps for other games by ensuring that the input represents

some location within the map while the output determines the type of content as well

as either its quantity or difficulty setting.
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Player Preference Modeling via

Recommender Systems

In this chapter, we address the final component of a complete personalized procedural map

generator; player preference modeling (PPM). Interactive evolutionary computing (IEC) was

decided be powerful enough to capture a player’s preferences regarding the geometry of maps

in PCG: Angry Bots with little inconvenience to the player. However, the same is not true

for content layout and so a more indirect approach to player modeling is utilized.

There are a wide variety of player modeling techniques that have been investigated for

EDPCG with little commonality between them and thus there is no established best practice.

On top of this, many of these techniques are substantially coupled with the domain (the game

genre or the optimization algorithm). Unfortunately, this means that there is no existing

solution that is appropriate to adopt and further investigate or even a generally accepted

paradigm to work within, despite the taxonomies compiled by Yannakakis and Togelius

[2011] and Smith et al. [2011a]. However, crafting a tightly tuned solution to suit the needs

of only PCG: Angry Bots and the use of CPPN-NEAT is not ideal because while this would

provide a solution to the current problem, the contribution would be lessened as the solution

may never again be adopted by other researchers.

The generalizable framework that we are looking for actually lies within the well estab-

lished research domain of recommender systems (RS). In fact, PPM can be thought of as an

RS; the goal of an RS is to suggest items to a user that they may like and the goal of EDPCG

is to provide players with game content that they will enjoy. The only difference in these

definitions is that in a traditional RS items are only suggested and the final decision is left
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to the user, while in many EDPCG solutions the content is provided to the player without

any final input from them.

Moreover, many existing EDPCG solutions are actually complex, non-standard, domain

dependent recommender systems. Though, the authors of these solutions either fail to notice

this property or at least fail to report it. This is a significant gap in the literature and by

bridging it the field of PPM can become more approachable. For example, at many educa-

tional institutions, RS is one of the first applications of machine learning that undergraduate

students learn, as they are likely to interact with some form of an RS on a daily basis. By

framing EDPCG as a process of recommending (rather than generating) appropriate content

to a player, it makes the technique immediately accessible to novice researchers and devel-

opers and allows for easier integration of knowledge from the abundant RS field. Thus, in

this chapter, a traditional and clearly defined content-based RS implementation is used as a

PPM. The experimental results in Chapter 9 show that even techniques that lack the power

of recent advancements in the RS field can produce good results in an EDPCG setting. As

such, we predict that more advanced RS techniques would provide even better results.

The structure of the rest this chapter is as follows: Firstly, a more thorough description

of the overlap between RS and PPM is provided along with comments on how to use RS in

an EDPCG setting and the limitations of doing so. Secondly, Section 6.2 gives a review of

existing literature that explicitly use RS as some form of a player model, whether it be in

the fields of EDPCG or adaptive AI. This section is sparse as it was difficult to find existing

research on this line of thought. Sections 6.3, 6.4, 6.5 then describe the implementation of

the content-based RS that was used as a PPM in PCG: Angry Bots and explains why certain

design decisions were made. Again, this chapter concludes in Section 6.6 with a discussion

of how the ideas contained within this chapter can be generalized to other games.

6.1 Recommender Systems as Player Preference Models

In this section, the similarities and differences between RS and components of EDPCG are

discussed. This is done by comparing the two fields in terms of their problem statements,

the data structures used in them, and evaluation techniques used in them.

The goal of the EDPCG technique in this thesis is to maximize the player’s enjoyment of

a game through PCG; that is, a PPM is used to discover and utilize the player’s preferences.

This short summary and the topic title ‘PPM’ itself allude to the similarities between EDPCG

and RS; the goal of an RS is also to maximize a user’s enjoyment.
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To be more precise, Adomavicius and Tuzhilin [2005] define the RS problem as such:

Let U be the set of all users and let I be the set of all possible items that can be

recommended, such as books, movies, or restaurants... Let f be a utility function

that measures the usefulness of item i to user u... Then, for each user u ∈ U , we

want to choose such item i′ ∈ I that maximizes the user’s utility.

They also more formally communicate this as:

∀u ∈ U, i′u = arg max
i∈I

f(u, i) (6.1)

The terms user u and item i in the above definition can be substituted with the terms

player p and map m. With these substitutions in mind, the definition closely resembles the

goal of this thesis: to find maps that maximizes a player’s enjoyment. Here, the utility

function is defined as the amount of enjoyment that map m provides to player p. Even more

abstractly, the term ‘map’ can be generalized to ‘content’, and now the same statement above

applies to the entire EDPCG field, with substitutions in the type of game content that is

being optimized and the type of utility function. The utility function can be used to maximize

either positive or negative experiences depending on the objectives of the researchers or game

developers. For example, it may be desired to find a race track that maximizes challenge for

the player, find a story that maximizes the player’s curiosity, or even to find a set of rules

that maximizes the player’s frustration. We are using a PPM paradigm, so the aim of the

utility function in this thesis is to maximize enjoyment.

6.1.1 Solution Space as an Item Set

There is, however, one issue that confounds the above definition overlap: an RS is tradi-

tionally used to recommend an item from a finite set of existing items, while in the SBPCG

domain, the items (the game content) are ‘generated’. However, it should be remembered

that the EAs commonly used in SBPCG solutions are in fact search algorithms for sorting

through all possible solutions and finding the optimal ones. The only ‘generative’ processes of

SBPCG are those of assigning genotype values and converting the genotype to the phenotype

in order for it to be utilized in game. Thus, it can instead be stated that all possible solutions

already exist as a result of the chosen genotype and phenotype structures. Therefore, if each

point in the solution space is instead thought of as an item in a finite item set, then RS
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techniques can be directly applied and thus the terms ‘solution space’ and ‘item set’ can be

used interchangeably.

6.1.2 Size of the Item Set

The primary difference between RS and EDPCG now becomes the size of the item set. In

many traditional commercial RS applications, there are typically a tractable number of items.

For example, if the items are movies, books, or attractions to recommend to the user, then

the system will typically contain a database entry of every item with information about each,

even if there are millions of items. The RS algorithm can be conducted on all items or, if

need be, a subset of items decided through other heuristics. This is in contrast to many

SBPCG solution spaces that can have a immense or even continuous number of solutions.

However, this is similar to some RS applications, typically in the information retrieval field,

such as those that attempt to recommend websites or documents from a rapidly expanding

item set. It is too computationally expensive to evaluate all possible items with the RS and

so only a relatively small subset of items must be chosen to be evaluated.

As a full example, let us calculate an approximate size of the item set of maps in PCG:

Angry Bots. This calculation will be done on the phenotype of the maps. That is, total

number of unique maps from the player’s perspective. The size of the item set may be

further constrained by the features of the RS, discussed in Section 6.5.2 of this chapter, but

as these features are all on a continuous scale it is simpler to approximate the size of the

item set from the discrete and observable phenotype.

Firstly, the total number of unique rooms (R) that can be generated from the combination

of the 6 content types, each with 4 possible settings, can be calculated as:

R = settingstypes

= 46 (6.2)

= 4096

This does not take into account the 10 room geometry templates that can be used because

the RS is primarily concerned with optimizing the content layout, while the fixed n-ary tree

genotype of the geometry simply acts as input in the CPPN calculations. How the geometry

does affect this calculation though is in determining the number of rooms in a map. The
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total number of unique sub-trees (T ) that can be generated assuming a maximum geometry

tree depth of 5 is:

T =
D∑

d=2

Sd−1∑
s=1

ns

=
5∑

d=2

Sd−1∑
s=1

3s (6.3)

= 1290

where D is the maximum depth that is being measured to (with the root node at d = 1), Sd is

the maximum number of siblings at depth d, and n is the term of the fixed n-ary tree used for

the geometry representation. This calculation ignores the strict indexing of the fixed n-ary

tree and sub-trees with the same relative position of nodes are counted as the one sub-tree.

Note also that this equation starts at d = 2 because a map with just one room between the

start and exit (the root node) is not valid. Here, D = 5 because it was rare for player’s to

experience maps with more than 5 rooms on the direct path between the start and the exit

room in the experiment of Chapter 9. Finally, the size of the item set I (number of unique

maps) is equal to:

I =
T∑
t=1

Rt (6.4)

=

1290∑
t=1

4096t

and by taking the greatest factor this is approximately:

I ≈ 40961290 (6.5)

≈ 8.79× 104659

However, this calculation assumes that a map with 1290 rooms has been generated, which

is not only impractical for a player to experience but also essentially impossible as the curving

nature of the rooms and corridors leads to invalid geometries with an increasing probability
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proportional to the number of rooms in the map. The above equation for T would need to

assume that the geometry was rendered to appear as its tree genotype, in which case there

would be no invalid maps. However, in this case, there is no sense in setting a maximum

depth and therefore the item set is still discrete but it is now infinite. Instead, in the PCG:

Angry Bots experiment discussed in Chapter 9, the maximum number of rooms in a map

that was played was 10. Therefore, a much more realistic number of rooms in a map for the

average player are 4. However, even in this case the size of the item set is 40964 = 2.81×1014,

which is still larger than most RS applications.

This is where the common practices of the EDPCG field can benefit the RS field. In

EDPCG, an SBPCG algorithm, usually based upon an EA, is used to generate content

which is then evaluated against some knowledge of the player’s psychology (typically via a

player model). Using an RS as a player model now becomes a logical and sensible choice.

The EA is, essentially, acting as a filter to the RS; searching the item set intelligently in

order to reduce the number of items that are required to be evaluated by the RS. Conversely,

and more directly, the RS is acting as the fitness evaluator to the EA. Note that while the

earlier comparison between an EA solution space and an RS item set only holds true for finite

discrete solution spaces, the use of an EA to minimize the number of items to be evaluated

by an RS can still be applied in theoretically continuous and infinite solution spaces.

A final point to note is that in both an adaptive game and a typical RS application,

the number of users (or players) can vary wildly depending on the popularity of the system

(or game). However, as discussed further in Section 6.4, because we use a content-based

recommender system and each user is considered in isolation, the size of the user set is

irrelevant. However, for a collaborative filter, it would be important to consider how the size

of the user set would impact the performance of RS, an issue that is quite prominent in the

collaborative filter research field [Su and Khoshgoftaar, 2009].

6.2 Recommender Systems and Adaptive Games

The overlap between the techniques used in the RS field and those used in player modeling

are often overlooked. However, Medler [2011] makes a qualitative comparison between RS

and adaptive gameplay to highlight these similarities. Medler gives examples of research

involving player modeling that can be likened to content-based RS techniques, as well as

commercially active matchmaking and dynamic difficulty adjustment (DDA) systems built

upon principles that are similar to those of collaborative filtering (CF).
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Medler states that the primary differences between RS and adaptive games is that adap-

tive games are used to challenge the player, rely on implicitly gathered player data, and have

real-time processing constraints and large item sets. The only one of these differences that we

believe to be valid is the last, regarding time constraints and data sizes, which was discussed

in the previous section. While challenge is often stated as a primary factor that influences a

player’s satisfaction of a game [Malone, 1981; Byrne, 2005], it’s only one element of a player’s

experience. We argue that the goal of any game, adaptive or not, is to maximize the player’s

enjoyment, which can be achieved through varied approaches; challenge balancing being one

of them. As for the second point, implicit gameplay data is not the only form of player data

that a player model can be built upon, which is discussed further in the next section.

Medler also identifies potential future work towards applying RS to adaptive games.

While the author’s discussion of memory-based versus model-based RS appears to be a little

confused, the categorization of potential solutions into ranking content, profile matching, and

action tracking provides strong guidelines for implementation of RS in adaptive gameplay.

These categories also align closely with the player data types discussed in the next section.

Under this categorization, the system used in PCG: Angry Bots is similar to a content

ranking approach, though the decision for this was made independently of Medler’s analysis,

as the publication was discovered after the implementation of the player modeling approach

in PCG: Angry Bots had begun.

Similar to Medler’s analysis, Riedl [2010] draws upon the analogy between RS and person-

alized experiences in games. Riedl makes a distinction between recommending an experience

(which is typical in RS) and tailoring an experience (which is typical of EDPCG). This builds

upon the notion that EDPCG and other forms of adaptive gameplay change an experience to

create a new one that is more suitable to the current player. However, as was shown in the

previous section, the set of all possible changes to an experience can be viewed as the item set

in a recommendation process, with each experience being its own item. Therefore, we argue

that there is in fact no difference between Riedl’s definitions of recommending experiences

and tailoring experiences.

6.2.1 Examples of Recommender Systems in Games

Despite the similarities of RS and EDPCG, the relationship between the two fields is typically

implicit. To the best of our knowledge, the following references are the only examples in which
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an RS was explicitly stated as being used to model a player. This shows the novelty of using

an RS framework in an EDPCG application.

Berkovsky et al. [2010] use a CF to compute the time limit of a game map for individual

players. This is achieved by taking the average completion time of other players that have

had a similar performance in previous maps. That is, user-to-user similarity is computed by

comparing the completion times of the current player so far to those of all other players for

the same maps and finding a subset of similar players. The predicted completion time for

the next map is then the average of the completion times of the similar players on that map.

Note that this is not an EDPCG application and so all players experience the same sequence

of maps.

Zook and Riedl [2012] use a tensor factorization technique, which has recently gained

popularity in the CF [Rendle et al., 2009] research field, to model a player’s change in skill

over time. This model is used to detect how the player performs in skill based challenges and,

when combined with a time factor, predict how the player will perform on future challenges.

From this, the individual challenge events can be tailored to meet the player’s predicted

skill. While tensor factorization is a popular CF tool, this implementation is actually a

content-based RS because the skill of other player’s is not taken into account.

Yu and Riedl [2012] use a prefix based CF to select the sequence of plot-points in a

game’s narrative. This system requires players to rate the story so far and then correlates

their ratings with those of other players to decide on future plot-points. In this system there

are a discrete number of handcrafted plot-points that can be linked to one another in specific

orders, all of which is represented by an authoring data structure known as prefix graph. RS

is especially effective in this environment because if each plot-point is thought of as an item

in the RS, then at the current plot-point there are only a dozen or so possible items that the

RS needs to make predictions on. Additionally, this setup will most likely lead to a dense

user-item matrix, which is favorable to using CF.

While not explicitly stating the use of RS, Medler [2011] points out that the EDPCG

application created by Togelius et al. [2007] can be easily considered as using an RS solution.

Togelius et al. optimize tracks in a racing game through the use of an EA. Here, an AI agent

is trained to mimic a player’s driving style, as observed over a few sample tracks that are

experienced by the player. This agent is then used to evaluate tracks in an EA, with fitness

values derived from the agent’s performance on each candidate track.

This can be likened to a content-based RS in which the player’s enjoyment of a track is

being predicted by the agent. However, the agent is not making direct predictions on the
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player’s rating. Instead, objective data is collected from the agent’s performance (as a proxy

to the player’s actual performance) and evaluated by three fitness functions. Unfortunately,

the three fitness functions are designed by the authors and so impose what they believe

to be a good track upon the player, rather than allowing the player’s own unique reasons

for enjoyment of a track to influence the recommendations. This is something that our

implementation seeks to overcome, as discussed in the Sections 6.3.2 and 6.5.2.

Similarly, the optimization of map parameters in Super Mario Bros. (Nintendo, 1985)

by Shaker et al. [2010] can also be thought of as an RS. Here, artificial neural networks

(ANN) are used to model different emotional responses given certain features of a map and

the player’s performance on recent maps. The feature values are altered such that when

combined with the player’s performance on the most recent map as input to the ANN, the

output of the ANN is maximized, indicating a maximal effect on that emotional state.

This again is similar to a content-based RS. Notice though that it is the map features

(or parameters) that are being recommended rather than the actual maps themselves. This

is because of the chosen features, which allow many maps to appear different to the player

but to have the same feature values. The features define the item set and are constrained

enough such that an exhaustive search of the item set can be conducted. That is, if this were

an RS application, every item could be evaluated by the RS and the most appropriate item

recommended to the user. These types of analogies between RS and EDPCG applications

can continue to be drawn for any EDPCG solution that involves a player model assigning a

rating or fitness to content in the player’s stead.

6.3 Player Data

A player model is a representation of what is known about the player. More specifically, here

it represents the player’s preferences for map. As human beings, we learn from examples in

our everyday life; that is we learn from surrounding data. Most machine learning algorithms

used for player modeling function in a similar manner in that there must be data about the

player to learn from and to make predictions on. The question answered in this section is

what forms of data are available during the player modeling process and which one is most

applicable to the current context.
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6.3.1 Types of Player Data

Yannakakis and Togelius [2011] define three approaches to player modeling within the ED-

PCG paradigm, each with their own form of data: subjective, objective, and gameplay.

Subjective player modeling approaches rely on the player to self-report their experiences.

They may be asked to rate their experience, compare multiple experiences, or even verbally

discuss their experience. The benefit of this approach is that there is minimal ambiguity or

misinterpretation of the player’s experience. However, the downside is that this method is

usually somewhat intrusive of normal gameplay; requiring the player to stop what they are

doing and respond to a direct question. There may also be issues of inconsistent reports due

to a change in the player’s mental state or the ambiguity of their own memories.

Objective player modeling involves monitoring a player’s physical condition in order to

detect a change in emotion or mental activity. This has been conducted in the past via moni-

toring heart rate [Drachen et al., 2010], brain activity [Chanel et al., 2008], skin conductivity

[Rani et al., 2005], and respiration [Tognetti et al., 2010]. This removes the potential for dis-

torted subjective player responses. However, if the physiological responses of the player are

misinterpreted by the experiment designer, it can provide misleading results. For example,

a fast heart rate could indicate excitement or rage. Additionally, these types of systems can

be financially prohibitive as they often require additional peripheral devices to monitor the

player’s body.

Finally, gameplay player modeling involves collecting data about a player’s actions in

the game. Like objective player modeling, it involves monitoring the player and removing

any form of subjectivity on the player’s behalf. The data collected may include how far the

player has traveled, what items they have picked up [Hastings et al., 2009], how many shots

have they fired, how long the player has been playing for [Cardamone et al., 2011b], or even

the player’s exact path through a map. Any player action can be recorded in exact detail

and used as a data source for a player model. The additional benefit of this is that the

player themselves can be replaced by an AI agent and the same data can still be collected

[Togelius et al., 2007; Cardamone et al., 2011b]. However, gameplay modeling suffers the

same shortcomings as objective player modeling in that it is up to the researcher or game

developer to interpret how the collected data reflects the player’s preferences. This makes

it more likely that the designer’s own preferences and thoughts of what is important to a

player will influence the modeling process.
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6.3.2 Player Data in PCG: Angry Bots

While it may be expected that the choice of player data is limited by the use of an RS,

the truth is actually the opposite. This is, in fact, one area that RS and EDPCG overlap

significantly. While objective data sources are rare in RS applications, subjective and game-

play (or more generally user-activity) data sources are the main forms of data used in RS

applications. Many commercial RS applications require users to rate items that they have

experience with on a five star rating systems [Bennett and Lanning, 2007] or provide infor-

mation about their own preferences and demographic upon joining the system [Rich, 1979],

which are both forms of subjective data sources. Meanwhile, researchers in the information

retrieval field often use user-activity data sources, such as statistics on which documents the

users view, in RS applications [Billsus and Pazzani, 2000] to provide a more personalized

online experiences without any additional requirements from the user.

Though a case can be made for all the data sources mentioned, we chose to use a subjective

data source for the implementation in this thesis. Objective data was never an option here

as the aim of this solution is to make PPM more approachable to game developers. Few

amongst the game player market would be willing to purchase a new peripheral for a single

game and so objective player modeling would represent a financial loss to the developer.

Gameplay data sources, though, are a strong choice and have been utilized in prior EDPCG

research with good results [Togelius et al., 2007; Hastings et al., 2009].

However, in the end, a subjective rating system was chosen for use. After the player

experiences each map, they are asked to provide a single rating of the maps. This rating

is on an ordinal scale and is in response to the question ‘How would you rate the map

that you just played?’ The details of the ordinal rating scale can be found in Section 6.5.3

below. This type of subjective approach was primarily chosen because of the use of similar

rating systems in many commercially active RS applications [Linden et al., 2003; John, 2006;

Bennett and Lanning, 2007]. In fact, Adomavicius and Tuzhilin [2005] define the RS problem

as one of estimating user ratings to items in a system, given previous ratings. By keeping

the player model representation coherent with a significant portion of the RS literature, we

strive to demonstrate the applicability of existing RS techniques to EDPCG and to make the

transition to more advanced RS techniques in future work more direct.

Shaker et al. [2010] use a similar subjective approach in predicting a player’s emotional

state during gameplay, though it is not described as an RS application. However, while

Shaker et al. ask the player to respond to multiple questions about various emotions, we
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only ask one, rather ambiguous question about enjoyment. The reason for this is that, while

current game theory states that challenge, fantasy, and curiosity are important elements of a

player’s experience [Malone, 1981], the reality is that there may be many more factors that

influence a player’s experience, at much finer granularities, and to varying degrees for different

players. This makes it hard to generalize what exactly contributes to a positive experience

for all possible players. The player themselves may also not recognize what influences their

enjoyment, let alone a third party researcher or game developer attempting to interpret the

player’s actions or responses. The ambiguous question of enjoyment instead only requires the

player to respond on an instinctual level. This allows each player to have their own internal

process for decision making, whether the player is conscious of it or not, which does not

require any interpretation in order for it to contribute to an EDPCG system.

As an aside, this setup also leads to indirect IEC. In Chapters 3 and 4, IEC was conducted

by requiring the user to directly specify which map geometry they preferred and the EA used

the map as the parent for the next generation. Using an RS paradigm with a subjective data

source allows for IEC to be conducted in a less intrusive manner. Explicit feedback is still

required from the player but it is in a manner that requires less effort than traditional IEC,

especially when the potential candidates cannot be clearly visualized to the player, which is

the case with content layout in PCG: Angry Bots. The RS uses the feedback from the player

to evaluate the content in the player’s stead, similar to how Togelius et al. [2007] use trained

agents to experience and evaluate race tracks in the player’s stead.

An additional difference between our work and that of Shaker et al. [2010] is that while

both use post-play self-reporting techniques, we ask the player to rate each map indepen-

dently after they have experienced it, while Shaker et al. require players to rank two maps

against each other in order to establish preferences. Yannakakis and Hallam [2011] provide

a comparative analysis of post-play reporting techniques for player modeling and found that

a pairwise preference approach introduces less error, especially regarding the order that the

player experiences the content. The results presented later in Chapter 9 show that there is

indeed an issue associated with the order that maps are experienced, especially as a player’s

preferences and skill change rapidly in the first few maps that are played. However, it was

found that while the classifier may take a sudden penalty from contradicting training data,

this is typically quickly negated by further training data that aligns with the new preferences.

This also addresses the requirement put forth by Medler [2011] of the need of adaptive games

to accommodate an improvement in a player’s skill. Additionally, we believe that this ap-

proach is less intrusive to gameplay, more compatible with a user’s previous experiences with
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commercial RS, allows for the classifier to be updated after every map, and only requires the

player to recall their experience on the immediately prior map.

Linn and Gronlund [2000] also mention that there may be errors in user surveys related

to the misinterpretation of an ordinal rating scale. This is not a significant issue here as it

is expected that each player will have their own interpretation. However, this is one reason

labeled ordinal ratings were used rather than a 5-star system. As the ratings are symmetrical

around an unavailable ‘Neutral’ rating, it is possible to clearly identify positive and negative

experiences. This may introduce problems in a CF though, where the understanding and

internal rating guidelines of one player may affect another. However, this issue has not pre-

vented the CF approach from becoming popular in commercial systems with large quantities

of users [Linden et al., 2003].

6.4 No Co-ratings

With the source of player data decided, the actual RS implementation can begin to be

discussed. In Chapter 2, definitions for the two main RS approaches were given; collaborative

filters (CFs) [Su and Khoshgoftaar, 2009] and content-based RS [Adomavicius and Tuzhilin,

2005]. Before discussing the implementation used in PCG: Angry Bots, this section describes

which of the above approaches was ruled out for now and why. Descriptions of both of these

techniques can be found in the RS background knowledge of Chapter 2.

In the first section of this chapter it was stated that the item set can be much larger in

an SBPCG application than in a typical RS application. However, the number of users of

the system is likely to be roughly equivalent or even much less, depending on the popularity

of the game that this technique is used in. Therefore, the logical choice would at first seem

to be to use a CF. A content-based RS would need to evaluate a potentially vast number of

items in a typical SBPCG application, finding items from the item set that are similar to ones

that the active user has enjoyed in the past. Here, the active user is the user that the RS is

currently evaluating and discovering recommendations for. A comprehensive content-based

RS solution would evaluate every item in the item set for every user and therefore recommend

the absolute best item in the system (based on the current training data). However, this

process is clearly computationally infeasible here. Meanwhile, a CF would compare the

known preferences of a finite and computationally feasible number of users in order to find

those that have similar interests to the active user.
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(b)

Figure 6.1: User-item matrices used in recommender systems. (a) A tractable user-item
matrix with N users and M items and many co-ratings. (b) A sparse user-item matrix with
N users and theoretically continuous item set and few co-rated items.

However, it must be remembered that CFs operate on co-rated items. A co-rated item

is an item that has been experienced by multiple users. In a movie RS for example, it is

expected that many users have seen and rated each movie. Thus, in finding similar users, the

CF looks at which movies the user has liked in the past and finds users that have also liked

the same movies. The user with the most co-rated items with similar ratings is expected

to have the most similar preferences to the active user. Thus, in a traditional CF, a movie

from that user’s previously well rated movies that has not yet been rated by the active user

is recommended.

The problem with this is that as the number of items increases, the probability of two or

more users rating the same item decreases. Figure 6.1 visually demonstrates the difference

between a typical RS user-item matrix and a sparse one. In both user-item matrices, a value

in the matrix indicates that user un has rated item im with the given value. A lack of a value

indicates that the user has not experienced or rated the item. The first user-item matrix

shows a known total of N users and M items. This may, for example, be a snap shot of a

movie RS where at any given time there is a known number of movies in the database. The

second user-item matrix still has N users but has an unknown quantity of items greater than

M . That is, the item set is excessively large, difficult to calculate, or completely continuous

and therefore has no practical upper limit.

As the number of users has not changed and the number of items that each user is

expected to experience has not changed in the second user-item matrix of Figure 6.1 from

the first, there are very few items that have been rated by more than one user. That is,

co-rated items are exceptionally rare. Therefore, in an SBPCG application such as the one

in this thesis, the chance of two player’s experiencing the same map out of the large number
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of possible maps in PCG: Angry Bots (as discussed earlier in Section 6.1.2) is very low and

so there are no co-ratings for a CF to operate on.

6.5 Content-based Recommender System for PCG: Angry Bots

With the considerations above in mind, we test the belief that player preference modeling is

analogous to recommending appropriate content to the player by constructing player models

using a traditional RS technique. If this can be shown to work reasonably well, then it is

expected that more advanced techniques from the RS field could be adapted to be functional

in an EDPCG setting. In the PCG: Angry Bots test bed, a content-based recommender

system [Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 2005] approach is used as a per-player preference model.

Instead of drawing similarities between users as CF does, this approach calculates similarities

between the items that a user has already rated and those that they have not yet experienced.

That is, every user is considered in isolation; the recommendations that are made to them

are based on their own past transactions and not influenced in any way by the actions of

other users.

More specifically, in PCG: Angry Bots a model-based approach is used in which items

(maps) that have previously been rated by a user (player) are used as training data for a

classifier. This classifier is then used to predict the likelihood that the player will like a map

candidate, which is then used as the candidate’s fitness score in the CPPN-NEAT content

layout algorithm described in the previous chapter.

A memory-based approach, while just as effective as a model-based approach, would have

had a performance decrease in this setting as every map resulting from a CPPN candidate

would need to be compared to every previously rated map of that player, rather than con-

ducting a single calculation of a classifier. In contrast, the retraining of the classifier after a

player rates a new map is a quick process because the number of maps likely to be played

by each player has an inconsequential effect on training time. For a further discussion of the

difference between a model-based and memory-based approach, please see Section 2.4.4 of

the Background chapter.

6.5.1 Naive Bayes Classifier

The classifier that was chosen for use was a Naive Bayes (NB) classifier [Duda et al., 1973].

This was due to its reported ability to learn with very few training examples, its simplicity,
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and its success in other RS applications [Pazzani and Billsus, 1997]. The probability that a

map will belong to a rating class is:

P (Ci | f1,m&...&fn,m) (6.6)

That is, the probability that map m belongs to class Ci given the features of the map

(f1, f2, ..., fn). This can be reformulated using the Bayes’ theorem as :

posterior =
prior × likelihood

evidence
(6.7)

P (Ci | f1,m&...&fn,m) =
P (Ci)P (f1,m&...&fn,m | Ci)

P (f1,m&...&fn,m)

where the posterior is the predicted membership of the map in class Ci. More simply, the

prior and likelihood can be calculated as:

P (Ci) =
#Ci instances

# instances

(6.8)

P (f1,m&...&fn,m | Ci) =
#Ci instanceswith features (f1,m&...&fn,m)

#Ci instances

An instance of Ci is a training sample (a previously rated map) that belongs to the rating

class Ci. The denominator of Equation 6.7, the evidence, can be ignored as it is not dependent

on Ci. Additionally, if it is assumed that the features are independent of each other than

the probability of each feature given the class can be evaluated separately. Thus, the entire

process can be rewritten compactly as:

P (Ci)
n∏

x=1

P (fx,m | Ci) (6.9)

As the likelihood each feature fx,m is now calculated independently, the probability of having

training samples with at least one feature that matches the current map that is being classified

increases. This logically reduces the number of training samples needed to produce sensible

predictions, which is what gives the NB classifier its characteristically strong performance

with smaller training sets. Also note that the above equations work directly for discrete
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Figure 6.2: Classifier performance on an example data set of 60 map ratings.

features. However, the map features described in the next subsection are all theoretically

continuous. Thus, a kernel estimation function is used in calculating the likelihood [John and

Langley, 1995], with a separate precision for each feature that is calculated from the average

difference of that feature value between adjacent training instances.

In choosing NB as the classifier to be used in the experiments in this thesis, initial tests

were conducted on five sample classifiers from the WEKA machine learning suite [Hall et al.,

2009]. The classifiers were evaluated with 3-fold cross validation on an example training data

set of 60 randomly generated maps that were rated by our research team. The details of

the four alternative classifiers and the 3-fold cross validation test can be found in Chapter 8.

The features and classes used by the classifiers are described in the next subsection. Figure

6.2 shows the results of this initial test, which plots the 3-fold cross validation prediction

accuracy against an increasing data set size. For most data set sizes NB is performing better

than most of the other classifiers. While it has been reported that many other classifiers

will outperform the NB classifier with larger volumes of training data, it is unlikely that a

player of PCG: Angry Bots will ever play long enough to generate that level of data. The

NB classifier also has the additional benefit of being one of the quickest models to both train

and evaluate with.

6.5.2 Map Features

In a content-based RS, it is the features of the items that are compared with one another.

Thus, once a geometry tree and CPPN candidate have been used to calculate the content

layout of a map candidate, the following 18 features are extracted:
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• Enumerated Sums - The settings {None, Low, Medium, High} are enumerated as

{0, 1, 2, 3} and a sum of each of the 6 content types across the entire map is calcu-

lated.

• Room Composition Counts - The six content types are condensed to two categories,

Enemies (E) and Pick-ups (P), and the four settings are condensed into Low and

High. This creates 4 possible room types: LowE-LowP, LowE-HighP, HighE-LowP,

and HighE-HighE. The quantity of each room composition is counted throughout the

map.

• Room Transition Counts - As with the Room Compositions, content types and set-

tings are reduced. However, these features determine the transitions from one room to

another. There are 4 enemy transition types: LowE-to-LowE, LowE-to-HighE, HighE-

to-LowE, and HighE-to-HighE. There are also 4 similar transition types for pick-ups.

Each edge of the geometry tree will belong to one enemy transition type and one pick-up

transition type.

All the above feature values are normalized by dividing by the total number of rooms in the

map. For the enumerated sum features, this gives an average value for each content type in

the map. For the room composition and transition counts, it gives the proportion of rooms

in the map that belong to each composition or transition type.

The independent feature assumption that defines the NB classifier holds true for some

of the features used. For example, the value of one enumerated sum feature does not affect

the value of the others. While this does not necessarily hold true for features such as room

composition counts that sum to unity, assuming that these features are independent does not

appear to negatively impact the performance of the classifier as shown in Figure 6.2. This

behavior has also been witnessed and examined in depth by Domingos and Pazzani [1996].

These features were determined through expert knowledge and without the rigorous fea-

ture evaluation conducted in previous procedural map generation studies [Pedersen et al.,

2009]. This is because we wanted to evaluate the system’s performance in less-than-ideal

circumstances, which would allow the system to be quickly adapted for other games given

expert knowledge in that game genre. Additionally, as a practical consideration of the re-

search project, rigorous feature selection that is supported by statistical evidence would only

be possible after carrying out a user study and we did not have enough resources to conduct

two major user studies. However, if the system can be shown to perform well under these
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conditions then it is likely that the performance would increase with a more thorough feature

selection process.

Also note that these features do not necessarily represent what aspects of the game that

designer believes to be influencing the player’s experience, which would counter the argument

put forth for the use of a subjective player data source. The only assumption being made is

that it is the content layout, more so than the geometry, that is influencing enjoyment of a

map. The features are instead constructed as a means of simplifying the description of the

dynamic elements of the map (the content layout) to as small of a representation as possible

without losing information about how one map differs from another.

6.5.3 Weighted-Binary Classes

In a content-based RS, it is often required that the users of the system rate items that they

have interacted with to indicate whether they liked them or not. In a model-based approach,

these ratings then become the classes for the classifier. For example, a rating system that

allows a user to select ‘Like’ or ‘Dislike’ for each item will then result in a binary class

classifier. Meanwhile, other systems may allow the user to rate items between one and five

stars, which would result in multinominal class setup.

In PCG: Angry Bots, a non-dichotomous ordinal rating system is used, formatted as a

Likert item [Likert, 1932]. After a player completes a map or chooses to skip it and move

on to the next map, they are asked to rate their experience on the six point scale of {Very

Bad, Bad, Poor, Fair, Good, Very Good}. No ‘Neutral’ option is provided as we wanted to

clearly define positive and negative experiences. This rating system logically leads to the use

of a multinominal class setup for the NB classifier. However, it was found in early testing

that using multiple classes (greater than three) caused significant performance loss for all the

comparative classifiers in Figure 6.2. This is because, assuming a fixed number of training

samples (maps rated), the samples must now be split across more classes, which means each

class has less evidence to support it. This compounds with the large number of features used

in the classifier, as described in the previous subsection, which also require an increase in

training samples to properly find the class boundaries in the high dimensional data. All of

these requirements for increased training samples conflict with the expected number of maps

to be played by the average player of PCG: Angry Bots.

After the poor performance of these initial tests we considered using a simpler {Dislike,

Like} rating system and adopting a binary class setup to increase classification accuracy.
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Table 6.1: Conversion table for nominal player rating to weighted binary classes.

Nominal Rating Very Bad Bad Poor Fair Good Very Good
Binary Class Dislike Dislike Dislike Like Like Like

Weight 2.0 1.0 0.5 0.5 1.0 2.0

However, in this type of application we argue that a binary rating scale does not properly

capture the finer details of a player’s preferences. For example, the player may have enjoyed

the previous map but not as much as other maps before it.

Therefore, a trade-off between the two approaches was formulated in which the player’s

ordinal rating is converted into weighted-binary class value. The player ratings {Very Bad,

Bad, Poor, Fair, Good, Very Good} are evenly divided into two classes {Dislike, Like} and

the associated training sample is given a weight of {2, 1, 0.5, 0.5, 1, 2} respectively. A

conversion chart for this is shown in Table 6.1. This allows for the performance benefits

of a binary rating system to be gained but also allows for the finer details of the players

preferences to be included. For a NB classifier, the weights are taken into account during the

prior probability and likelihood calculations in Equation 6.8 by counting an instance doubly

for a strong rating and as half for a weak rating. Thus, a rating of ‘Very Bad’ or ‘Very Good’

will have a strong influence over the classifier while ratings of ‘Poor’ and ‘Fair’ will only make

weak contributions to the classes.

6.6 Generalizing the Player Preference Model

The RS based PPM described in this chapter is the most generalizable element of this thesis.

We believe it can be used during personalized PCG of game maps in most game genres that

use distinctive maps (i.e. the player knows when the maps starts and finishes). Moreover,

it can be used almost entirely as it is presented here, with the only required change being

made to the map features being used by the classifier. These features should be appropriate

to the game genre and the style of maps and can be designed with expert knowledge.

This PPM can be used in single player games, as shown here, or potentially in multiplayer

games, where the best candidate map is the one that has the highest average probability of

being liked by all players. It may also be used for other types of game content, DDA

algorithms, or other evaluative processes that require a player model. However, this PPM is

not suitable as a descriptive model that is meant to report statistics about the player that

may be used by developers during the game design process.
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The key to adapting this PPM to other applications is to always think of it within the RS

framework. The players will usually be the users of the RS but what are the items that are

being recommended to them? In this case, game maps were the items of the RS. The source

of player data should also be considered at this time. While subjective player feedback was

used to train the PPM in this example, the player’s actions during gameplay could also be

monitored. However, for future work, we plan to continue to use subjective data as it gives

a clearer indication of the player’s preferences.

The items should be able to be evaluated by the users subjectively at appropriate times

throughout the game. The maps in PCG: Angry Bots are individual and self-contained, so it

is easy for the player to know when one starts and ends. If the maps were part of continuous

linear gameplay, it may have been difficult for the player to judge exactly what they were

rating. For similar reasons, if the PPM is being used with other game content, the user

should not be interrupted very often to gather feedback; it should be requested during a

natural break in gameplay.

From here, the remainder of the solution involves designing the RS. There are many pos-

sible RS solutions that can be investigated for both content-based RS and CF [Adomavicius

and Tuzhilin, 2005]. If a traditional content-based RS is used as was done with PCG: Angry

Bots, then the designer needs to choose a classifier, the features of the content, and the classes

of the classifier. In the results of the PCG: Angry Bots experiment in Chapter 9, we evaluate

the prediction accuracy of numerous classifiers with real-world player data to demonstrate

alternatives to the NB classifier used in the actual game.

The features of the maps in PCG: Angry Bots that were used by the NB classifier were

designed here with expert knowledge and minimal testing. However, a more rigorous feature

design stage can be conducted to maximize the prediction accuracy of the classifier. As

a general rule, the game content should be described as completely as possible with as few

features as possible. Finally, any type of class setup and user feedback can be used. However,

as a binary reporting system does not offer enough granularity for the user preferences and

a multiclass setup leads to poor classifier performance, we recommend adoption and further

investigation of converting ordinal player feedback to a weighted-binary class setup.

6.7 Summary

• There is overlap between the knowledge and algorithms of the recommender system

(RS) field and the experience-driven procedural content generation (EDPCG) field.
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Both fields attempt to understand a user’s preferences and utilize this knowledge to

provide personalized experiences in the future.

• The solution space of an EDPCG is analogous with the item set of an RS. Each piece

of content that could be potentially generated by a PCG algorithm can be thought of

as a fully realized item for the purposes of RS.

• The main difference between EDPCG and RS is that the quantity of all possible content

is much greater in a typical EDPCG application than that of a typical RS application.

• When combining EDPCG and RS, search methods that are used in many EDPCG

applications can act as filters to an RS. For example, when EA is used, the RS becomes

the fitness evaluator. This can also be thought of as an EA searching the solution space

intelligently in order reduce the number of items that need to be evaluated by the RS.

• There are three types of player data that a player model can be built upon: subjective,

objective, and gameplay player data. In our research we use a subjective data source

in the form of player ratings of maps. This subjective data source was chosen due to

similar rating systems being used in commercially active RS applications.

• Collaborative filtering (CF) cannot be used in this domain without investigating al-

ternative methods of calculating user-to-user similarity. The user-item (player-map)

matrix is intractable due to its immense size and so it is rare for two or more players

to experience the same map, which prevents co-ratings from occurring.

• Instead, a content-based RS is used, in which the rating of unseen items (maps) is

predicted based upon the ratings that the user (player) has given to other items. This

works on item-to-item similarity calculations.

• A model-based approach was used. Each player has a Naive Bayes (NB) classifier that

is trained with features and ratings of maps that were previously experienced by the

player.

• For the NB classification, a total of 18 features are extracted from each map and used

by the classifier. These features summarize the layout of content in a map, both in

terms of the quantity of each content type and the transition of content quantities

between adjacent rooms of the map.
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• A weighted binary class system is used. Players rate each map that they play on an

ordinal scale of {Very Bad, Bad, Poor, Fair, Good, Very Good}. The ordinal ratings

are evenly divided into the binary classes {Dislike, Like} and given a weight of {2, 1,

0.5, 0.5, 1, 2} respectively. This insures that strong opinions have a greater influence

over the learning of the classifier.

• The player model described here is highly generalizable, with most design decisions

focusing on how the model is to be used and what type of RS to use. The system can

be used ‘as is’ for personalized map generation in other games, given appropriate map

features that have been designed through expert knowledge of the game.
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Evolutionary Terrain Tool

Demonstration

In this chapter we present a qualitative demonstration of the evolutionary terrain tool (ETT)

that was described in Chapter 3. Through various tests, we show the level of control that

this tool provides to the user to aid them in achieving their goals regarding virtual terrain

creation. Firstly, an analysis of some of the key parameters of the ETT is provided with

examples of how each parameter can affect the terrains that are generated. Then, in Section

7.2, sample runs are shown in which the user is attempting to produce a terrain with a

single simple feature. After this in Section 7.3, the user’s goals expand to generating the

multitude of terrain features present in game maps from industry leading games. Finally,

Section 7.4 concludes this chapter with a discussion on how the ETT can be used by novice

game designers but how it has limited uses from the perspective of an individual player’s

preferences. It is worth noting that throughout all these demonstrations, the sample terrains

shown in Appendix A were used during the patch extraction process within the ETT.

7.1 Observations on Parameter Settings

In Chapter 3, the parameters of the ETT were described in detail. This section provides

examples of how some of these parameters can be changed to create a variety of terrain

effects. Each of the subsections below addresses a specified parameter from either the set of

terrain parameters or the set of evolutionary algorithm (EA) parameters. A brief description

of the parameter will be given as a reminder of its purpose followed by figures to show its

effect on the terrain creation process.
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(a) patch-matrix = 2 × 2 (b) patch-matrix = 4 × 4 (c) patch-matrix = 8 × 8

Figure 7.1: The effect of changing the dimensions of the patch-matrix. The patch-matrices
of all three terrains were randomly generated.

In all these figures, the terrain resolution parameter is set to 512 × 512. This is the

number of vertices in a single candidate terrain. Additionally, all the terrains in this section

are rendered using a height dependent color-map. In this tool, each vertex of the heightmap

can take a height value between [0.0, 1.0]. Each vertex is given a color based upon its height

value; vertices at 0.0 are dark blue, vertices at 1.0 are dark red, and vertices and height

values in between pass through the color range of cyan, green, yellow, and orange. The mesh

surface is colored by interpolating the color value of adjacent vertices. This representation

aids in distinguishing the relative height of neighboring terrain patches.

7.1.1 Patch-matrix Dimensions

The dimensions of the patch-matrix determine how many patches are extracted from the

sample terrains and how many patches make up the candidate terrains. All the terrains

in this thesis use square (n × n) patch-matrices. Figure 7.1 shows the result of randomly

generating patch-matrices with different dimensions. An overlap ratio of 0.5 was used for all

three terrains. As the patches in these examples are randomly selected, the probability of

two adjacent patches having vastly different height values increases as the number of total

patches increases. This can be seen by comparing the average height difference between

adjacent patches in Figures 7.1a and 7.1c.

This characteristic results in the numerous high and low regions when an 8 × 8 patch-

matrix is used. This is made more visible by the steepness of the transition between adjacent

patches. As the terrain resolution parameter does not change in these demonstrations, in-

creasing the number of patches causes a reduction in the size of each patch. As the overlap

ratio parameter does not change either and the size of the overlap region is dependent on the

resolution of a patch, this means that the size of the overlap region also reduces, resulting in
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(a) overlap = 0.1 (b) overlap = 0.5 (c) overlap = 0.9

Figure 7.2: The effect of changing the overlap ratio parameter. The same patch-matrix was
used for all three terrains.

a steeper transition between adjacent patches. Additionally, because each patch is smaller,

less terrain features from the sample terrains are captured in each patch. This means that in

using the ETT, with higher dimensions of the patch-matrix the user will need to craft more

terrain features themselves, rather than relying on them to be present in the sample terrains.

However, there are disadvantages to using smaller patch-matrices as well. As the details

of each patch are dependent on the sample terrains they are extracted from, a 2× 2 patch-

matrix relies on the sample terrains being of high quality. If the sample terrains do not

contain a specific feature (such as a canyon or mountain ridge) that the user is seeking, then

it will not to be possible to create a candidate terrain with that feature. Therefore, we have

found that using a 4 × 4 or a 5 × 5 patch-matrix usually gives a good balance between the

advantages and disadvantages of smaller and larger dimensions.

It is also worth mentioning that while an 8 × 8 patch-matrix results in an unrealistic

and likely unusable terrain when the patch-matrix is randomly generated, these kinds of

high dimension patch-matrices can be useful during EA. Due to the use of the two-level

interactive evolutionary computation (IEC), having each patch containing a smaller portion

of the entire terrain allows users to alter minute details through the gene selection process,

giving the user further control over the resulting candidate terrains. However, the downside

to this is that the more patches there are, the more time the user will spend on the gene

selection screen, selecting which patches should mutate and which should not. This increases

the time requirements of the user and can lead to user fatigue.

7.1.2 Overlap Ratio

The overlap ratio parameter determines how much of a patch overlaps with adjacent patches.

For example, an overlap ratio of 0.3 means that 30% of the vertices of a patch are overlapped
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Figure 7.3: A terrain generated with a large number of patches and a proportionally large
overlap area between each patch. Here, patch-matrix = 8× 8 and overlap = 0.9.

with adjacent patches. Figure 7.2 shows the same patch-matrix rendered with three different

overlap ratios. The size of the patch-matrix is 5 × 5. With a small overlap ratio of 0.1, the

border of each patch can clearly be seen. This is because there are fewer vertices in the

overlap region to interpolate the height difference of adjacent patches. In this case, it has

resulted in a blocky terrain. Meanwhile, when an overlap ratio of 0.9 is used, almost the

entirety of a patch with four adjacent patches is used in stitching calculations. This leads to

a much smoother terrain with rolling hills. While this appears more realistic, the downside

to a high overlap ratio is that it can cause interesting features of each patch to be lost as the

patch is essentially smoothed over. Additionally, if the dimensions of the patch-matrix don’t

change, then it is impossible to generate terrain features such as cliff faces.

A good balance between these two examples is to use an overlap ratio of about 0.5.

This causes adjacent patches with similar average height values to form into smooth terrain.

Meanwhile, adjacent patches with extremely different average height values can form steep

slopes that resemble angled cliff faces. Thus, with a single parameter setting, multiple types

of terrain features can be achieved.

Figure 7.3 shows how the patch-matrix dimensions and the overlap ratio can be combined.

As with Figure 7.1c there are many small patches that make up this candidate terrain.

However, now that a larger overlap ratio is being used, the boundaries of each patch are less

evident. This also highlights how much of each patch is being used during the overlap and

stitching processes. While Figure 7.1c contains areas of plateaus due to individual patches,

in Figure 7.3 the majority of those features are now being overlapped with adjacent patches,

resulting instead in terrain features reminiscent of peaks and ridges. This shows that by
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adjusting these two parameters at the same time, an even more diverse set of terrain features

can be produced.

7.1.3 Crossover Rate

The crossover rate dictates which parent a patch is inherited from for each slot in the patch-

matrix of an offspring. Figure 7.4 shows how changing the crossover rate affects the offspring

produced by the ETT. The first two candidate terrains in the top-left of each image are the

two parents of the rest of the population. It can be seen that with a crossover rate of 0.1

or 0.9, the features of the offspring terrains are predominantly from one parent or the other.

Meanwhile, a crossover rate of 0.5 results in each patch being selected from either parent

completely at random and thus produces variety of terrains with features from both parents.

While the user can select multiple parents in the ETT, the first parent they select will

always be the first parent of the crossover operation, with the other parent being chosen at

random from the remainder of the selected candidates. Therefore, if the user is mindful of

the order in which they select the parents for crossover, a crossover rate below 0.2 or above

0.8 can be used to make small changes to a candidate terrain by attempting to include a

handful of features from other candidate terrains.

However, this can be achieved more effectively through the use of the gene selection

mechanism in the two-level IEC process. If two or more parents are selected by the user,

then the user is shown all the parents during gene selection, one at a time. If the user exempts

a patch from crossover and mutation in one parent but not in the other, then the patch from

that parent will be kept for that position in the patch-matrix. If both parents have the patch

marked or unmarked during gene selection then crossover is conducted as normal. Therefore,

it is recommended that the crossover rate be kept at 0.5. This provides increased exploration

of the solution space early on in a run of the tool by producing a large variety of candidate

terrains. Gene selection can then be used later on when a good foundation has been found

and the user wants to make more controlled changes.

7.1.4 Mutation Rate

The mutation rate determines, probabilistically, how many patches in an offspring will be

substituted with a randomly selected patch from the patch database. Figure 7.5 shows how

increasing the mutation rate causes an offspring to differ more from the selected parent. Only

a single parent is selected, shown in the top-left of each figure. Thus, the crossover operation
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(a) crossover = 0.1

(b) crossover = 0.5

(c) crossover = 0.9

Figure 7.4: The effect of changing the crossover rate parameter within the ETT. The first
two terrains in the top-left of each screenshot are the parents of the crossover process. The
same parents were used in all three screenshots.
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is ignored and all offspring are a result of mutation alone. When the mutation rate is set

to 0.1, many of the parent’s terrain features still exist in each of the offspring. Only minor

changes are being made so the overall feel of the terrain largely remains the same. However,

the downside to this is that some maps are so similar to the parent that they may be of

no real interest to the user. One offspring in this figure is even an exact replica with no

mutations.

Increasing the mutation rate to 0.5 causes more variety in the offspring population. Some

offspring still contain traces of the terrain features in the parent while others bear little

resemblance. This may be a desired property, as it offers diversity in the population, or it

may be counterproductive if the user is aiming to simply refine the features of the parent.

Once the mutation rate reaches 0.9, almost all the recognizable features of the parent have

been removed. At such a high mutation rate, the offspring population is essentially randomly

generated as most patches in all the candidates will experience mutation.

Therefore, we suggest that a good choice for mutation rate is around 0.2 or 0.3. This

gives enough variety to aid in exploration of the solution space while still producing offspring

that have noticeable similarities to the parent. However, with such a low mutation rate, the

probability of a specific undesirable patch mutating while leaving most others unchanged

is low and can cause frustration for the user as generation after generation is presented to

them with the desired mutation missing in all them. This is where the two-level IEC and

inverse mutation rate improve the user’s experience. By allowing the user to precisely select

which patches are to mutate and increasing the mutation rate for them, problem areas of an

otherwise desirable candidate terrain can be efficiently swapped out.

7.2 Sample Runs

The tests in this section were conducted to show that the user can easily and repeatedly

produce terrains with simple basic features. All the final user selected terrains in the figures

shown here were all generated within 15 evolutionary generations, representing a small time

commitment from the user.

Additionally, the candidate terrains in the following figures are not rendered with a height

dependent color map as before. Instead, the entire terrain is uniformly colored with a more

neutral color, with the only contrast being produced by a single virtual light source. This is

how the final version of the ETT prototype renders terrains and was chosen as such because
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(a) mutation = 0.1

(b) mutation = 0.5

(c) mutation = 0.9

Figure 7.5: The effect of changing the mutation rate parameter within the ETT. The first
terrain in the top-left of each screenshot is the single parent of all other candidate terrains.
As there is only one parent, no crossover operation was conducted prior to mutation. The
same parent was used in all three screenshots.
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it looks more like a dirt or sand texture with the sun shining upon it. This gives the user a

rough guide of what the final terrain may look like once properly textured.

Figure 7.6 shows a single run of the ETT where the user desired a terrain with a canyon

running between two ridges, from the bottom corner to the top corner. This type of specific

feature requirement can be difficult to achieve in procedural terrain generation applications

other than those that are built upon a sketch or other existing example [Zhou et al., 2007;

Hnaidi et al., 2010]. In this run, the parameter settings were as follows: the patch-matrix

dimensions were 5×5, the overlap ratio was 0.6, crossover rate equaled 0.5, and the mutation

rate was 0.2.

Screenshots are shown for evolutionary generations one, four, and six, as well as a resulting

terrain from the ninth generation. Up until the fifth generation, only parent selection was

used, allowing the user to quickly get candidate terrains that exhibited some resemblance

to the desired terrain. This can be seen in the fourth generation in Figure 7.6 as all the

candidate terrains have similar features. After this, gene selection was used to refine the

terrain, mutating only a handful of undesirable patches. Within a single generation this

produces candidate terrains with an uninterrupted canyon. Between generation seven and

nine, the user continues to use gene selection in order to form a narrower canyon.

Figure 7.7 shows how the ETT can generate multiple terrains with similar feature layouts

but with different details. Each of the terrains shown in Figure 7.7 was generated from a

separate run of the ETT. The goal for all runs was the same as that in Figure 7.6. All three

terrains exhibit a canyon from the bottom corner of the terrain to the top corner but with

different widths, asymmetric ridges on either side, and different details on the canyon floor.

7.3 Video Game Map Generation

The purpose of the test in this section is to show how the proposed ETT can be used to

generate terrain that is similar to a map in a top-selling game title. There are more required

features of this type of terrain than in the terrains in the previous section, therefore increasing

the complexity of the creative process that the ETT must allow for. However, it should be

noted that the goal is not to replicate the game map but rather to produce terrains that are

a variation of it; containing the same general features but different details.
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(a) Generation 1 (b) Generation 4

(c) Generation 6 (d) Result from generation 9

Figure 7.6: One run of the ETT with nine generations.

Figure 7.7: Results of three separate runs with a similar user goal as Figure 7.6.
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7.3.1 Specific Example

The game chosen here is Halo (Bungie, 2001) and the map is titled ‘Blood Gulch’. This is one

of the most popular multiplayer maps of the game and, even though the game is now quite

old, is still remembered by much of the gaming community for its simple design that still

manages to deliver intense competitive gameplay. This map was chosen because it does not

contain many other static objects, such as buildings and vegetation, which would obstruct

the view of the underlying terrain.

Figure 7.8 shows the results of attempting to create a similar terrain by using the ETT.

Figure 7.8a is the original game map that acted as an inspiration for the terrains in Figures

7.8b, 7.8c, and 7.8d. All terrains have been roughly textured and rendered in the Unity1

game engine. It should be noted that our renderings lack the same attention to texturing that

the original game map has received and do not have any static virtual objects or dynamic

content to turn the terrain into a complete, playable game map.

Figure 7.8b is the closest approximation to the original game map and was generated

before the others. Figures 7.8c and 7.8d were modified from the terrain in Figure 7.8b to

produce a variety of terrains. Figure 7.8c shows how the playable area can be changed slightly,

which would cause players to make minor changes to their in-game strategies. Meanwhile,

Figure 7.8d shows more drastic changes to the borders of the playable area, which would

cause an even greater change in gameplay and possibly even require players to re-explore the

map.

7.3.2 Multiple Runs with Different Parameters

As there are multiple terrain features being attempted here, using a single set of parameter

values is not possible. To achieve the terrains in Figure 7.8, multiple runs were conducted,

each with different parameter values. To do this, the first selected parent from every gen-

eration is saved to file. When the ETT is closed and launched again with new parameters,

the last saved terrain is loaded along with all the other sample terrains for patch extraction.

Additionally, this terrain acts as the parent for a round of mutation to produce the rest of

the initial population. This allows the user to change parameters such as patch-matrix di-

mensions and overlap ratio between runs to achieve different terrain effects. The last parent

terrain must be reloaded as an additional sample terrain because when the aforementioned

parameters are changed the quantity and resolution of the extracted patches will change,

1http://unity3d.com/
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7.8: (a) is a map from the game Halo (Bungie, 2001). (b), (c) and (d) were all
generated by our algorithm.
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affecting identifiers in the patch database. Without reloading the last parent as a sample

terrain, it would be impossible to completely re-construct it with the new patch database.

In the example in Figure 7.8, the first and second runs used small patch-matrix dimension

to generate a rough outline of the cliffs around the playable area with large patches. The

third run used slightly larger patch-matrix dimensions and a small overlap ratio to form steep

transitions between the patches to create the hard edges of the cliff face and protruding peaks.

Finally, in all successive runs, the playable area was manipulated with large patch-matrix

dimension to allow for more control over specific problem areas. A large overlap ratio was

used at this stage to ensure smooth inclines and playable surfaces.

7.4 Discussion

The qualitative demonstrations in this chapter have shown how the parameters of the ETT

offer a suitable level of control over the terrain creation process without requiring the user

to handcraft the terrain features. This makes the ETT a potentially powerful tool for novice

game designers who have little experience with map design. Though the designer will still

need to put further structures and vegetation in the map to make it more immersive, simpli-

fying the process of creating the base terrain will aid in the express creation of the geometry

of most game maps.

Unfortunately, the ETT fails to address the goals of this thesis directly. The ETT can

be used by a game designer to create a vast amount of maps in a shorter time frame than

traditional methods and therefore produce an array of experiences for the players of the

game. However, the objective of this research is to personalize game maps for an individual

player with little effort from the player. The only way for the ETT to be used to personalize

game maps is to require each player to utilize the tool themselves, rather than the game

designer. This is an inappropriate expectation of the player and distracts from the core

gameplay experience.

In order for this patch-based search-based procedural content generation (SBPCG) tech-

nique to be converted into an appropriate experience-driven PCG (EDPCG) solution, one of

the following two changes must be made to the fitness evaluation method:

1. Evolutionary operations must be constrained such that every terrain is playable and

appropriate to the gameplay. If this is the case, then IEC can continue to be used as

it would not require excessive time commitments from the player.
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2. Interactive evolution must be completely replaced with automated fitness functions

that assess the quality of the terrain with regards to the player’s preferences.

Additionally, regardless of which option is chosen, an obvious requirement for the terrain to

be utilized as a game map is for content to be distributed on its surface to make it playable.

Static objects should also be present to enhance the visual appearance and further expand

the strategic decisions that the player must make. The first option above is the one that was

utilized for creating the geometry in the PCG: Angry Bots game. Here, every geometry that

is presented to the player is valid and complete with static objects to enhance the quality of

the geometry, thus the player’s selection of geometry is purely based upon their instinctive

preferences.

The second option, to use an automated fitness function, would be the most desirable

solution. In using this approach, the terrain personalization process would be similar to that

of the content layout system in PCG: Angry Bots; requiring very little subjective input from

the player. However, this is not as simple as it may first seem. For some gameplay geometries,

there may be noticeable correlations between the geometry and the user’s experience. For

example, the angle of corners in a track of a racing game [Togelius et al., 2007] or the distance

between platforms in a 2D platformer [Shaker et al., 2010] can give a quantifiable measure

that can be shown to affect the challenge that a player will face in the map. However, what

quantifiable measures determine the quality of a free form terrain, especially in relation to

an individual player’s preferences?

There have been a few attempts to answer this question though we feel that none have

yet shown to be strong solutions. The accessibility fitness functions proposed by Frade et al.

[2010a] only ensure that a terrain is valid, not whether it will be enjoyable. The many fitness

functions used by Togelius et al. [2010b] encourage balanced and enjoyable maps but most

of these metrics are for content layout rather than the structure of the geometry. Hullett

and Whitehead [2010] provide a qualitative analysis of design patterns in FPS games but

how these patterns can be translated into quantitative metrics for terrain-based geometries is

unknown. It also may be of benefit to examine how the player interacts with the map rather

than the features of the map directly, such as how Cardamone et al. [2011b] generated maps

in a FPS game. When combining a player’s actions or feedback with known features, as is

done with the content layout PCG: Angry Bots, this may result in geometries being found

quickly. However, without known features, it will likely require the player to experience many

geometries before receiving an enjoyable map.
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Aside from promoting enjoyable gameplay for the player, the fitness function or a con-

straint must ensure the visual quality of the terrain features. For example, a simulation

style game should have terrain features that look natural. An unrealistic terrain will spoil

the immersion that the player may experience and hinder their suspension of disbelief. The

‘asymmetry’ function used by Togelius et al. [2010b] evaluates the aesthetics of the geometry

but only in a limited scope. Walsh and Gade [2011] have begun a study on generating ter-

rains that maximize a measure of aesthetics that is based in philosophy, making a trade-off

between ‘complexity and order’ [Birkhoff, 1933]. However, it is not made clear to what degree

this measure ensures sensible terrain features are generated. Rather, it is used by the authors

to determine the difference in quality between valid terrains.

As a final aside note on the demonstartions in this chapter, it is worth considering the

role that the two-level IEC setup has played. The use of the gene selection screen allowed for

desirable terrains to be found by the user in a much more efficient time frame. Without it,

the game map terrains generated in Section 7.3 would not have been possible. We have not

identified any other IEC application that makes use of a similar gene selection mechanism.

Therefore, it may be of interest to investigate how this technique could be applied in other

fields.

For a gene selection mechanism to be used, however, a direct genetic representation

must be used with a one-to-one link between the genes of the genotype and some feature of

resulting phenotype that is shown to the user. In the ETT, each gene (patch) of the patch-

matrix (genotype) represents a small area (feature) of the resulting terrain (phenotype). This

conflicts with many other IEC applications that use indirect genetic representations, such as

the use of genetic programs [Xu et al., 2007] or CPPNs [Stanley, 2007] for genetic art or the

evolution of terrains in early work by Frade et al. [2009b].

7.5 Summary

• By changing the patch-matrix dimensions and overlap ratio parameters of the evolu-

tionary terrain tool (ETT), various terrain features can be achieved.

• Smaller patch-matrix dimensions lead to smoother terrains. Larger patch-matrix di-

mensions lead to terrains with many peaks and ridges.

• Smaller overlap ratios can be used to create sharp cliff faces at the border of two

patches. Larger overlap ratios can be used to smooth out or round off terrain features.
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• Changing the crossover rate and mutation rate parameter of the ETT affects how many

generations it will take the user to find a suitable terrain by providing trade-offs between

the exploration of the solution space and the refinement of partially suitable terrains.

• Small and large crossover rates cause offspring candidate terrains to resemble one

parent, promoting the refinement of a parent’s existing terrain features. Mid-range

crossover rates promote the exploration of new terrain features that result from the

combination of features from both parents.

• Small mutation rates help in refining terrains but can also lead to offspring exhibiting

barely any improvement over the parent. Large mutation rates cause the offspring

terrains to show no recognizable similarity to the parent. A mid-range mutation rate

provides a balance between these two.

• The use of gene selection within the two-level interactive evolution setup of the ETT

improves the utilization of all the above parameters and expedites the process of finding

a suitable terrain.

• By combining multiple runs of the ETT with different parameter settings, it is possible

to create multiple terrain features in a single terrain. This is important in creating

terrains that are to be used as maps in a game.

• While the ETT is a powerful tool for game designers to create a handful of maps in

their game, it is less suitable when attempting to produced personalized geometry’s

that align with an individual player’s preferences.

• For PCG: Angry Bots, the IEC process is simplified by ensuring that every geometry

is valid. This allows players to find enjoyable geometries in even the first generation,

using the IEC controls to determine the style of future geometries rather than their

quality.

• In order to avoid the use of an IEC in the creation of the geometry of a map, an

automated fitness function would be needed. This is possible when there is a known

correlation between geometry features and the player’s and therefore requires genre

specific solutions.
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PCG: Angry Bots Experiment

Setup and Metrics

In this chapter and the one that follows we discuss the results of a public user study into

personalized procedural generation of game maps. In this experiment, the PCG: Angry Bots

game, along with the entirety of the components discussed in Chapters 4, 5, and 6, was

made freely available to play online1. In Section 8.1 we describe the setup of the public

user experiment, including details on who was eligible to participate and how invitations to

participate were distributed. Section 8.2 then details alternative solutions that we compare

our solution to during evaluation, followed by a description of the quantitative metrics used

to analyze the player data in Section 8.3. Section 8.4 then gives a detailed discussion of the

newly proposed learning trend metric, which is introduced to solve issues associated with

traditional RS evaluation metrics.

8.1 Experiment Setup

General invitations to participate in the PCG: Angry Bots experiment were distributed

through various social networking channels. The experiment was open to anyone who desired

to participate, as long as they agreed to the accompanying ethics guidelines2 and identified

themselves as being over the age of 18. Thus, the participant sample contained a mix of

1The PCG: Angry Bots game is available at:
http://http://goanna.cs.rmit.edu.au/∼wraffe/ExperimentHome.html

2Ethics approval for the PCG: Angry Bots public user experiment was granted by RMIT University’s
Science, Engineering, and Health College Human Ethics Advisory Network (CHEAN). Application ID: BSE-
HAPP 01-12 Zambetta
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novice video game players, veteran video game enthusiasts, and players of experience levels

anywhere in between. The game was only available to play on the Windows operating system.

The experiment was anonymous and unsupervised, meaning that participants could play

the game for as little or as long as they wanted. Participants were required to create a new

account before beginning play and were given a randomly generated four digit identifier and

password. With these login details, player could stop play and continue at a later date.

No mechanisms were put in place to stop participants from creating multiple accounts. For

every account, information about the maps that were played, the player’s map ratings, and

the player’s general activity within each map were recorded and stored on secure RMIT

University servers. The period of data collection was between December 2012 and March

2013. The game is still available to play and is still collecting data, however it was decided

to end the official data collecting period and begin analysis. Thus, the results in Chapter 9

describe the data as of the end of March 2013.

8.2 Comparative Solutions

In order to evaluate the performance of the personalized procedural map generation solu-

tions implemented in PCG: Angry Bots, it’s desirable to compare it with other solutions.

Unfortunately, it’s difficult to compare with other PCG solutions as they are implemented

for different games, for different types of game content, and modeling different affective states

of the player. Additionally, to the best of our knowledge, there is no standardized metric

for comparison that other solutions provide results for. Thus, testing against these solutions

would most likely require that we re-implement them, a process which may introduce er-

rors into the existing solutions and therefore produce an unfair comparison. Finally, testing

multiple solutions, in most cases, would require multiple user experiments to be conducted.

As it was a lengthy process to attain the data presented in the next chapter for a single

personalized PCG solution, it would be infeasible to conduct additional experiments within

the time allowed for this candidature. All these issues are unfortunately present in much

PCG research and games research in general [Smith, 2013].

Instead, we compare the implementations of the last three chapters for geometry gener-

ation, content layout, and player preference modeling with a random procedural map gen-

erator. Additionally, various classifiers are experimented with for use as the content-based

RS player model; a test that is conducted offline and therefore not requiring any additional

data. The following subsections describe both of these types of comparative solutions.
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8.2.1 Random Baseline

In PCG: Angry Bots, after each map is completed and the player has rated it, they have the

option of generating the next map through the use of the mechanisms described in Chapters

4, 5, and 6 or by completely randomly generating the map. The option to create randomized

maps was included to allow the user to break out of local optimums in the evolutionary

process. This was in anticipation of overspecialization in the evolutionary optimization or

RS player model; an issue that eventuated during the experiment and is discussed later.

While the player is most likely not going to understand this concept, it was expected that

they would use this option when they felt they were repeatedly given similar maps to those

they had already played or bad maps (both of which are the result of a poorly trained NB

classifier).

If the player chooses to randomly generate a map, then a tree with a random number

of nodes between the start and exit rooms is produced and each node is given a chance to

have branches, controlled by a randomly generated branching rate variable. The tree is then

validated in the same way that a mutated tree is, regenerating the entire tree if the validation

fails. Once the tree is constructed, the content setting of each content type of each node in

the tree is randomly assigned, with each setting having an equally likely probability of being

chosen. Player ratings are also gathered for randomized maps in order to further train the

RS player model. However, randomized maps do not act as parents to the next optimized

generation. These randomized maps and their ratings act as a baseline comparison in the

results in this chapter. By doing this we are able to compare our implementation to game

genres such as roguelikes, in which it is typical for all maps in the game to be randomly

generated.

8.2.2 Alternative Classifiers

In the results in this chapter we show the performance of the NB classifier that was used

as the core of the RS player preference model (PPM) during gameplay along with a few

additional classifiers that have been utilized in previous content-based RS research [Pazzani

and Billsus, 1997; 2007]. The first alternative is a multilayer perceptron with one hidden layer

containing 12 hidden nodes, trained through backpropagation. The second is the IB1 nearest

neighbor algorithm [Aha et al., 1991] and the third is a J48 decision tree, which extends the

C4.5 algorithm [Quinlan, 1993]. The fourth is a random forest classifier [Breiman, 2001].

Finally, two runs of a random classifier are provided to show a baseline comparison. This
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classifier randomly predicts a class for each map of each player. If this classifier were to be

used as the RS in the actual game, it would cause all maps to be randomly generated.

The user experiment was only conducted with NB and so the collected data is a result

of its use. This may cause some undesirable effects in the learning capabilities of the other

classifiers. However, these plots give a general indication of the performance of the game if

one of the other classifiers had been used.

8.3 Quantitative Evaluation Metrics

In this section we describe the metrics used to quantitatively evaluate the data collected from

the PCG: Angry Bots experiment. The results of these evaluation metrics being used on the

player data are reported Chapter 9.

We first use the chi-squared and Mann-Whitney U tests on map ratings provided by play-

ers in order to make quantitative statistical inferences about the performance of our systems

when compared to random map generation. Then, to give insight into the types of content

layouts that players experienced, we calculate the balance of enemies and pick-ups in each

room of a map to determine whether the map increased, decreased, fluctuated, or remained

constant in difficulty. The results for the geometry and content layout solutions also present

various qualitative analyses of global trends across all players but these evaluations are not

described in this section. Rather, the approaches to qualitative analysis are described in their

respective sections in Chapter 9, just before the actual results themselves are presented.

Finally, the performance of the RS player models is determined first through mean clas-

sification accuracy and mean 3-fold cross validation accuracy. These metrics are common to

the RS field [Herlocker et al., 2004; Shani and Gunawardana, 2011] and they are described in

detail here in the context of an RS being used as a PPM. The RS player model performance

is then also evaluated through the mean and majority learning trend metrics. These two

metrics, jointly referred to as simply the learning trend, are proposed here as a means of

improving the evaluation and visualization of RS data by ignoring issues that affect most

other confusion matrix based classifier performance measures.

8.3.1 Statistical Analysis Tests

Every map played during the experiment fits into one of two categories; it is either an

optimized map or a randomized map (discussed in Section 8.2.1). The sets of these two types

of maps are henceforth referred to as SOpt and SRand respectively. Many players regularly
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played a combination of both optimized and randomized maps, which resulted in a large

sample of ratings for both. This allows us to statistically compare the ratings that the maps

generated with our solutions received with the ratings of randomly generated maps.

To compare the ratings of SOpt and SRand, a visual analysis is first provided to give an

overview of the rating trends between the two sets. After this, statistical analysis is provided

through both non-parametric and parametric tests [Sheskin, 2003]. Unless otherwise stated,

these tests are conducted on the raw ratings provided by the players, as oppose to the binary

ratings used by the NB classifier.

We first use the chi-squared (χ2) test of independence, which compares the frequency of

ratings in each set with a calculated expected frequency. This tests whether the rating of

a map is dependent on the set (SOpt or SRand) it belongs to. That is, the null hypothesis

(H0) states that the two sets are independent of the ratings received and the alternative

hypothesis (H1) is that they are dependent. By proving H1, the statement can be made that

the ratings in SOpt were not a matter of chance.

To reinforce this, we then use the one-tail Mann-Whitney U test [Mann and Whitney,

1947] to test whether or not maps from SOpt receive statistically better ratings than those

from SRand. The Mann-Whitney U test ranks the two sample sets against each other and

computes the sum of differences in rank comparisons. In the RS field, the Friedman test is

traditionally used [Shani and Gunawardana, 2011]. These two tests are conducted similarly,

however, the Friedman test requires that both sample sets are of the same size, such as when

comparing the accuracy of two classifiers acting on the same data. As SOpt and SRand have

a different number of ratings, the Mann-Whitney test is used instead. In using this test,

H0 states that there is no difference between the two sets and H1 states that SOpt performs

better than SRand.

To reinforce this result, we also conduct the parametric Student’s T-test. While the rating

system is ordinal, it is also on a symmetrical Likert scale [Likert, 1932] and the distance

between each rating can be assumed to be equal. It has been argued that under these types

of conditions, as well as when having large sample sizes, ordinal data can be enumerated and

considered as interval data instead with little error introduced into the results of parametric

tests [Labovitz, 1967]. Here, we use the one-sample T-test to compare the mean and standard

deviation of the optimized set to the mean of the randomized set. This is performed as a

one-tail test and so H1 states that SOpt outperforms SRand. It should be noted, however,

that the treatment of ordinal data as interval data is a topic of contention [Jamieson et al.,

2004] and so the non-parametric tests are the primary statistical analysis method used here,
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with the results of parametric tests being shown as supportive material and for the sake of

thoroughness.

8.3.2 Content Balance

Visualizing content layout trends among all players can be difficult when considering all six

content types. Thus, for much of the evaluation of the content layout in this chapter, we

summarize the six content types into their broader categories: enemies and pick-ups. The

assumption made here is that increasing the number of enemies of any kind will increase the

difficulty of a room or map equally and increasing any pick-up quantity will reduce difficulty

equally. While this assumption isn’t entirely accurate (e.g. ammo is more valuable than

health in this game), it does give a clear impression of the types of content layout being

experienced by players.

With this in mind, the change in difficulty throughout a map can be summarized by first

enumerating each of the four content settings {None, Low, Medium, High} as {0, 1, 2, 3} and

calculating the content balance of a room as the sum of all pick-ups minus the sum of all

enemies.

ContentBalance =

3∑
0

pickups−
3∑
0

enemies (8.1)

Therefore, a reduction in the content balance value from one room to the next indicates

that the difficulty is increasing and vice versa. A value of zero means there is a perfect

balance between the content types but does not indicate the quantity of each.

If the content balance is calculated for every room on the direct path between the start

and end rooms (not including these two rooms or any branches), we can categorize the linear

experience as either increasing in difficulty, decreasing in difficulty, fluctuating between the

two, or holding a constant difficulty across all rooms. For example, in a map that has three

rooms between the start and end rooms, if the second room is more difficult than the first

and the third is less difficult than the second, then the map has a fluctuating difficulty.

Meanwhile, if the third room had the same content balance as the second or was again more

difficult, then the map is said to be increasing in difficulty.
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8.3.3 Mean Prediction Accuracy and Precision

One of the most prominent methods of evaluating an RS is to compare the predicted rating

and the actual user rating [Shani and Gunawardana, 2011]. As the NB predictions of the maps

are done on the binary class scale of {Dislike, Like}, a confusion matrix can be generated.

After a player experiences a map, the rating they provide is compared to the predicted rating

and the confusion matrix is updated. Note that the map indices are in the order in which

the player experienced the maps. Thus, for example, the prediction accuracy at map index

3 is calculated from the confusion matrix so far from the first three maps. It is also worth

reiterating that as there is a stochastic nature to the CPPN-NEAT evolution and due to

each player having a separate RS player model, each player will experience a different map

at each index and, therefore, the map index does not correlate to any style of map.

The average learning performance of the NB classifiers is reported here instead of mean

player ratings because the raw player ratings tell us nothing interesting other than at each

map index players were having a variety of positive and negative experiences. Most players

experience fluctuations in positive and negative ratings (discussed later in Section 9.1.1 of

Chapter 9), which makes taking a mean rating at each map index senseless. The mean

classifier performance, on the other hand, identifies how well the system is learning and

applying the preferences of players given the amount of training data that is available at

each map index.

Accuracy is one of the simplest of measures that is typically used to report a classifier’s

performance and encompasses the entire confusion matrix. It states the proportion of ratings

that the classifier predicted correctly. That is, if the map was predicted to be liked and the

player gave it a good rating or if the map was predicted to be disliked and the player also

gave it a bad rating. For an individual player, accuracy is calculated as:

Acc =
TruePositives+ TrueNegatives

AllPositives+AllNegatives
(8.2)

An alternative to this accuracy measurement is to simply count the number of maps

that were positively rated. This is because most maps that are presented to the player

are predicted to be liked (a positive prediction) and so the result is either a true-positive

or a false-positive. However, while rare, it is possible for a negatively predicted map to

be presented to a player when no positively predicted map has been found in the previous

evolutionary cycle. Thus, by ignoring these results, the accuracy measure would be skewed.
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Therefore, we use the traditional approach to calculating accuracy as defined in the above

equation.

Once the accuracy for every player is calculated at every map index that they experienced,

the mean accuracy of all players at map index m can then calculated as:

Acc (m) =
1

Pm

Pm∑
i=1

[Acc (i,m)] (8.3)

where Acc (i,m) is the prediction accuracy of player i at map index m and Pm is the total

number of players who have played up to map index m.

Aside from accuracy, the most common performance measures that are reported are

precision, recall, and the subsequent F1 measure. Precision, also known as the positive

predictive value, relates how many of the items that were predicted to be positive were

actually positive. It can be seen as an accuracy measurement whereby only the positive

predictions are considered.

Precision =
TruePositives

TruePositives+ FalsePositives
(8.4)

It may be seen that precision is an important measure here because we want our system

to maximized the number of true-positive predictions, accurately providing the player with

maps that they enjoy as often as possible. However, the measure is slightly redundant. As the

RS player models typically make positive predictions in this implementation, the precision

curves are quite similar in shape to those of the accuracy ones.

Recall, the F1 measure, and all other metrics that rely on negative predictions are also

not reported in this thesis. The reasons for this are as follows: recall describes how many of

the items in the entire population that are suitable for a user were found by the RS. In an

offline experiment, if there is a sample of items that are known to be liked by a user, recall

measures whether an RS algorithm would recommend those items. This measure is suitable

when it’s important that all the best items are found for the user. It is calculated as:

Recall =
TruePositives

TruePositives+ FalseNegatives
(8.5)

Recall is not useful in our system because there may be millions of map variations in the

solution space that the player may like. However, as long as one of these maps is recommended

to the player then the system has been successful. Additionally, while the system is in use
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by a player, a false-negative result for an optimized map is not common. This means that

after the first true-positive result, the recall will typically remain at a perfect score of 1.0

for most players. This subsequently affects the F1 measure, which is the harmonic mean

of precision and recall, and other reliant measures such as precision-recall curves, receiver

operator curves, and associated variants of these [Schein et al., 2002].

8.3.4 Mean K-Fold Cross Validation Accuracy

A slight variation to the accuracy measurement above is to use k-fold cross validation. The

accuracy measure described earlier updates the confusion matrix once per map index and

tells us how the classifier was performing while it was being used by the player. For example,

an increase in accuracy at any given map index for an individual player indicates that the

classifier properly predicted the rating for that specific map. However, k-fold cross validation

instead indicates the classifier’s ability to generalize to unseen test data. This is seen as key

performance measure because if a classifier is overfitting to the training data (the ratings of

maps already played), then it is unlikely to provide accurate predictions for new maps that

differ substantially from those that have already been played.

In k-fold cross validation, the ratings for all the maps played so far are divided into k

partitions (folds), using k − 1 folds as the training data for the classifier and the last fold as

the test set. After using the trained classifier on all the samples in the test set, a confusion

matrix can be constructed and accuracy calculated in the same way as earlier. This is

repeated multiple times, allowing each fold to be the test set once, and then taking the mean

accuracy of all the tests. This is done for each map index that is greater than k for each

player. For example, on the 12th map index of a single player using 3-fold cross validation, 3

folds are created with 4 maps in each one. The classifier is trained and tested 3 times and the

mean accuracy is calculated. Once the k-fold cross validation scores are gathered for each

player at each map index, the mean value of all players is calculated similarly to Equation

8.3.

For the evaluations in this chapter we use k = 3 folds. In many machine learning ap-

plications it is typical to use k = 10. However, as k must be smaller than the number of

maps played, a small k value must be chosen here as it is expected that many experiment

participants will play only a few maps. This is also why the cross validation plots in this

thesis do not show results for map indices less than 3.
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8.4 Mean and Majority Learning Trend

There are three issues that affect the use of the prediction accuracy plots covered so far in

this type of application:

1. Reducing player counts: There are a reducing number of players at each consecutive

map index. Therefore, the mean calculation is conducted with fewer players at later

map indices. Some fluctuations in the plots are due to the performance of classifiers that

belong to a group of players that are discontinuing play being significantly different to

those of the players that are continuing. This gets worse later where only a few players

are playing and if even one player discontinues it can have a drastic effect on the

average.

2. Fraction denominator: The very nature of the fractions used in the accuracy mea-

surements means that a classifier’s performance between two map indices will be more

varied towards the start of play than towards the end. This also works in inverse to the

reducing player problem, as the fraction denominator problem causes steep fluctuations

early on and the reducing player problem will cause steep fluctuations later.

3. Late learners: A few players have a positive experience only after many players have

discontinued playing. This results in the mean accuracy being greatly lowered, espe-

cially as the number of players reduces. This issue also compounds with the fraction

denominator problem as a classifier may begin to experience all true-positive results

after a dozen maps but this will not raise the mean accuracy the same as if they had

occurred earlier on.

In order to address these issues and get a more stable representation of classifier performance

we propose the use of a learning trend metric. Rather than using the raw values of a

performance measure, the learning trend only detects whether there is a positive or negative

change from the last accuracy calculation of a single classifier and increments or decrements

the plot by one standard unit. For example, if the previous performance measurement is

0.6 and the current measurement is 0.65, then this is a positive change and the plot value is

incremented by one unit.

While this can be done by looking at the change in calculated accuracy, it is better

to detect the learning trend directly from changes to the confusion matrix as the accuracy

measure may not change below 0.0 or above 1.0. That is, when the confusion matrix is
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updated, the learning trend for a single player i at map index m is adjusted by:

LTAcc (i,m) =


1

MaxMapIndex if TP or TN

− 1
MaxMapIndex if FP or FN

(8.6)

where TP , TN , FP , and FN are the four possible confusion matrix results for a single

prediction. The unit of change could simply be 1 for a positive change and −1 for a negative

change. However, here we choose to increment or decrement with a unit of 1
MaxMapIndex ,

where the maximum map index is where we choose to measure up to rather than the maximum

maps played by a single player. This gives a ratio at each map index of how many times the

classifier’s accuracy has increased when compared to a perfect case. In the results in this

chapter, we examine the learning trend of the first 20 maps and so a unit of 1
20 is used.

It should also be highlighted that the above equation makes use of accuracy (as defined

in earlier in Equation 8.2) as the basis of deciding whether to increment or decrement the

learning trend. Precision, recall, or any other confusion matrix based metric could be used

to give a different view of performance how the corners of the confusion matrix are being

increased or decreased.

Once the learning trend for each player is calculated at each map index, the results of all

players can be combined in two distinctive ways: the mean learning trend and the majority

learning trend. These two variations provide different information and the combination of

the two gives a deeper insight into the performance the classifier. The mean learning trend

is calculated as:

LT (m) = LT (m− 1) +
1

Pm

Pm∑
i=1

[LTAcc (i,m)] (8.7)

This is similar to the mean accuracy calculation except that the learning trend for the current

map index m is added to the value of the previous map index m− 1.

The majority learning trend is calculated much the same way but instead of a mean

average being used, it is instead the most frequent trend value at the current map index

(the mode) that is used. Therefore, if the majority of players experience a positive change

in accuracy, then the majority learning trend is positive as well and vice versa. If there is

no majority, then the majority learning trend for that map index is set to 0.0, which neither

increments nor decrements the plot.

Both learning trend metrics have linear best and worst cases. For a single player, the best

case would represent an increase in classifier accuracy for every new training sample, while
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the worst case would indicate opposite learning and therefore it may be better to simply

switch the output from the classifier. For the mean learning trend, the best case would

represent all players’ classifiers experiencing an increase in accuracy for every consecutive

map index. The best case for the majority learning trend, however, states that for every

map index, only a majority of players had an increase in accuracy.

Learning trend addresses the issues of traditional mean performance calculations due to

there being a maximum increase or decrease between each map index. Thus, as the number

of players reduces, it is less likely that there will be a substantial increase or decrease in

performance due to the performance of the remaining players. While the mean learning

trend is still likely to have larger changes towards the end with the mean being taken from

fewer players, it is now bounded to maximum of one unit change. This problem does not

exist at all for the majority learning trend as it will always be either a one unit increase, one

unit decrease, or remain the same.

The fraction denominator problem also has no effect on either of the learning trend

calculations as the raw accuracy values are no longer used. Additionally, late learners do

not have such a significant impact on learning trend as the accuracy of all players’ classifiers

now carry equal weight and the low accuracy values at later maps don’t skew the mean and

majority learning trend. Another benefit of the learning trend metric is that it can capture

values below 0.0 and above 1.0. For example, consecutive false-positive results at the start of

play would cause the learning trend to appropriately drop below zero while the raw accuracy

score would remain at zero.

8.5 Generalizing the Methodology

The user experiment in this thesis was administered in an unsupervised public format. This

was done to evaluate the proposed solutions in a natural, relaxed environment. Participants

could play for as long as they wanted, at a convenient time, in anonymity, and without the

pressure of performing in front of a research team. This simulates the way in which commer-

cial games may be beta tested within the community and avoids unintentional experimental

biases where possible. Such experiments are better suited to evaluating the commercial vi-

ability of a solution over structured, supervised user experiments. They also allow for data

to be gathered from a larger and more diverse audience than could otherwise be recruited to

on-site lab testing, especially for small research teams.
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Unfortunately, this approach does reduce the amount of experimental control and leads to

noisy player data. Controlled environments allow for easier evaluation of the resulting data

and for more definitive conclusions because variables can be fine-tuned during participation

and users can be probed for further information. However, the data is not gathered from the

entirety of the user experience, which, for games, involves player’s enjoying the activity as a

form of entertainment rather than as a task to be completed under supervised conditions.

In the unsupervised setting, proper statistical analysis of the resulting data becomes

an important means of discerning meaning from the noisy player data. In a personalized

PCG solution, we are primarily concerned with detecting whether the system is providing a

better experience over a random baseline, whether the players’ preferences are being properly

captured and utilized, and the generative range of the various PCG components. These are

evaluated here by the metrics described in Section 8.3. Conveniently, the subjective player

feedback can be used to not only construct a player model but also as a means of evaluating

a system’s performance.

Additionally, there may be an issue associated with allowing the player’s to choose

whether the maps were optimized or randomized. As oppose to having one group of players

play only optimized maps and another group playing randomized ones, this mixes the sample

populations. This has the benefit of ensuring that overly positive or negative players provide

ratings and feedback on both types of maps, rather than directing their ratings solely to one

or the other. This is important where the number of sample points (e.g. participants and

map ratings) is not enough to even out these types of biases. We do lose a little bit of control

over the experiment by allowing the player to choose what type of map they play next and

so can’t ensure that all players experience an even number of each type of map. However,

this option is also a vital part of the systems operation by giving the player the ability to

break away from a repetitive series of maps due to the optimization processes being stuck in

local optimums.

Finally, administering post-play surveys in an unsupervised public experiment can be

difficult, especially when the period of play is indefinite (i.e. there is no end to the game).

The survey can be forced onto the player after a specified time but this invasive act may

encourage a premature stop in play. On the other hand, making the survey optional avoids

interruption to play but makes it easier for the player to ignore or forget it. As a design

choice, we used the latter setup as the survey data was of secondary interest compared to the

interaction data. Again, there is also an issue of no control group for the the survey results to

be compared against because the players experienced both optimized and randomized maps
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before filling out the survey. This means that we could not directly compare the survey

results of the optimized maps with those of the randomized maps and so instead look at the

survey data as an indicator of the entire systems performance.

8.6 Summary

• The PCG: Angry Bots game was released as a public user experiment. The game

included the following features that were described in the last three chapters: player

driven interactive evolution of interior geometry, content layout via CPPN using the

player selected geometry as input, and content layout optimization through NEAT

evolution and RS based player models.

• After each map, the player was able to choose whether to optimize the next map by

using the solutions described in this thesis or through random generation. The mixture

of optimized and randomized map ratings provided by the players of the PCG: Angry

Bots experiment allowed us to compare our solution with a random baseline.

• To compare our deployed RS based PPM with other potential solutions, we test the

prediction accuracy of six comparative classifiers that are commonly used in RS liter-

ature: a neural network, a nearest neighbor classifier, a decision tree, and a random

forest classifier.

• Statistical analysis of rating data is conducted through the chi-squared measure (testing

whether the rating a map received was dependent on whether it was optimized or

randomized) and the Mann-Whitney U test (testing whether optimized maps received

statistically better ratings than randomized maps).

• The content balance metric is the sum of pick-ups minus the sum of enemies in a room.

A negative number indicates that there are more enemies than pick-ups (a more difficult

map) and a positive number indicates that there are more pick-ups than enemies (an

easier map). Examining how the content balance changes from room to room of a map

shows the flow of challenge throughout the map.

• Mean prediction accuracy and mean 3-fold cross validation accuracy calculations are

used to determine the average performance of all players’ PPM and thus the perfor-

mance of the RS approach in general. Precision, recall, and subsequent measures are

not reported as they do not tell us anything worthwhile about the system.
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• The learning trend metric was introduced to deal with three identified shortcomings

of taking the average of traditional prediction accuracy measures: the reducing player

count, late learner, and fraction denominator problems. This metric works by detecting

a change in prediction accuracy from the previous map to the current one and then

either increments or decrements a running total by one standard unit. Taking the

mean or mode (majority) of this value for all players gives a more stable visualization

of classifier performance in this system.
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Chapter 9

PCG: Angry Bots Experiment

Results

With the experiment setup and the quantitative evaluation metrics described in the previous

chapter, this chapter presents the results of the PCG: Angry Bots experiment. Section 9.1

first gives a qualitative analysis of three example players to show the types of experiences that

individual player’s had. Sections 9.2, 9.3, 9.4, and 9.5 then provide the results of applying

the quantitative metrics on all the collected player data to show an aggregate view of the

performance of each of the solutions included in PCG: Angry Bots. Additionally, Section 9.6

contains results from an optional post-play survey that accompanied the PCG: Angry Bots

game. Finally, a centralized discussion of the implications of the results is located in Section

9.7.

9.1 Qualitative Case Study Results

The first set of results presented here provides a qualitative analysis of the types of experiences

that players had. The results in the remaining sections of this chapter attempt to provide

a holistic view of the performance of the system by quantitatively analyzing the average

experience of all players. However, the finer details of players’ experiences cannot be averaged

in such an objective way. Therefore, this section provides a qualitative view of the type of

experiences that individual players had. This is done by selecting three sample players,

presenting the ratings that these players provided and the performance of their respective

RS player models, and discussing these in relation to renderings of sample maps experienced

by each player.
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(d) Legend for rating plots.

Figure 9.1: Plots of the ratings provided by each of the three chosen sample players for every
map that they played.

The results in Figures 9.1, 9.3, and 9.4 show three of the longest playing participants,

henceforth referred to as Player 1, Player 2, and Player 3, who played 17, 18, and 16 maps

respectively. These three players also demonstrate quite distinct preferences of gameplay,

with Player 1 enjoying easy maps, Player 3 preferring challenging maps, and Player 2 desiring

a level of challenge somewhere between that of the other two participants. It should be

pointed out that as participation in this experiment is anonymous, we cannot truly know

the preferences of the players and below are only our estimations. However, this highlights

the strength of the system: the game designer does not need to know why a player likes or

dislikes a particular map, as long as the map features used by the RS are able to encompass

at least some of the reason behind a player’s rating.

9.1.1 Raw Ratings

Firstly, Figure 9.1 shows the rating that each player gave to each map they experienced.

The plots show the nominal rating scale that is presented to the player during the game, as

oppose to the weighted binary scale used by the NB classifier. The plot for Player 1 shows

a steadily improving rating over time, suggesting that the system is properly identifying his
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Figure 9.2: (a) The ratings provided by the player who experienced the most maps. (b) The
same ratings converted to the binary scale used by the Naive Bayes classifier.

preferences. Both Player 2 and Player 3 show an increase in rating after a few games but

a sudden drop towards the end of play. It is believed that this trend occurs for one of the

following reasons.

• The NB classifier is pushing the NEAT evolution in a specific direction (e.g. adding

more enemies) but has pushed the boundaries of what is acceptable too far (e.g. too

many enemies have now been added).

• The geometry tree grows in depth and the CPPN population is not optimized for the

lower levels of the tree.

• The player has become bored with the repetitive content layout that is a result of either

the NEAT algorithm being stuck in a local optimum or an overfit RS. Alternatively,

the player’s skill or preferences have changed and what previously interested them no

longer does.

Regardless, if a player is to continue to play beyond these few bad maps, the ratings

appear to improve again shortly after the sudden drop. The most maps played by a single

player is 86. Figure 9.2a shows the ratings provided by this player. When such a large

number of maps are played, the trend of fluctuating ratings appears to re-occur over the

lifetime of play, before remaining constantly positive after map 62. This trend is more easily

noticed in Figure 9.2b, which depicts the binary ratings used by the NB classifier.
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Figure 9.3: (a) Prediction accuracy and (b) learning trend of the three classifiers of the
chosen players.

9.1.2 Individual Player Model Performance

Figure 9.3 shows the performance of each of the three players’ RS player models at each of the

map indices that they experienced in terms of prediction accuracy and learning trend. The

learning trend metric was predominantly designed to deal with issues involved with taking

the average accuracy of many classifiers and therefore here the two plots look similar, except

that the learning trend is more linear due to eliminating the fraction denominator problem

discussed when the learning trend was defined.

A quick glance at these plots reveal that the classifiers of all three players make bad

predictions at first but have positive learning later on. Both Player 1 and Player 3 experience

fluctuations in prediction accuracy. For Player 3, this is due to a lack of a positive training

example early on in play. The accuracy drops again later on in play in correlation to the drop

in Player 3’s ratings, indicating that the classifier may have been provided with conflicting

training examples.

Player 1 has the worst performing classifier, which does not perform much better than a

random classifier. This is most likely due to many of the provided ratings being either “Fair”

or “Poor” and without strong sample of either “Very Good” or “Very Bad” the classifier is
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struggling to learn. Player 1 does not experience a solid series of positive predictions until

after Map 14.

The classifier for Player 2 shows the greatest strength with a maximum accuracy close

to 90% and a consistently positive learning trend early on. However, there is a drop in

accuracy between Map 13 and 15 and by comparing this to the ratings in Figure 9.1 it can

be deduced that the classifier had predicted that Player 2 would enjoy those maps but they

didn’t, introducing confusion into the training data. By Map 16, however, the classifier is

beginning to learn from these new data samples and is improving in accuracy again.

9.1.3 Map Analysis

This section describes the experience of the three chosen players by showing a sample of

maps that were generated for each of them. Figure 9.4d shows the color legend that is used

in Figures 9.4a, 9.4b, 9.4c. Each colored square in the images of the maps represents a single

piece of content. The room that the player starts in is marked with an “S” while the exit

room is marked with an “E”. The map index numbers match those shown in Figure 9.1.

Figure 9.4a shows four maps that Player 1 experienced. Player 1 appears to be a novice

and so prefers maps with few enemies. At Map 3 there is not enough classifier data and the

maps are being optimized in a negative direction. Map 3 has only a single ‘Spider’ enemy in

the first room and while Player 1 wants an easy map, this appears to be too easy. Map 5,

which is generated randomly, gathers a positive rating to balance the knowledge of the NB

classifier. This is built upon in Map 7, which now has a few more ‘Spider’ enemies in each

room. However, this trend of optimizing towards more enemies continues and as a result

Map 9 is overly dense with enemies. By Map 15 the system has returned to an appropriate

enemy quantity.

Some of the maps that Player 2 experienced are shown in Figure 9.4b. Map 2 has a

high density of all content types but it is likely that there were too many enemies for the

player to handle. Map 3 is optimized away from Map 2, receives a good rating, and thus

continues to optimize towards fewer enemies. Map 6 shows the pinnacle of this optimization,

which contains one ‘Mech’ enemy in each room, a handful of ‘Buzz Bot’ enemies, and plenty

of ‘Ammo’. However, this balance is broken in Map 13 and 14, which both contain higher

numbers of ‘Mech’ enemies and ‘Spider’ enemies. In Map 18, the ‘Spider’ enemies have been

removed, leaving only the ‘Mech’ enemies and plenty of ‘Ammo’ and ‘Weapon’ pick-ups,

which seem to provide an appropriate challenge for this player.
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Map 3 Map 7 Map 9 Map 15

(a) Player 1

Map 2 Map 6 Map 14 Map 18

(b) Player 2

Map 1 Map 2 Map 5 Map 7

(c) Player 3

Spider 
Enemy

Buzz Bot 
Enemy

Mech 
Enemy

Health 
Pick-up

Ammo 
Pick-up

Weapon 
Pick-up

(d)

Figure 9.4: A sample of maps played by (a) Player 1, (b) Player 2, and (c) Player 3. Each
colored square indicates a single piece of content, corresponding to the color legend in (d). In
each map, the room marked ‘S’ is the starting room and ‘E’ is the exit room.
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Player 3 appears to be a more experienced player. However, the plot for Player 3 in Figure

9.1 and the maps in Figure 9.4c demonstrate how the map optimization process can move in

the wrong direction and get stuck in a local optimum early on. The first map that is shown

in Figure 9.4c, which is randomly generated, is dense with enemies but comparatively scarce

with ammo and health. In Map 2, a few of the enemies have been removed but so has all the

ammo and health and is rated even worse than the first. By Map 5 almost all content has

been removed from every room. This behavior is a result of there being no positive examples

for the NB classifier to learn from. This is why the option to completely randomly generate

a map was provided to the players. Map 6 is randomly generated and is rated highly. The

NEAT evolution and NB classifier utilize this positive rating and the result is Map 7, which

has returned to higher densities of enemies and pick-ups.

9.2 General Results

With individual case studies presented in the previous section, this section and the three that

follow it present a primarily quantitative analysis. The results presented throughout the rest

of this chapter show a broad view of the experiences that players had by taking the average

of the full set of player data that was collected during the PCG: Angry Bots experiment. In

this section we present general results that compare the entire personalized procedural map

generation solution with random map generation. Then, in Section 9.3 we discuss findings

that pertain to the geometry generation of the maps and the use of interactive evolutionary

computing (IEC). The content layout results provided in Section 9.4 and the performance of

the RS player models is analyzed in Section 9.5.

Table 9.1 shows general results of the experiment. In total, 147 users played one map or

more. However, many users only played a handful of maps with the median number of maps

played being 4. Meanwhile, the number of users that played ten maps or more was 20. A

total of 893 maps were played, of which 570 were optimized and 323 were randomized. Users

successfully completed 502 of those maps by reaching the exit, while the rest were skipped

over. Players completed 67.89% of optimized maps and only 35.60% of randomized maps,

a difference that is significant at p < 0.01 and with a medium Cohen effect size [Cohen,

1992] of 0.31, determined from a Mann-Whitney U test where H0 states that the number

of completed optimized maps is less than or equal to the number of completed randomized

maps. This suggests that maps that were optimized were more appropriate for each player’s

skill and therefore more likely to be completed.
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Table 9.1: General results from the user study. SOpt is the set of all maps that were optimized
through the combined use of interactive evolution, CPPN-NEAT, and RS. SRand is the set of
all maps that were randomly generated.

Players (>= 1 Map) 147 Players (>= 10 Maps) 20

Maps Played 893 Maps Completed 502

Median Maps Played 4 Mean Maps Played 5.7

Optimized Maps 570 Randomized Maps 323

Liked maps in SOpt 62.46% Liked Maps in SRand 60.37%

Mean SOpt Rating 3.87 Mean SRand Rating 3.73

Median SOpt Rating 4 (Fair) Median SRand Rating 4 (Fair)

9.2.1 Statistical Analysis

While the median of SOpt and SRand are the same and the mean rating and percentage of

‘Likes’ appear to be similar between the two sets, there is in fact a significant statistical

difference, which is discussed below.

Visual Evaluation

The two graphs in Figure 9.5 indicate the quantity of each of the ratings (on the nominal

scale) within both SOpt and SRand. Figure 9.5a shows that both sets have similar distributions

of ratings. However, the difference between the two sets is that the ratings in SOpt show a

slight positive bias, with the ‘Fair’ and ‘Good’ ratings being selected most often. Meanwhile,

the ratings in SRand are slightly more skewed to the negative side, with ‘Fair’ and ‘Poor’

being the most used options.

Figure 9.5b shows the percentage of maps that received a specific rating out of all maps

played in SOpt or SRand. More formally, as there is only a single trial of this experiment,

Figure 9.5b shows the probability distributions of both sets, using the sample mean of the

respective set as the population mean. This further highlights the skewed binomial distri-

butions of both sets. Additionally, what is made clearer by this figure is that more ‘Good’

and ‘Very Good’ ratings were given to SOpt than SRand, as well as slightly more ‘Bad’ and

‘Very Bad’ ratings but less ‘Poor’ and ‘Fair’. This suggests that the optimization algorithms

are generally performing better than a random baseline but that they also polarize ratings.

That is, typically the system is performing well but when it is under-performing, the maps

are worse than the random baseline.
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Figure 9.5: Histogram of ratings for optimized (set SOpt) and randomized (set SRand) maps.
(a) Count of each rating in each set. (b) The percentage that each rating makes up of each
set.

Significance Testing

The following are results of statistical tests computed on the SOpt and SRand. For a descrip-

tion of the tests and the hypotheses used, see page 145. In the χ2 test, H0 (the two sets

are independent of the ratings they received) was rejected with p < 0.01, which suggests

that the two sets are not related and that the ratings are dependent on whether the map

was optimized or not. As one of our sample sets is a random baseline, this tells us that our

algorithm is not simply generating maps at random and that the ratings they are receiving

are not a matter a chance. For the Mann-Whitney U test, H0 (SOpt is worse or equal to

SRand) was rejected with p < 0.05, indicating that our algorithm is receiving better ratings

than a random generation process. The parametric one-sample Student’s T-test also gives

p < 0.01, reinforcing the same conclusion as the non-parametric U test.

Unfortunately, in both of these tests the effect size is small. For the χ2 test, the φ

coefficient [Cremér, 1999] is only 0.17, a small effect size when judged by Cohen’s effect size

bands [Cohen, 1992]. Meanwhile, using the Mann-Whitney effect size estimate suggested by

Grissom and Kim [2005], if an optimized map and a randomized map were chosen from their

sets at random, there is a 0.54 probability of the optimized map having a better rating; only

slightly better than an equal chance. Thus, there is room in future work to improve upon

these implementations.

Additionally, it is possible to perform statistical analysis on the binary rating system.

Here, the χ2 test was used but it failed to reject H0 with p > 0.05. By looking at the
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probability distributions in Figure 9.5b, it can be seen that this is due to the large proportion

of ‘Fair’ ratings for randomized maps. This result confirms what we believed when we

designed the rating system; that a binary rating system of {Dislike, Like} does not properly

capture the finer details of a player’s preferences.

9.3 Geometry Results

Figure 9.6a shows the distribution of the number of rooms in maps created from mutation

(‘Optimized’) and random generation (‘Randomized’), taken from 100, 000 valid maps gen-

erated through each technique. Small maps are favored during both mutation and random

generation because validation fails more often as maps get bigger. However, mutated maps

are more likely to be successfully validated. For random generation, validation succeeded

37.07% of the time for maps with only 2 rooms, 7.06% of the time for maps with 5 rooms,

and only 1.8% of the time for maps with only 10 rooms. The success rate was higher for muta-

tion with 83.28%, 43.42%, 6.59%. Mutation is also slightly more inclined towards growth due

to the branching process of the addition operator and so when combined with the validation

success rate produces a more even distribution in small map sizes than random generation.

If more large maps were desired, the mutation probability could be adjusted to favor the

addition operator even more or the branching rate could be forced to higher ranges.

Figure 9.6a also shows the distribution of geometry sizes that were actually played during

the experiment. Despite being given opportunities for larger maps in most IEC cycles, players

chose shorter maps more often, with a strong emphasis on two room geometries. Oddly

though, this result conflicts with the responses to a survey question that asked how large

a respondent’s ideal map would be. Only 4.76% of respondents said their ideal map would

be small (2 to 4 rooms), while the remainder of players’ ideals were close to evenly split

between medium (5 to 7 rooms) and large (more than 7 rooms) maps. Figure 9.6b supports

this survey results by showing the rating distribution for maps with four or more rooms (113

optimized maps and 84 randomized maps). Larger optimized maps were more likely to be

rated well rather than badly and received a higher proportion of ‘Good’ and ‘Very Good’

ratings than randomized maps. For maps with three rooms or less, the rating distrubtion

closely resembles that of the histogram earlier presented Figure 9.5.
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Figure 9.6: (a) *-Dist: The percentage of maps with the specified number of rooms given
100, 000 valid mutated and randomly generated geometries. *-Played: The percentage of
maps with the specified number of rooms that were played. (b) The rating distribution of
maps that had 4 or more rooms.

9.4 Content Layout Results

This section provides both qualitative and quantitative findings regarding the CPPN-NEAT

approach to content layout. We first show examples of the CPPNs that were used to generate

the content layout and look into any statistical significance between the CPPN content layout

representation and the fixed n-ary tree geometry representation. Then, we examine how

much of the feature space of enemies and pick-ups the CPPN-NEAT approach was able to

explore. Some of these results are due to the CPPN-NEAT approach, while others are due

to the performance of the RS player models; however, in both cases, the process of content

layout optimization is being analyzed. Finally, patterns of content throughout all maps are

examined to see if this approach created a variety in gameplay pace for the players.

9.4.1 CPPN Examples

Figure 9.7 shows three examples of the kind of maps that were generated for players and the

CPPNs used to calculate the content within them. Additionally, all these maps were also

generated for a different player and were rated ‘Very Good’.

The similar structure of the geometries and their corresponding CPPN in Figure 9.7

is a coincidence and there is no statistical correlation between the complexities of the two

representations. Similarly, there is also no correlation between the player’s rating of a map

and the complexity of the CPPN used to generate it. Thus, it is just as likely for a basic

CPPN to generate an appropriate content layout in a large geometry as it is for a complex

CPPN to be evolved for a small geometry. What this implies is that the complexification
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Linear Bipolar 
Sigmoid Gaussian Sine

(a)

Figure 9.7: Three example maps that were rated ‘Very Good’. Shown with each map is the
corresponding CPPN that was used to generate the content layout. A red line is a positive
weight, a blue line is a negative weight, the thickness of a line indicates the magnitude of the
weight, and the color nodes indicate the activation function (see (a) for legend).
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process of CPPN-NEAT is not being utilized to its fullest potential, which may be a result

of the discrete input and output of the CPPN representation.

There is a statistical correlation between the length of play (map index) and the com-

plexity of the CPPN, with a Pearson’s linear correlation coefficient of 0.73, a Spearman’s

rank correlation coefficient [Hogg and Craig, 1994] of 0.58, and both having a statistical

significance of p < 0.001. It could be hypothesized that the processes of complexification is

responding to the complexity of the player model rather than the complexity of the geome-

try. However, it may also signal an unaddressed issue of bloat within the NEAT evolution

if the complexity of the CPPN is not warranted. Bloat is the process of rampant growth in

evolutionary candidate genomes that is a result of addition crossover and mutation operators

being inadvertently favored over subtraction operators.

9.4.2 Simplified Feature Space Coverage and Convergence

The figures in this section reduce the original 18 features used for the RS player model learning

and prediction of content layout preferences down to just two features: the percentage of

enemies in a map and the percentage of pick-ups. Due to the fact that a maximum quantity

of each content type is set in each room template, it is possible to calculate the maximum

quantity for a given map geometry. Therefore, the axis values in the plot are the percentages

of those maximums for a given map.

Figure 9.8 shows heat maps for all optimized maps and for all randomized maps in the

feature space of percent of enemies versus percent of pick-ups, grouped into 5% bins. These

are the percentages of the number of enemies or pick-ups in a map out of the maximum

allowable number of enemies or pick-ups in that map. These images are similar to the

expressive range metric proposed by Smith and Whitehead [2010] in that they show how

much of the feature space was explored, though we only show maps that were experienced

by players rather than all maps found during evolution.

What is immediately obvious from these heat maps is that the CPPN representation

is allowing for more exploration of this solution space. With randomized maps, while the

setting of each content type in each room of a map is uniformly random and independent, the

sum of the settings across the map results in the Gaussian distribution shown in Figure ??.

The CPPN representation, however, is generating more maps that have consistently lower or

higher levels of content in every room, thus producing more consistent patterns of content

throughout a map. To improve the random baseline in future work, it would be beneficial
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(a) Optimized maps (b) Randomized maps

Figure 9.8: Heat-maps of all (a) optimized and (b) randomized maps that were played, plotted
in the feature space of percent of enemies against percent of pick-ups. All black areas indicate
that no maps were played with the corresponding enemy and pick-up percentages. All values
indicate the number of maps played with the corresponding content percentages.

to first randomly generate a maximum content density for enemies and pick-up and then

randomly activate content in the rooms of geometry until this maximum density is reached.

For a more local view of the feature space exploration, Figure 9.9 shows the types of

maps that were generated for a sample of players. The three plots each represent a different

player. Each point in a plot represents a map, with a blue circle indicating a map that was

liked by the player and a red cross representing a map that was disliked. Some players show

a disliked map and liked map occupying the same feature coordinates. This may be due to

the features being simplified for visualization or may represent an actual contradiction in the

player’s ratings for similar maps.

Despite these occasional rating clashes, the plots show clear clusters of liked maps or

cut-off points for which maps became unacceptable. For example, the player represented by

Figure 9.9b shows a strong cluster of liked maps around the 50% pick-ups to 30% enemies

region. Meanwhile, the player represented by Figure 9.9a appears to not enjoy most maps

with more than 60% enemies, regardless of the amount of pick-ups in the map. For the maps

played by the player in Figure 9.9c it is possible to linearly separate positive and negative

maps; whether this characteristic would hold if the player had experienced more maps is

unknown.
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Figure 9.9: Each plot represents a single player. Each point in the plot is a map that the
player experienced in terms of the percentage of enemies versus the percentage of pick-ups
within the map. Blue circles are maps that we liked while red crosses are maps that were
disliked.

The fact that these types of clusters of liked maps are forming, albeit in a simplified

feature space, indicates that the RS is learning the preferences of the player and is pushing

the CPPN-NEAT evolution toward content layouts similar to those that were previously

enjoyed by the player. Although it is harder to visualize, it is expected that these types of

clusters may appear in the original 18 dimensional feature space that the maps are classified

on.

Figure 9.10 shows the simplified feature space, calculated the same way as above, but

only for Player 1 from the earlier case studies. Instead of plotting the feature space as before,

Figure 9.10 instead plots each feature over time (map indices). By doing this, an example

of feature convergence, due to the NB classifier learning, is made apparent. The quantities

of the two content types begin to stabilize in the regions between Maps 5 and 7 and then

again between Maps 10 and 14, especially with respect to enemy quantities. This indicates

that the classifier has learned an enemy to pick-up ratio that is believed to be suitable for

the player. However, the features begin to fluctuate again in Map 15 and this is due to the

sudden drop in rating of Map 14. A re-rendering of Map 13 and 14 (not shown) indicate

that the content settings were nearly identical but, for their own reasons, the player chose to

rate Map 14 much worse. This contradicted the classifiers prior knowledge of the player and

therefore causes it to promote adjustments in feature values.
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Figure 9.10: Feature values for the maps played by Player 1. The feature values are summed
into enemies and pick-ups for clearer viewing.

9.4.3 Patterns of Content

When considering the room composition features used by the RS, there is an even balance of

maps that were generated with all low enemy rooms, all high enemy rooms, or a mix of low and

high enemy rooms. A similar balance exists for pick-ups. Maps that were rated ‘Very Good’

typically had all low enemy rooms and a mix of low and high pick-up rooms, indicating that

players enjoyed having more pick-ups than enemies and challenge was introduced by reducing

the amount of pick-ups rather than increasing the amount of enemies. Maps that were rated

‘Very Bad’ were less likely to have a mixture of low and high rooms for both enemies and

pick-ups, suggesting that maps that had a constant difficulty were not enjoyed.

The brief analysis above uses high level features that indicate that there were not many

maps that had fluctuations of content. However, more distinct patterns can be exposed by

looking at the lower level features. This is done through the use of the content balance metric

described in Chapter 8.

Table 9.2 shows the four mentioned difficulty trends cross tabulated with the ratings given

to each map. This only includes optimized maps that had more than two rooms between the

start and end of the map, as the fluctuating difficulty trend is not possible with only two

rooms. Thus, a total of 229 maps were evaluated in this table. The final column shows the

ratings given to maps with only two rooms. Additionally, the final row of the table shows

the percentage of maps with the given trend in SOpt.

Of interest in these results is that 77.96% of maps with fluctuating difficulty were liked,

with a rating of ‘Fair’ or better. Additionally, 23.73% of fluctuating maps were rated ‘Very

Good’. Both of these are higher proportions than any other difficulty trend. In a Mann-

Whitney U test where H0 is that fluctuating maps receive worse or equal ratings than the
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Table 9.2: Difficulty trend of all maps cross tabulated with the rating they received. Values
are shown as a percentage of all maps in the respective difficulty trend.

Increase Decrease Fluctuate Constant 2 Rooms

Very Bad 5.13% 7.02% 5.08% 11.43% 7.33%

Bad 6.41% 22.81% 8.48% 14.29% 10.56%

Poor 23.08% 19.30% 8.48% 14.29% 20.82%

Fair 29.49% 24.56% 22.03% 11.43% 26.69%

Good 20.51% 12.28% 32.20% 40.00% 23.75%

Very Good 15.38% 14.03% 23.73% 8.56% 10.85%

% of SOpt 13.68% 10% 10.35% 6.14% 59.83%

other three difficulty trends, the null hypothesis was rejected at p = 0.003 and if one map of

each was drawn at random there is a 0.62 probability of the fluctuating map having a better

rating; this was not the case for equivalent tests for any of the other difficulty trends. This

indicates that maps that have fluctuating difficulty are more likely to be enjoyed.

Following from this, maps with increasing difficulty are the second most likely type to

be enjoyed, with a total of 65.38% of those maps being liked. Next were maps with only

two rooms, with 61.29% of these small maps being liked. Also, as was highlighted in the

previous section, despite the moderate ratings and the responses to the user survey, maps

with only two rooms were played much more often than larger maps, making up nearly 60%

of all ratings. Out of those maps with three or more rooms, the distribution of difficulty

trends that were played is relatively even. Finally, while the constant difficulty trend had

the highest proportion of ‘Good’ ratings, it also had the lowest percentage of ‘Very Good’

ratings and had the second highest proportion of maps that were disliked (59.99% liked),

with maps with decreasing difficulty having the worst ratings overall (50.87% liked).

9.4.4 Applying a CPPN to Multiple Geometries

Finally, Figure 9.11 shows the effect of applying an optimized CPPN to many geometries.

Each box represents a room and the coordinates at the top of each box are the node co-

ordinates from its respective geometry tree. As the first room will always have coordinate

(0.0, 0.0), all maps have a common start. The first box states the settings for each of the

six content types. The other rooms indicate which content types changed (abbreviated to

the first two characters) and how they changed since the previous room, either increasing in

quantity or decreasing. Also listed at the bottom of each box is the content balance of the

room, calculated as mentioned earlier.
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Figure 9.11: The results of applying the same CPPN to three different geometries. Each box
represents a single room, with the node coordinates, changes to content from the last room,
and the content balance of the room displayed. All three maps have an increasing difficulty.

What this figure shows is that applying the same CPPN to different geometries can give

similar experiences due to its pattern-producing properties. The first map at the top of

Figure 9.11 was rated ‘Very Good’ by a player, while the geometries of the other two maps

were randomly generated. All the maps have a similar change between the first and second

rooms, with an increase in ‘Spider Bots’ and a decrease in ‘Mechs’ and ‘Ammo’. All the maps

also have a decrease in ‘Spider Bots’ and an increase in ‘Mechs’. Also, the last room of all

three maps has an increase in ‘Buzz Bots’. This shows that despite the different coordinates,

a similar experience is being generated for all three maps, with slight variations especially

towards the ends of the maps.

It is typical for a CPPN to produce a similar difficulty trend on most geometry trees, as

shown here with all three maps having an increasing difficulty. However, this is not always the

case and the CPPN used in Figure 9.11 also occasionally produced maps with a fluctuating

difficulty, though the change in content settings were much the same and the content balance

values were in a similar range. Finally, this diagram only shows the direct path between the

start room and exit room and not any branching paths. Assuming two geometry trees have

the same maximum depth, branches of these two maps would be similar to each other.
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Figure 9.12: The mean classification scores of NB and comparative classifiers at each map
index. (a) Mean prediction accuracy (SOpt only) and (b) mean accuracy using 3-fold cross
validation (both SOpt and SRand). Data from all players was included except for that of Player
ε1 and Player ε2.

9.5 Player Model Results

In this section we review the performance of the RS per-player preference models. This is

done by evaluating how well the trained models were able to predict the players’ preferences.

This is done using the accuracy, 3-fold cross validation, and learning trend metrics described

in Chapter 8. Additionally, we discuss why two outlier players were excluded from the

accuracy and 3-fold cross validation calculations, which further motivates the need for the

learning trend metrics.
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9.5.1 Mean Prediction Accuracy and Cross-Fold Validation

Figure 9.12 shows the mean accuracy and mean 3-fold cross validation values for the first 18

maps for the various classifiers. The means are calculated from all players who played more

than two maps, except for two. The reason for excluding two players from these plots is

detailed in the next subsection. The accuracy calculations also only take into account SOpt.

Thus, we are only measuring the accuracy of the maps that were recommended to the player.

As the first map that is generated is always randomized, these plots show prediction results

starting from the second map index. For 3-Fold Cross Validation, however, both SOpt and

SRand were used in order to properly represent a classifier’s complete knowledge at any given

map index.

Figure 9.12a shows that all classifiers experience a steep improvement in accuracy early

on. The NB classifier compares well with the other classifiers at this stage. However, the

mean accuracy of NB drops after 15 maps while the other classifiers generally continue to

improve. The classifiers are all performing better than both runs of the random classifier,

which both appropriately have accuracy around 0.5 for all map indices. This suggests that

if the random classifier were used as the RS then the user would have a positive experience

only 50% of the time.

Figure 9.12b shows the results of the 3-fold cross validation. The NB classifier typically

generalizes better than the other classifiers for most training set sizes. This is similar to

the results in Figure 6.2 in Chapter 6 that lead to the decision to use the NB classifier in

this experiment. However, in comparison with the earlier discussed accuracy plot, it may

be that generalization is not needed in this system and a classifier that is overfitting is not

necessarily a bad outcome. However, this would be in contrast to other results in this chapter

that suggest that repetitiveness and the subsequent lack of variety in player experience is an

issue within the system. The random classifier is not included here as unrelated predictions

would be made in each fold of a single test.

9.5.2 Filtering Skewed Data

This is a declaration and a discussion of why two players were removed from data set before

the average prediction accuracies were calculated. These two players are in fact the two

players that experienced more maps than any other player, with the longest having played

86 maps (henceforth referred to as Player ε1), and the second longest having played 23

maps (henceforth Player ε2). However, both of these players experienced a poor early game,
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Figure 9.13: The prediction accuracy of the first 24 maps of the two players that caused a
skew in the data.

with Player ε1 rating most early maps negatively and Player ε2 over utilizing the option to

randomize maps, thus not allowing CPPN-NEAT and the PPM to effectively explore the

solution space. The two next longest playing participants both played 18 maps, hence many

of the prediction accuracy plots reported in this chapter have a maximum map index of 18.

Additionally, both players ε1 and ε2 responded to the optional survey and both identi-

fied themselves as being inexperienced game players. Upon re-rendering the maps that the

two players experienced (not shown here), it appears that they have both provided a few

contradictory ratings at the start of play. That is, similar maps were given opposing ratings,

leading to contradictory learning samples for the classifiers. This may be due to these novice

players developing their preferences and skills in the first dozen maps.

This results in a poor prediction accuracy of both players’ classifiers early on in their

play time. This can be seen in Figure 9.13, which plots the NB classifiers’ accuracy for both

players. This is especially true for Player ε2 in which the classifier predicts the exact opposite

of the player’s actual rating for all SOpt maps in the first 15 maps. A similar effect occurs

with all other comparative classifiers used in the accuracy plots, suggesting that the players

are in fact supplying contradicting ratings that are causing learning troubles for all classifiers

in varying degrees of severity.

Despite this, in their survey responses, both players stated that their experience did in

fact improve over time, which can be seen through the improvement in prediction accuracies

towards the end of the plot in Figure 9.13. However, as all other players experienced 18

maps or less, this late improvement does not stop the data of these two players from skewing

all other player data. Thus, these two players are extreme cases of the late learner problem
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Figure 9.14: The mean prediction accuracy between map index 10 and 17 of: ( a) all players
that played 10 or more maps and ( b) the same plot excluding players ε1 and ε2.

that motivates the use of the learning trend metrics. Therefore, the data from both of these

players is included in the learning trend results in the next subsection.

Figure 9.14a shows the mean prediction accuracy among all players, including players ε1

and ε2, as well as the standard deviation of each map index. Figure 9.14b shows the same

plot but without the two earlier mentioned players. This second plot is the same as that in

Figure 9.12a but only showing the NB accuracy. Notice that in Figure 9.14b the standard

deviation begins to narrow as more maps are played, indicating that the prediction accuracy

of each player that played for that long is converging to the 60% to 70% region. However,

this is not the case in Figure 9.14a, where the standard deviation remains large and therefore

showing that the prediction accuracy of players ε1 and ε2 differs greatly from the general

population.

9.5.3 Learning Trend

The results in Figure 9.15 show the mean and majority learning trends respectively. In these

figures, the diagonal black lines represent the best and worst case scenarios. Again, only

predictions made on SOpt maps are included in the calculations. Map index 1 will always

have a learning trend value of 0.0 because the first map was randomized for every player and

so the first change in prediction occurs at map index 2. These figures reinforce that the NB

classifier performs well when compared to other classifiers with low numbers of sample data.

However, both plots show that as more training data becomes available, almost all the other

classifiers are performing better. Thus, in future work, it may be beneficial to adopt one

of the other classifiers as a baseline comparison for more advanced RS techniques. In both
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Figure 9.15: Results of the learning trend metric. (a) Mean learning trend. (b) majority
learning trend. Both plots include players ε1 and ε2.

figures, the two runs of the random classifier stay close to 0.0, indicating that the majority

of predictions are only accurate half of the time.

An interesting result from comparing both of these figures is that the clearly best per-

forming classifier for the majority learning trend in Figure 9.15b is the J48 decision tree.

However, Figure 9.15a shows that the mean performance of the J48 decision tree is typically

below that of the other classifiers. This indicates that while it is more likely for the J48 to

improve in accuracy for the majority of players, the other classifiers typically have an increase

in performance for more players (that is, the majority set is larger).

Both the random forest and the neural network classifiers are performing well in both

these learning trend plots and the earlier accuracy and cross validation plots. However, the

downside to the use of the neural network is that time requirements for training the classifier

sharply increase with the number of training samples. As the classifiers are re-trained with

every new map rating, if a player is to experience more than 15 maps in PCG: Angry Bots,

the neural network training time becomes unacceptable for the real-time response expected

by the players. Thus, our recommendation for future work is to use a random forest classifier

in the RS player model and not the current NB classifier.
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Table 9.3: The results of the survey question asking respondents to rate their experience
towards the end of their play time as compared to the start.

Number of Respondants

Answer All Responses Played >= 7 Maps

Much Worse 0 0

Worse 4 0

About the Same 10 1

Better 22 9

Much Better 6 6

Total 42 16

9.6 User Survey Results

As well as playing the game, participants of the PCG: Angry Bots experiment were given

the option to complete a survey1 on their experience. A total of 42 players responded to the

survey and the results are presented here as additional evidence of the system’s performance.

One of the most important questions of the survey asked participants to rate their expe-

rience towards the end of their play time as compared to their experience at the beginning.

The first column of Table 9.3 shows the possible answers to that question. From this group,

68% of respondents said that their experience got either better or much better. The majority

of the remainder said that their experience didn’t change much and only four respondents

said it got worse. No respondents said that their experience got much worse.

The positive bias of these responses matches that of the rating histogram for optimized

maps in Figure 9.5a and the responses themselves are statistically significant. With the

responses converted to a numeric scale of 1 to 5, the non-parametric one-sample Wilcoxin

test [Wilcoxon, 1945] is used to test against an expected median. For this test, a median of

3 is used, with H1 stating that the median of the responses is greater than this hypothesized

median. Here, p < 0.001, indicating that the responses are significantly better than ‘About

the Same’. The φ coefficient here is 0.65, indicating a strong result when compared with

Cohen’s effect size bands.

It is also worth noting that many of the respondents that answered that their experience

got worse or stayed the same did not play many maps. The third column of Table 9.3 includes

only respondents who played seven or more maps. All the respondents that indicated that the

game got worse have been eliminated and all but one of the “About the Same” respondents

1A copy of the survey questions can be found in Appendix C
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Table 9.4: The reported change in difficulty vs. the reported change in enjoyment.

Harder Same Easier Total

Much Worse 0 0 0 0

Worse 2 2 0 4

About the Same 0 7 3 10

Better 4 5 13 22

Much Better 1 1 4 6

Total 7 15 20 42

have also been removed. Alternatively, none of those that stated that their experience got

much better have been removed.

Participants were also asked to describe the difficulty of the maps towards the end of play

as compared to the maps at the beginning. Table 9.4 shows the results of this questioning,

cross-tabulated with the results of the experience question discussed before. Of interest is

that most of the participants who said there was no change in enjoyment also said that there

was no change in difficulty. Meanwhile, the majority of participants that said the maps

became better also said that they became easier.

When asked about the variety of the maps that were played, 75.62% of respondents

indicated that the variety was fair or worse. There are two reasons why this may be; firstly,

it may simply be due to the re-use of the same enemies, pick-ups, and objectives throughout

the game. Alternatively, the maps that the respondents experienced were much the same due

to the RS being stuck in a local optimum, thus highlighting a deficiency in the RS approach.

Once a player’s classifier has enough training data to make accurate predictions on candidate

maps, it is quite easy for the CPPN-NEAT evolution to get stuck in a local optimum and

thus continuously provide maps that are similar to one another. This is what causes the

clusters of liked maps in the feature space representations in Figure 9.9. This is a common

issue in the RS field and is referred to as overspecialization [Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 2005].

Respondents were also asked to describe their ideal map in terms of the amount of each

content type in the map. Many respondents desired a high density of the easy to kill ‘Spider

Bots’ and ‘Buzz Bots’ but wanted very few ‘Mechs’. For pick-ups, almost all players wanted

large quantities of ‘Ammo’ but the same desire wasn’t shown for ‘Health’ and ‘New Weapon’

pick-ups. These results match our expectations from the game design process. It was ex-

pected that most players would struggle with the ‘Mech’ enemies and it was a purposeful

design choice to make ‘Ammo’ a scarce commodity. This was done as an attempt to see if
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maps would be generated to provide high quantities of ammo to meet the requirements of

the player.

When the respondents were asked whether the best maps they played matched their

described ideal map, 45.95% of respondents said that they were similar. Meanwhile, 32.43%

said that the best maps that they experienced were neither similar nor too dissimilar to their

ideal. This indicates that the system is coming close to generating maps that align with a

player’s preferences but still falls short quite often. However, when comparing this to earlier

results that suggest the experience improved for many players, it may be the case that always

giving the player their ideal map is not the best course of action and providing them with

experiences outside of their comfort zone can improve the overall quality of the game.

9.7 Discussion

In this section we make a summary of the key findings and their implications regarding the

geometry generation, content layout calculations, and player preference modeling techniques

used in PCG: Angry Bots. Some of these insights are about the solutions used while others

are curious observations about the players themselves. Each of these discussions leads into

potential avenues for future work which are presented in the conclusion of this thesis in

Chapter 10.

9.7.1 Fixed n-ary Tree Geometry

The combination of the fixed n-ary tree genetic representation of the geometry, the mutation

operators used, the inverse mutation rate, and the validation process encourages a more

appropriate distribution of map sizes in comparison to random generation, in relation to

survey feedback that revealed players enjoy medium to large sized maps. However, a curious

result of this experiment is that, despite this survey result and players having plenty of

opportunities to choose larger maps through IEC, they instead mostly chose maps with only

2 rooms. It may be that players chose shorter maps because there was a better chance of the

player completing a shorter map due to overall fewer potential enemies. This would hint at

the players not trusting the optimization process to create appropriate content on a larger

map, and therefore could be seen as a limitation of the system.

Alternatively, as players were aware that they were participating in an experiment, it

may be that players wanted to complete as many maps as possible in a perceived sense of

obligation to provide as much data to the experiment as possible. Playing smaller maps
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would allow the player to do this in a shorter amount of time. When combined with the

survey result that found that player’s perceived a lack of variety in the game, it could be

predicted that a more engaging game would incentives larger maps as the pleasure of playing

the game is its own reward. However, both of these possibilities for the dependencies in map

data and player self-reporting are just conjecture as we have no means of proving either at

this time.

If the experiment could be repeated (or in future experiments) it would be worthwhile

enforcing a bigger minimum size for the geometry. In the current implementation, mutation

of geometries could not produce a geometry with less than two rooms between the start and

exit room. However, as the number of rooms in a map expands, there is potential for more

interesting patterns of content throughout the map.

9.7.2 CPPN-NEAT Content Layout

The CPPN-NEAT approach to laying out content explored more of the solution space of

potential enemy and pick-up layouts than random generation by creating more coherent

patterns of content throughout a map. Meanwhile, By cross tabulating the rating of a map

with the change in content balance between the rooms in the map, it was possible to see

that maps with fluctuating difficulty were preferred by players while maps with a constant

difficulty were the least enjoyed overall. This aligns with map design theory that promotes

sequences of high intensity and low intensity gameplay to set the pace of the game and

prevents the player from becoming physically and psychologically exhausted [Adams, 2010].

However, while the constant difficulty was disliked the most overall and had the lowest

percent of ‘Very Good’ ratings, it did have the highest percent of ‘Good’ ratings. This may

because if a constant difficulty is assigned throughout the map and that difficulty matches

the player’s skill, then the map is acceptable, though maybe not as entertaining as a well-

executed fluctuating map is. While increasing and decreasing difficulty trends give a variety

of content throughout the map like the fluctuating difficulty trend does, the linear nature

means that either the start of the map or the end of it will provide the highlight of the

player’s experience (intense action) and the progression through the rest of the map is seen

as a tedious traversal of space. Meanwhile, in the best case of the fluctuating trend where

two enemy rooms are punctuated by a pick-up filled room, the player is given multiple high

intensity situations with the chance to prepare for the each encounter.
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Additionally, once a suitable CPPN had been found it was capable of providing similar

experiences over a variety of geometries. Essentially, after a player has experienced a few

maps and played at least one map that they rate ‘Very Good’, there are two models of this

individual player: the elite CPPN, which can be used as a generative model to produce

additional suitable maps, and the content-based RS, which is an evaluative model that can

be used to predict ratings on future maps, including randomly generated ones.

Finally, the current implementation uses a CPPN to calculate discrete settings in small

sized maps. This is different from the majority of existing applications that use a CPPN

to calculate continuous values from either continuous or high resolution inputs [Hastings

et al., 2009; Risi et al., 2012; Secretan et al., 2008]. In any of those applications, if either

the CPPN input or output had been further discretized, the patterns visible in the resulting

content may not have been as evident. This may be alleviated by increasing the minimum

size of the geometry, therefore increasing the resolution of the CPPN input. How the use

of a CPPN on discretized inputs and outputs affects the patterns of content distribution in

PCG: Angry Bots or how the content layout approach can be made continuous are topics for

future investigation.

9.7.3 RS Player Model

The content-based RS used in this experiment performed well, but there is room for im-

provement. The statistical analysis of the ratings validates that the system is not simply

randomly generating maps and that the optimized maps are, on average, receiving better

ratings. However, unfortunately the effect sizes of these tests were small. It is not clear

whether this small effect size is due to poorly performing player models or a lack of variety

in potential maps caused by the game design and constrained discrete generative processes.

Despite this, we predict that any game that uses a random map generation procedure

could be enhanced by using a content-based RS as a PPM in an experience-driven PCG (ED-

PCG) framework. The extent of this enhancement, though, may be restricted by the means

in which the maps are generated, as the results here have shown. While the generative pro-

cesses here are discrete and constrained by the room template approach, random generation

of maps in mainstream games is typically even more so controlled. For example, roguelike

games such as Diablo (Blizzard Entertainment, 1996) have stronger constraints to ensure the

player’s experience is within a certain difficulty range, reducing the size of the solution space

even further than was done in the PCG: Angry Bots experiment. While our experiment
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cannot be directly compared to these games due to them having more advanced gameplay

mechanics and their own unique means of map generation, the results of this experiment

lead us to hypothesize that the use of the RS player modeling approach would provide more

tailored experiences to the player.

While the mean values of the prediction accuracy measurements can be improved upon,

the results are what we expected and represent a success for this experiment. With accuracy

values of the NB classifier hovering between 0.60 and 0.75 and the 3-fold cross validation

extending into the 0.80 to 0.90 region, these results are comparable with the original studies

on using NB classifiers for content-based RS [Pazzani and Billsus, 1997]. However, there

have recently been significant advances in recommender algorithms [Ricci and Shapira, 2011]

which may provide a significant improvement.

There are a few simple possible solutions to improving accuracy, though they each have

their downsides too. To start with, it was shown that a simple change of classifier from the

NB to a random forest classifier could give better performance in most cases but not all. The

IB1 nearest neighbor classifier may also provide steady improvement for all players. However,

this may be risky as Pazzani and Billsus [1997] identify nearest neighbor classifiers as being

the poorest performers in an RS designed to recommend web-pages to users.

The way in which the experiment is started could change to provide better initial perfor-

mance. The first few maps could be manually designed to get feedback from players about

very specific experiences. Making sure that a variety of experiences are provided to the player

would prevent the optimization from getting stuck in a local optimum early on. However,

considering that the median number of maps played in this experiment was 4, this alteration

may risk not giving the participants a chance to experience maps produced by the RS. Al-

ternatively, the player could be required to input an initial difficulty setting or state some

other form of preferences and the RS could optimize from this starting point. This may be

a good solution for a commercial game as it ensures that the player’s exact preferences and

past experiences with games are taken into account. However, again, for the purposes of this

thesis, this approach would have lessened the impact of showing that a traditional, unmod-

ified RS could be effectively used to capture a player’s preferences without prior knowledge

or assumed characteristics.

As further evidence of the success of this experiment, the user survey results presented

in Section 9.6 show that the majority of players are able to notice an improvement in the

suitability of the maps they are playing. These results also show that a participant is more

likely to have a positive experience as they played more maps, correlating to the player’s
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classifier receiving more training data and being able to make better predictions about the

player’s preferences.

One of the major limitations of the current system at this time is a reported lack of

variety in the maps that were played. While this may be due to the simple game mechanics

of PCG: Angry Bots, it may also be dues to the overspecialization of either the CPPN-

NEAT evolution or the RS player model (or both in conjunction). Case studies showed that

not only did PPMs fluctuate in accuracy but also players provided fluctuation ratings. It

was determined that these example players were providing conflicting ratings to consecutive

similar maps, further indicating the presence of overspecialization and the negative effects it

has on a player’s experience. In the future work discussed in Chapter 10, we provide potential

avenues of investigation to address this issue.

9.8 Summary

• During the PCG: Angry Bots experiment, a total of 147 players played 893 maps. Out

of these, 570 were optimized for a player using the techniques described in this thesis

(the set of which was labeled SOpt) and 323 maps were generated completely randomly

(the set of which was labeled SRand).

• Using the chi-squared test of independence, it was determined that there was a statis-

tically significant relationship between the set that a map was in (SOpt and SRand) and

the rating it received. Thus, ratings in SOpt were not just a matter of chance.

• Using the Mann-Whitney U test, it was shown that the ratings in SOpt were statistically

greater than those in SRand, providing evidence of the optimization process performing

better than random generation.

• Unfortunately, the effect size of both of the above statistical tests was not high and so

there is clear room for improvement of all included solutions in future work.

• The fixed n-ary tree representation and evolutionary operators produced a more even

distribution of geometry sizes and caused geometries to be successfully validated more

often when compared to randomly generated geometries. However, a curious result is

that while player’s reported a preference for medium to large sized maps in the survey,

they frequently chose smaller geometries through IEC.
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• Using a CPPN to produce patterns of content throughout maps gave players a variety

of difficulty trends. Patterns of content that caused fluctuations in difficulty were most

enjoyed by players. Meanwhile, maps with consistent difficulty were the least enjoyed

overall.

• The CPPN representation also explored more of the feature space of enemies and pick-

up than randomly generated maps did. This is most likely due to the CPPN producing

logical patterns of content from room to room of a map.

• A CPPN can be applied to multiple geometries to give a variety of experiences that

are within similar limits of difficulty.

• Analysis of individual classifier results showed that many players experienced fluc-

tuations of positive and negative experience throughout their playing time. This is

hypothesized to be due to either an overfitting classifier or the player’s preferences

changing.

• The mean prediction accuracy of the players’ classifiers showed that the classifiers were

learning from the player provided ratings and in turn producing more appropriate maps

for the players. While the NB classifier performed well in 3-fold cross validation, most

other classifiers performed better in one-off predictions.

• From the learning trend results, the NB classifier made true predictions for the majority

of players on most map indices. Overall, the random forest classifier performed the best.

• Results from an accompanying survey suggest that participants who played more maps

reported better experiences. This correlates with the increase in training data available

to the RS, resulting in better predictions.

• The main disadvantage of the techniques used here is the lack of variety in the generated

maps. This was reflected in the user survey results and plots of feature space coverage

and convergence plots, which showed that, for a single player, maps were continuously

generated to have features similar to maps that had been rated well in the past.
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Conclusion and Future Work

The aim of this research project was to investigate personalized procedural map generation

via evolutionary algorithms (EA). This was conducted by dividing the map generation process

into three core components: geometry (the non-interactive elements), content (the interactive

elements), and player preference modeling (PPM).

As a preliminary investigation into geometry generation, we produced a search-based pro-

cedural content generation (SBPCG) solution for creating virtual terrain that could be used

in a diverse range of game genres. This solution, referred to as patch-based terrain genera-

tion, involved combining small sample terrains together in order to create larger terrains. An

evolutionary terrain tool (ETT) was created by combining the patch-based approach with

interactive evolutionary computation (IEC). Through IEC, the user was presented with eight

candidate terrains and asked to choose those that appealed to them. These terrains would

then become the parents of the next generation. As well as this parent selection, a unique

gene selection mechanism was introduced to allow the user to focus mutation on to specific

patches of the candidate terrains. Through IEC and a variety of terrain and evolutionary

parameters, the ETT gave users a high level of control over the types of terrains that were

produced without requiring them to manually design and build the terrain themselves. This

tool was evaluated by demonstrating the effects of each of the parameters and showing how

the tool could be used to create detailed game maps.

While the ETT was a promising solution that could be used by even novice game devel-

opers, it required an investment in time and effort from the user. Thus, it was more suited

as a development tool rather than being utilized by players during gameplay. For a solution

to be acceptable for use by the player, it would need to be as unobtrusive as possible while
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still capturing the player’s subjective preferences. Additionally, the lack of a specified game

genre made developing an automated fitness evaluation method difficult for the ETT as it

could not be determined what exactly separated a high quality terrain from a low quality

one.

Therefore, we chose to move forward with developing a solution within a test bed game

that would give context to the map evaluation process and allow for any included solutions

to be experimented on through actual player interaction. Thus, the Procedural Content

Generation: Angry Bots (PCG: Angry Bots) game was designed and developed. While the

ETT only incorporated geometry and only allowed for users preferences to be expressed

through IEC, PCG: Angry Bots represented a complete solution by incorporating the three

core components of a personalized procedural map generator.

The paradigm of using smaller segments of geometry to form larger geometries that was

used in the ETT was adopted again for generating the geometry of PCG: Angry Bots. Interior

spaces were created by connecting pre-made room and corridor templates together in a fixed

n-ary tree structure. The geometry was again evaluated through IEC but this time each

candidate geometry that was presented to the player was validated to ensure it was playable.

Thus, the player could intuitively select from previews of the candidate maps based upon

size and shape and be assured a standard of quality. This reduced the effort needed from the

player to produce a playable map.

Once a geometry was chosen, the coordinates of each node (room) of the fixed n-ary tree

were used as input to a Compositional Pattern-Producing Network (CPPN) [Stanley, 2007].

The output of the CPPN determined the quantity of enemies and pick-ups in each room of

the map. CPPN candidates were evolved using NeuroEvolution of Augmenting Topologies

(NEAT) [Stanley and Miikkulainen, 2002], in which fitness was determined by a PPM trained

to the preferences of each individual player.

This PPM was framed as a content-based recommender system (RS). After each map was

played, the player was asked to rate the map on a five point scale. Features of the map were

extracted and combined with the player provided rating (converted to weighted binary scale)

and used as a training sample for a Naive Bayes (NB) classifier. During NEAT evolution,

the player selected geometry would be combined with each CPPN candidate and the same

map features would be extracted. These features were then classified and the fitness value

of the CPPN was set to the probability of the map being liked by the player.

The PCG: Angry Bots game and all the included solutions were made available to play

online with an accompanying optional post-play survey. The data from this large scale,
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unsupervised public experiment was then used to evaluate the performance of each of the

included solutions. Statistical analysis showed that, as a whole, the maps that were optimized

for the players’ preferences were receiving better ratings than randomly generated maps.

However, the effect size of this relationship was not large. To reinforce this result though,

responses to the post-play survey showed that a statistically significant number of players

stated that their experience got better over time. This highlights the potential of the included

solutions but also the need for refinement.

Other findings included the CPPN approach to content layout searching more of the

solution space by creating maps that had coherent patterns of content from room to room

rather than random changes. Also along these lines, players appeared to favor maps with a

fluctuating difficulty, supporting game design theory that states that players should experi-

ence alternating periods of low intensity and high intensity activity to maintain engagement

[Adams, 2010]. Additionally, applying the same CPPN to different geometries produced con-

tent layouts that, while different, were within a similar range and created similar difficulty

trends.

The mean prediction accuracy of the RS player models was comparable to the results of

previous work into using NB for a content-based RS [Pazzani and Billsus, 1997]. However,

these results may have been distorted by participants playing different amounts of maps,

classifiers with poor performance early on, and the nature of the accuracy measurements

themselves. Therefore we introduced the mean and majority learning trend metrics to rein-

force the results and provide a clearer analysis of performance. From these results, it was

deduced that a simple improvement to the current implementation would be to use a random

forest classifier rather than a NB classifier, though overall the performance of all comparative

classifiers was fairly similar.

The major limitation of the current implementation is a lack of variety in the produced

map. This was identified through the post-play survey in which an overwhelming majority of

players indicated that the variety of the maps that they played was poor. This could be due

to poor game design, the discretized nature of the geometry and content layout generative

processes, or overspecialization of either the RS player models or the CPPN-NEAT evolution.

The latter possibility is supported by case studies that showed some players had repetitive

experiences and provided conflicting ratings for similar consecutive maps.

Finally, as an overall statement, we consider the PCG: Angry Bots experiment a success

in terms of providing us with the knowledge that we sought to collect in this investigation.

It has shown that the ideas contained within the solution improve the player’s experience
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over random generation of game maps. However, probably more important is that it has also

highlighted the weakness of the current implementation and the possibilities for improvement

in future work.

10.1 Research Questions

This section reviews the research questions that were stated in the introduction of this thesis.

Each research question is first re-stated and is then followed by a discussion of what was done

to address them and what findings were unveiled.

10.1.1 Geometry

1. How can the base terrain of a game map be represented in an SBPCG solution to provide

a high level of control over the features in the generated maps?

We developed an approach to terrain generation called patch-based terrains. The idea

behind this approach was to combine smaller patches of sample terrain together to form a

larger terrain that contained all the terrain features present in the samples. This was incor-

porated into an evolutionary cycle and a two-tiered IEC was used as the fitness evaluation

approach. Due to the control allowed over numerous evolutionary and generative parameters,

as well as allowing both parent selection and gene selection during IEC, the user was able to

successfully generate terrains to their specifications.

2. How does this genetic representation compare to existing SBPCG techniques for gener-

ating terrain?

The patch-based approach, combined with IEC, allowed for more user control over the

types of terrain features and their location within the larger terrain over existing evolutionary

terrain techniques. Previous techniques have had only a small variety in the types of terrain

features, little control over their location or combination in a single candidate terrain, or

simply take an existing terrain and only alter the extent of the terrain features. The limitation

of our approach is that it requires effort from the user to generate an appropriate terrain,

therefore causing this system to be a developer tool rather than a means of effortlessly

creating new experiences for a player. In order to make the system more appropriate, either

the IEC process would need to be greatly simplified to be more user-friendly to players or it

would need to be removed and replaced with an automated fitness function..
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3. Can the ideas behind the genetic representation be abstracted and used to generate

interior spaces in a SBPCG manner as well?

The patch-based terrain approach was abstracted to the idea of combining smaller map

segments to generate larger maps. For generating the interior spaces of the PCG: Angry

Bots game, pre-made room and corridor templates were joined together to form a map in a

tree like structure. The tree had exactly one node (room) where the player started (above

the root of the tree) and exactly one leaf node of the tree that was an exit room that the

player needed to reach to complete the map. Because the room templates are all logically

constructed, the only way that a map could be unplayable is if the sections of the map

overlapped with each other. However, a quick validation process could detect these types of

invalid maps and discard them. IEC was used to gather player preferences again here but,

unlike with the patch-based terrains, was able to be utilized by the player efficiently because

the player was always being presented with valid maps of a minimum playable quality.

10.1.2 Content Layout

1. Given an example game, how does content affect a player’s experience as compared to

the geometry?

This research question is not as strong as the others as it does not produce any gener-

alizable knowledge. However, it was an important step within this thesis in order to frame

some of the design choices made in our solution and to show how to analyze the content of

a game in order to build an effective PCG system.

In the context of PCG: Angry Bots, the geometry of a map provides exploration oppor-

tunities to the player and allows for basic strategies such as hiding behind furniture and

doorways. It also provides aesthetic qualities as a backdrop to the gameplay. Meanwhile, the

content of the map (enemies and pick-ups) is the primary determinant of the challenge that

the player will face. If there are too many enemies, the map will be difficult; if there are too

many pick-ups, the map could be too easy. Furthermore, the layout of content affects the

pace of the map. For example, successive rooms of a map with high quantities of enemies

produce a high intensity map with little chance for the player to rest and replenish in-game

resources. According to existing literature, an optimal player experience ccan be encouraged

by interleaving high intensity and low intensity gameplay to maintain player engagement.

However, in the commonly small and independent maps in PCG: Angry Bots, consistent
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intensity, reducing intensity, or increasing intensity may all also provide a desirable pace of

gameplay, depending on the player’s preferences.

2. Is there a genetic representation for an evolutionary procedural map generation algo-

rithm that can encompass the needs of content layout in the example game?

As the challenge and pace of a map in PCG: Angry Bots is determined by the layout of

content, a good map should have a logical pattern of content throughout the map that is either

interesting to the player or that is suitable for their skill level. Therefore, we investigated the

pattern-producing properties of a CPPN; a neural network that can use various activation

functions at each node of the network, the combination of which typically create a pattern

in the output. In this application, the CPPN takes as input the coordinate of each room in

the geometry tree representation and outputs the quantity of each type of content in a single

room in the form of one of four discretized settings. A population of CPPN candidates was

evolved through the NEAT algorithm.

While the CPPN-NEAT approach has been used in the past to produce patterns in

game content, to the best of our knowledge this is the first time that they have been used in

procedural map generation. Also of interest is that CPPN-NEAT has traditionally been used

with high resolution inputs and produced continuous output values, which is not the case here.

Through experimental player data, it seems that the CPPN representation explored more of

the solution space of the number of enemies versus the number of pick-ups in a map. This

is because the CPPN produces more logical sequences of content, with the adjacent rooms

having content quantities within a similar range rather than random quantities. The approach

also produced all types of difficulty trends described in the previous research question and

indeed it was the fluctuating challenge that was most enjoyed by players. However, we believe

these patterns were hindered by the low resolution input (i.e. the small number rooms in a

typical PCG: Angry Bots map) and that the discretized output restricted the variety of the

maps that the player could potentially experience.

3. How can content layout be evaluated to determine whether it matches the player’s pref-

erences?

A player’s preferences regarding the geometry of a PCG: Angry Bots map could be

captured through IEC because it is likely that the only considerations the player would have

would be the size of the map, the number of branching paths, and the types of rooms that
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were present. All of these can be easily visualized through a quick top-down preview of the

geometry and the player could decide on their preferences with little effort. However, this is

not possible with the content. With six different types of content positioned in many areas

of a single room, there is not a simple visualization of an entire map’s worth of content that

would not require the player to carefully scrutinize each candidate. We felt this was too

invasive of the gameplay flow and so we turned to player preference modeling techniques to

evaluate CPPN candidates with little input required from the player.

10.1.3 Player Preference Modeling

1. Is there a player preference modeling technique that can be generalized to multiple game

genres for the purpose of procedural map generation?

Through our literature search we could not find a suitable player modeling approach.

Much of the existing PPM literature for the PCG field focuses on creating ‘universal’ or

‘class’ player models, attempting to generalize the preferences of a sample of players to all

players who may be similar. However, we feel that these approaches ignore the fact that

each player is a unique individual with their own reasons for playing and enjoying a game.

Additionally, many existing PPM solutions are tightly bound to the problem domain or the

genre of game that it was tested in, such as those that use agents to mimic player behavior

and evaluate a map in their stead.

Thus, we established our own PPM framework by drawing a correlation between the

fields of RS and experience-driven procedural content generation (EDPCG). If the EDPCG

solution is built around a SBPCG approach, then the solution space of all possible content can

be thought of as the item set of an RS. This allows for the utilization of existing knowledge

in the RS field. In this thesis, we tested this idea through implementing a content-based RS

as PPM for each individual player. While this approach does take map features specific to

PCG: Angry Bots as input, the approach is easily generalizable to other genres with little

effort through using expert knowledge to decide upon a new set of map features.

2. For this project, which source of player data is the most suitable and why?

A player’s preferences can be determined by examining direct player feedback (subjective),

their actions in game (gameplay), or their bodily functions (objective). We chose to use the

first of these sources, subjective player data. Monitoring a player’s bodily functions is not

appropriate as it would require every experiment participant to use a specialized device to
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monitor these signals. This is not a viable solution for a commercial game as consumers

typically do not wish to purchase extra peripheral devices to play a single game and so

it is not examined either. From the remaining two options, subjective player data was

chosen because it aligns better with existing RS implementations and studies and because

we believe that players are better able to communicate their preferences than we are able

to understand through their gameplay data. Understanding how gameplay actions correlate

with map features and how they jointly indicate a player’s preferences requires finding trends

in player data. This is typically a difficult process and is done offline, creating universal or

grouped player models and allowing room for the misinterpretation of the player data by

the research team or the insertion of our own beliefs on what causes a map to be enjoyable.

While subjective data allows for error through players incorrectly self-reporting their current

emotional state, we feel it is a much more stable means of capturing an individual player’s

preferences.

3. When combined with an EDPCG application, does the player modeling technique pro-

vide an improved experience for players over random PCG?

Through the PCG: Angry Bots experiment, in which the content layout of candidate maps

was evaluated with an RS player model, we evaluated the prediction accuracy of the content-

based RS and compared the player provided ratings for optimized maps and randomized ones.

The mean prediction accuracy of the player models was as we expected, properly predicting

the player’s preferences for the majority of maps. This accuracy could be improved by

using different classifiers at the core of the content-based RS. Additionally, a statistically

significant ratio of players reported in a post-play survey that they felt the maps improved

over time, suggesting that the RS player models were properly learning preferences as more

training data became available. Meanwhile, statistical analysis of the map ratings showed

that the ratings that a map received were dependent on whether the map was optimized or

randomized and that the optimized maps were receiving better ratings. However, the effect

sizes of these relationships were small, encouraging future investigation into the use of RS

techniques as PPMs.

10.2 Limitations

In this section we briefly discuss some of the limitations and misgivings that we have about

both the work of this thesis and of the PCG field in general. These are mainly about the
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methodology used rather than the shortcomings of the solutions that were developed. This is

because the investigation into personalized procedural map generation is ongoing and there

will always be room to improve the presented solutions. Thus, these topics are discussed

with regards to future work in Section 10.3.

Instead, the critiques here involve things that could have been done better if the investi-

gation was repeated, as well as issues that are prevalent among the broader PCG community

that we do not currently have a solution for. In general, these are observations that have

arisen from our investigation into the PCG field and are left as open thoughts to the com-

munity.

• Despite limiting the scope of this research project in the introduction to this thesis, the

scope still remained quite large. The aim of this thesis was to investigate all aspects of

personalized procedural map generation, including geometry, content layout, and player

preference modeling. Each of these components required separate lines of investigation

and different solutions, each requiring a substantial investment of time. We considered

all of these components to be required in order to build a complete personalized map

generator; however, it is regrettable that each component could not have received more

time for further investigation.

• After the investigation of patch-based terrains, we decided that investigating each com-

ponent of a personalized procedural map generator individually would not be practical

because a deployable solution would require all the components to be interacting with

each other. Thus, the PCG: Angry Bots game was created with all the included solu-

tions, all being simultaneously evaluated. However, this meant that there were a lot of

different player interactions and system processes all occurring and being evaluated at

once. This may have introduced conflicts in the systems. For example, the ability for

players to choose a geometry through IEC may have led them to rate the subsequent

map more highly due to a subconscious need to validate their own choice. Thus, the

IEC process is interfering with the accuracy of the PPM.

• Two findings hint at issues in game design. Firstly, survey respondents indicated that

the variety of maps was lacking, which may be due to a lack of engaging gameplay; every

map has the same enemies, the same pick-ups, the same basic objective, no narrative,

and no social engagement. Secondly, while a majority of survey respondents said that

medium to large sized maps were preferred, player’s overwhelming chose shorter maps
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with only 2 rooms through IEC. This may also be due to a lack of engagement; if the

game is not engaging enough and the players are aware that it is an experiment, do

they make non-standard decisions and gameplay actions in a rush to complete their

perceived obligations of participation? Did players choose smaller maps because they

would be able to complete more maps in a shorter period and provide more rating

data for the experiment? It could be deduced that in order for any user study in

games research to be representative of real world conditions, the game must be as

engaging as a commercially successful game. However, this has only rarely been the

case in past research [Hastings et al., 2009] as game design and creation is a challenging,

time consuming, and multidisciplinary task. Even though most PCG researchers will

compromise the game design process in favor improving research contributions, the lack

of engaging gameplay could in fact be harming the research outcomes as well.

• In the PCG: Angry Bots experimental evaluation, we compared our solution to a ran-

dom baseline as well as testing the accuracy of different classifiers used in the content-

based RS player models. However, the ideal would have been to compare our solution

to that of others within the PCG field. Unfortunately, the diversity of game genres used

as test beds, the varied research objectives, methodologies, and solution requirements

makes this nearly impossible. With no standardized PCG performance metric yet es-

tablished, solutions are typically compared on their features and capabilities rather

than whether they can achieve better results than other solutions. Smith [2013] pro-

vides observations on this limitation of PCG research and through our experimental

design we attempted to avoid as many of Smith’s ‘sins’ as possible but we were still

unable to provide a comparison to other existing solutions. There are a growing number

of works that generate maps for the game Super Mario Bros. (Nintendo, 1985), due in

part to the level generation track of the Mario AI Championship sponsored by the IEEE

Computation Intelligence Society [Shaker et al., 2011]. However, platform games such

as these only represent a small market share [Reeves, 2012] and even within the genre

Super Mario Bros. is, while a classic game, an aging example that is being replaced

with faster paced platform games such as Super Meat Boy (Team Meat, 2010). Thus,

we question the significance and applicability of these studies on the current games

industry.
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10.3 Future Work

This section describes some of the specific limitations of the implementations discussed in

this thesis that could be addressed through a clear line of future work. As much of this thesis

was an investigation into the yet infant fields of SBPCG and EDPCG, it is natural that as

any answer or potential solution is found during the exploration of the topic, it is replaced

with even more questions and curious avenues of future study. Each one of the following

topics represents a minor or major thesis in themselves, displaying the potential that the

numerous PCG subfields still hold.

10.3.1 Combating Overspecialization

The results of the PCG: Angry Bots player survey highlighted a major limitation of the

current system. When asked about the variety of the maps that were played, 75.62% of

respondents indicated that the variety was fair or worse. There are two reasons why this

may be; firstly, it may simply be due to the re-use of the same enemies, pick-ups, room

templates, and objectives throughout the game. Addressing this issue would either require

better game design when conducting such experiments or a means of procedurally generating

the enemies, pick-up, narrative, or the objectives of the game. One such improvement may

be to replace the current room and corridor templates used in the fixed n-ary tree geometry

representation with procedurally generated rooms and corridors, such as the building interiors

created by Tutenel et al. [2011].

Alternatively, players may have reported a lack of variety due to either the RS or the

CPPN-NEAT evolution being stuck in a local optimum, thus providing the player with

similar content layouts in consecutive maps and therefore repetitive experiences. This is a

common issue in the RS field and is referred to as overspecialization; the case in which the

user model is overfit to their preferences and they are only ever recommended items similar

to those they have liked in the past, neglecting to recommend new experiences that user

had not considered. There is a growing interest in the RS field into solving this problem

[Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 2005]. Billsus and Pazzani [2000] suggest that items (maps in

this case) should not only be disqualified from recommendation if they are too dissimilar to

items that a user has rated well in the past but also if they are too similar to any item the

user has experienced in the past. Thus, in this case, maps would only be recommended to

players if they were predicted to receive a good rating and were not too similar to maps that
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have been played in the past. The difficulty in this approach is determining when a map is

to be classified as ‘too similar’ to previous maps.

The solution may also reside in how the neuroevolution of CPPNs is conducted. Lehman

and Stanley [2008] argue the benefits of avoiding an objective function in machine learning

and instead look for novelty and diversity in the solution space. Instead of using the proba-

bility of a map being liked by a player as the fitness value for NEAT in PCG: Angry Bots,

there may instead be a better objective measure that encourages diversity. That being said,

simply looking for novelty may result in many maps that a player does not enjoy. Liapis

et al. [2013a] have recently explored improvements to novelty search for procedural map gen-

eration. Their solutions utilize feasible-infeasible dual population approaches [Kimbrough

et al., 2008]. It may be possible to utilize their approach in PCG: Angry Bots by placing

any maps that are predicted to be disliked into the infeasible population and explore novelty

only in maps that are predicted to be enjoyed.

10.3.2 Collaborative Data

In Chapter 6 we briefly discussed the difficulties of applying a collaborative filter to a domain

in which there are no co-ratings in the user-item matrix. We predicted that, due to the size

of the solution space (the item set), it would be unlikely that there would be many co-ratings.

Indeed, even after over eight hundred maps were played by over a hundred players, there is

no map that was played by more than one player.

Data sparsity is a prevalent topic of study in the RS field [Su and Khoshgoftaar, 2009],

especially in new item or new user scenarios where there is no existing data about an item

or a user in order to begin recommendations [Schein et al., 2002]. Solutions involve using a

classifier to populate the user-item matrix with predicted ratings [Park et al., 2006], using

demographic information to draw similarities between users based on personal traits rather

than ratings [Rich, 1979], or by combining both content-based RS and collaborative filtering

[Melville et al., 2002; Yoshii et al., 2008]. Additionally, dimensionality reduction [Sarwar

et al., 2000], latent variable discovery [Popescul et al., 2001], and matrix factorization [Koren

et al., 2009] techniques have all been investigated to reduce the size of the item set. However,

while these solutions work well when there are only a few co-ratings between users, to the

best of our knowledge there has been no research conducted on scenarios where there are no

co-ratings between any users of the system, where the item set is as large as the one in PCG:

Angry Bots, and where external personal information isn’t available.
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In order to compare two users with no co-ratings, similarity calculations would need to

be done between the features of items that the two users have rated, rather calculating the

similarity in rating of co-rated items. This process then resembles a content-based RS except

that there would need to be a final score that aggregates the similarity of features and ratings

between each item experienced by one user and each item of the other user, which would

then be a single similarity measure of the two users. Not only is the algorithm to accomplish

this not clear at this time but it would be a computationally expensive task as the number

of users increases and the number of items that each of them rates increases.

This is an uncommon scenario for typical RS applications but it would be a key problem

in further research into the use of RS technique for player preference modeling in PCG. CF

would continue to build per-player preference models to capture the individuality inherent

in each player, as was done with the content-based RS in this thesis, but it would also allow

for the utilization of data generated by other similar player’s to improve recommendations,

especially for the first few maps where there is not enough data to train an effective content-

based RS.

10.3.3 Additional Test Games

Throughout this research project, the ideas have only been tested within one game; PCG:

Angry Bots. Testing within other games was not appropriate for this project as it would

require that more time be spent on learning to modify specific games or on designing and

developing new games rather than on investigative research. However, the successes and

insights of the PCG: Angry Bots experiment encourage the testing of these solutions within

other games.

Towards the end of Chapters 4, 5, and 6 we discussed how the presented solution could

be generalized to other game genres. Of highest interest of these would be to test the RS

player preference models in other games. The solid prediction accuracy of the player models

in the PCG: Angry Bots experiment and its improvement in map ratings and completions

over randomly generated maps leads us to believe that a SBPCG approach to map genera-

tion combined with an RS player model would produce consistently better experiences over

equivalent random generation. For example, mainstream roguelike games, such as Diablo

(Blizzard Entertainment, 1996) already contain randomly generated maps. A good mea-

sure of performance of the RS player models would be to attempt to modify such a random

generation process to use RS and see if it offers a better experience for the player. This
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would be straight forward process for the player model design as it would only require expert

knowledge to decide on classifier features; instead much of the implementation time would

be spent on modifying the existing game to accommodate the changes.

It may also be beneficial to test these implementations in the Super Mario Bros. test

bed established by Shaker et al. [2011]. While we believe that platform games should not be

the sole focus of PCG research due to their limited presence in the current games market,

adapting our solutions for this domain would allow them to be more comparable with other

EDPCG solutions. Of interest here would be using the CPPN-NEAT approach to content

layout to determine the location of various enemies, coins, and power-ups throughout existing

Super Mario Bros. map geometries. When combined with the RS player preference model,

this approach should provide maps that are more suited to the skill level of an individual

player. However, there may still be an issue with diversity of the generated content as the

game mechanics of this game do not allow for it and the established player base may not

accept maps the differ from the establish norm of the existing maps.

10.3.4 A Return to Patch-based Terrains

Due to the initial aims of this thesis and the fact that the ETT was more of a developer tool

rather than a system that could be used directly by a player, we were required to discontinue

that line of investigation and move onto the PCG: Angry Bots study. However, we believe

that there is merit in the patch-based approach to terrain generation. It follows the concept

of tiling, which has become popular for procedurally generating expansive 2D textures [Kelly

and McCabe, 2006] and it could hold as much value for generating 3D terrains, either through

developing it further as a design tool or through investigating it in a more automated terrain

generation environment.

As in the real world, many virtual worlds use terrain as the base of the world geometry

on which architecture, infrastructure, and environmental elements are placed [Smelik et al.,

2009]. Therefore, simplifying the process of generating the terrain of a map would aid in

reducing development time in the same way that the SpeedTree application (Interactive Data

Visualization Inc., 2013) has simplified the process of populating a map with vegetation.

Some of the current research questions that we have for the patch-based terrain work

include: 1) how does the choice of sample terrains (from which patches are extracted) affect

the terrain features present in the candidate terrains that are constructed? 2) What other

seam removal techniques could be used to join terrain patches together and how would these
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affect the resulting candidate terrains? And 3) can the sample terrains contain details such

as surface texture and static objects and still be decomposed into patches? How can these

patches then be re-combined to make a coherent and logical candidate terrain?

10.3.5 Narratives, Missions, and Objectives

In the introduction to this thesis, we narrowed the scope of this work by removing narratives,

missions, and objectives from the map creation process. This was necessary in order to make

the research project achievable within the allowed time of the candidature. However, each one

of these components play a fundamental role in the experience that a player has, especially

in single-player games where the allure of social engagement with other players isn’t present.

The narrative motivates the player to discover more about the virtual world that they

are in. This was missing from PCG: Angry Bots and instead players were only given the

single task of completing a map by getting from one side to the other. Procedural narrative

is an ongoing field of work [Thue et al., 2007a] but how it influences the requirements of the

map around the player is rarely investigated. From the opposite perspective, rather than just

using procedurally generated environments as a backdrop to the narrative, they themselves

can actually be used as a means of communicating the narrative as was done by Nitsche et al.

[2006] who used the environment to reflect the protagonist’s mood.

Here, we define missions as the overarching goal of a map and objectives as the individual

steps needed to successfully complete the mission. Dormans and Bakkes [2011] provide a

discussion and motivation for the inclusion of missions and objectives (succinctly referred to

as missions) during the map design process. We believe that objectives can be thought of as a

form of content, and thus the placement of objectives throughout a map can be combined with

the content layout process. However, the major difference here is that objectives typically

have to be completed in a certain order and so this constraint must be taken into account

during procedural generation. For example, a key cannot be located after the door that it is

meant to unlock, otherwise it will be impossible for the player to complete the map.

Meanwhile, generating missions may be considered as part of the narrative generation.

Alternatively, it could be a process of deciding which objectives should be included in a map;

much in the way a ‘game master’ would in a role playing table-top game [Tychsen et al.,

2005]. Finally, it could even be a process of designing the rules of the game, an approach

that has recently been investigated in an SBPCG approach by Togelius and Schmidhuber

[2008].
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Appendix A

Evolutionary Terrain Tool - Sample

Terrains

The eight sample terrains provided as input to the evolutionary terrain tool (ETT) for all

experiments in Chapter 7. Each terrain is shown twice; firstly with height-dependent color

values at each vertex to give a clear view of the height changes of the terrain and then with a

simple sandy color accentuated by a virtual light source to show how the terrain may appear

in a game. For the height-dependent color, dark blue indicates a height value of 0.0 (the

minimum height value of this system) and dark red indicates a height of 1.0 (the maximum

height value).
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APPENDIX A. EVOLUTIONARY TERRAIN TOOL - SAMPLE TERRAINS
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APPENDIX A. EVOLUTIONARY TERRAIN TOOL - SAMPLE TERRAINS
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Appendix B

PCG: Angry Bots - Room

Templates

The five corridor templates and ten room templates used for constructing the geometry in

PCG: Angry Bots.

Corridors
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APPENDIX B. PCG: ANGRY BOTS - ROOM TEMPLATES

Rooms
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APPENDIX B. PCG: ANGRY BOTS - ROOM TEMPLATES
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Appendix C

PCG: Angry Bots - Survey Form

This form can also be found at http://goanna.cs.rmit.edu.au/∼wraffe/QualtricsSurvey.pdf

4/19/13 Qualtrics Survey Software

https://rmit.asia.qualtrics.com/ControlPanel/Ajax.php?action=GetSurveyPrintPreview&T=4Cu6HH 1/3

Default Question Block

User ID: ${e://Field/userID}

How would you rate the difficulty of the first few maps you played?

Very Difficult Difficult About Right Easy Very Easy

How would you rate the difficulty of the last few maps you played?

Very Difficult Difficult About Right Easy Very Easy

How would you rate your experience after playing for a while, as compared to when you started?

Much Worse Worse About the Same Better Much Better

How would you rate the variety of the maps you played?

Very Poor Poor Fair Good Very Good

Imagine your ideal map. What would be a good quantity of each item below in your ideal map?

   None Little Some A Lot

Spider Bot enemies   

Buzz Bot enemies   

Big Mech enemies   

Ammo pick-ups   

Health pick-ups   

Weapon pick-ups   

How large is your ideal map?

Small (2-4 rooms) Medium (4-7 rooms) Large (>7 rooms)

How many branching paths does you ideal map have? (i.e. corridors and rooms that lead to a dead-end)

None Little Some A Lot
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APPENDIX C. PCG: ANGRY BOTS - SURVEY FORM
4/19/13 Qualtrics Survey Software

https://rmit.asia.qualtrics.com/ControlPanel/Ajax.php?action=GetSurveyPrintPreview&T=4Cu6HH 2/3

Yes

No

Rooms Visited

Maps Completed

Spider Bots Killed

Buzz Bots Killed

Big Mechs Killed

Ammo Picked-up

Health Picked-up

Weapons Picked-up

Yes

No

Think of some of the maps that you enjoyed the most while playing. How closely did they match your ideal map?

Very Far from the ideal Far from the ideal

Neither Far nor Near the

Ideal Near the ideal Very Near to the ideal

Were you trying to get to the top of any of the leaderboards?

Which leaderboards?

Did you get to the top of any of these leaderboards at any time?

How did you achieve this?

Why do you feel you couldn't achieve this?

Is there anything that you would change about the game?

Is there any other feedback you would like to leave?

4/19/13 Qualtrics Survey Software

https://rmit.asia.qualtrics.com/ControlPanel/Ajax.php?action=GetSurveyPrintPreview&T=4Cu6HH 3/3

Is there any other feedback you would like to leave?
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